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ABSTRACT

Constructive thinkilg is a relatively new constn-lct entering the forefront of

empirical research, but lacks consistency in its operational definition, has lirnited indices

of rneasureûIent, yet holds promise for enhancing problem solving by extending critical

thinking. Constructive thiriking is defined as a reflective and active process that values

experience, integrates different ways of knowing (reason, irnagination, intuition and

emotion), builds caring relationships, and creates new ideas that benefit society'

This exploratory study investigated the theory of constructive thinking and its

practical application within the context of an undergraduate writing course and other

selected disciplines. The purpose was to define constructive thinking operationally,

cornpare constnrctive to critical thinking, explore constructive thinking in relation to

student success and dernographics, and describe its implementation in post-secondary

classrooms.

The following data were used--findings from: (1) a questionnaire adrninistered to

students enrolled in a research paper writing course and their instructors, (2) interviews

with the instnrctors and professors from other disciplines, plus (3) research paper and

final grades, and writing porlfolio ratings'

Results indicated that constructive thinking was similar to critical thinking on

three dimensions and independent on two: perspectives/position and caring relationships,

and consequences/conclusions and concepts benefiting society. Critical thinking was

associated with student success on both research paper and final grades. Unexpected

findings indicated that fernales had higher constructive thinking scores than males and
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students whose f,rrst language was not English scored higher on three of the five

constructive thinking dimensions.

Findings from the qualitative analysis triangulated findings fi'om the quantitative

analysis. Instructors and professors were also able to relate the theoretical strands of

constructive thinking to their instructional practice.

Constructive thinking as an instructional practice parallels many of the

characteristics of exernplary teaching. When educators balance critical and constructive

thinking, they appeal not only to objective, scientific doctrines, but also incorporate

hurnanistic factors. The challenge for future research is to verify elements of constructive

thinking and establish how constructive thinking extends critical thinking.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

One of the major issues confronting undergraduates when they corne to university

is how to think critically. Many professors and undergraduates are unsure about what

critical thinking lreans. The tenn is challenging to define. In the University One writing

course at the University of Manitoba, students are told that to think critically is a

developrnental process that incorporates Bloom's Taxonomy (1956, as cited in Huitt,

1998). This developmental process is often described as a hierarchical movement

progressing first through the lower levels of knowledge and comprehension, and then

gradually advancing to higher levels involving application, analysis, synthesis, and

evaluation (Bloorn, 1956). Reference to these levels of thinking and learning are made to

assist students in understanding what is expected in writing a research paper. Students are

led to realize that collecting and organizing facts, and assembling what is learned in order

to develop an argument are irnportant aspects of conducting and writing research.

The Problem

Unfortunately, this developmental process goes only so far. Students tend to

regurgitate what they read, create a list of references, and fonn a logical argument to

exhibit critical thinking. Once the paper has been written, it is submitted to the professor

for formal grading.

To develop student voice in writing is a challenging task. The development of

voice requires not only a rational, reasonable, and logical argurnent but also a perspective

that integates different ways of knowing; reason, imagination, intuition, and emotion

(Atwell, I98l; Belenky, Clinchy, Godlberger, and Tarule,1997, Calkins, 1994; Palmer,
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1999; Rief, 1992;Thayer-Bacon, 1993;2000). Prorninent academic scholars (Ennis,

1987; Paul, 1992) have incorporated affective elements into their critical thinking

def,rnitions, but in practice have ernphasized the importance of reason and logic. Such

reasoning and logical thinking, in and of itself, may not be value-free.

Another concept, constructive thinking, atternpts to capture additional fonns of

knowing encolrpassing not only objective but also subjective and more introspective

thought that is sensitive to broader world issues and moral perspectives. Accordingly, this

study explores the concepts of critical and constructive thinking in more depth.

Critical thinking has been an important focus of instruction and will continue to

be for decades in academic institutions. Still questions retnain: (1) Do students encounter

teaching environrnents in which they learn about themselves in relation to others, or do

they continually review what is known frorn the perspectives of others to satisff or justify

an arguÍtent? and (2) Do instructors or professors develop other ways of thinking to

extend critical thinking? This study investigates critical thinking within the context of

undergraduate writing course and other selected disciplines and explores how

constructive thinking relates to and extends critical thinking. These tetms are explained

further under the heading definitions related to the study at the end of this Chapter.

Defining Critical Thinking in Relation To Bloom's Taxonomy

Two leading scholars in the field of critical thinking, Ennis (1987) and Paul

(1992) believe that they can challenge undergraduate students to reach higher levels of

thinking as set out in Bloom's Taxonomy and have developed critical thinking

dispositions and skills that are closely related to logic (Noddings, 1998). Ennis (1987)

asserts that Bloom's Taxonomy does not allow for enough guidance in the use of the top
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three levels of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. He prefers to clarify the concepts of

critical thinking further by developing criteria used in judging a product or activity. His

criteria specifìcally addresses the imporlance of: forming and analyzing an argument,

judging the credibility of the source, deducing and judging deductions, inducing and

judging inductions, inferring explanatory conclusions and hypotheses, rnaking value

judgements, and ernploying and reacting to fallacy labels (Ennis, 1981, p. 12-15).He

defines critical thinking as "reasonable reflective thinking that is focussed on deciding on

what to believe or do" (Ennis, 1981, p. 10). Although Ennis indicates that his definition

includes creative elernents, his work emphasizes reason and logic.

To assess student reasoning, Paul (1992) highlights purpose, question at issue,

assumptions, inferences, implications, point of view, concepts and evidence as central

elements. These elements are often applied in assessing and grading undergraduate

writing and fonns the basis of V/ashington State University's Critical Thinking Rubric.

Paul (1992) envisions critical thinkers as being either strong or weak in their way of

thinking. He defines a strong sense critical thinker as one who is able to demonstrate the

ability to:

1) question deeply one's own framework of thought;
2) reconsttuct s5rmpathetically and irnaginatively the

strongest versions of points of view and frameworks of
thoughts opposed to one's own;

3) and reason dialectically (multilogically) in such a

way as to determine when one's own point of view is at

its weakest and when an opposing point of view is at its
strongest (Paul, 1992, p. 666).
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Based on this definition, a strong sense critical thinker is self-disciplined and able to

overcolre egocentrism and socio-centrism (Paul & Elder, 2005).

In contrast, a weak sense critical thinker

1) does not hold hirn/her self or those whom s/he ego-identifies to
the same intellectual standards to which s/he holds opponents.

2) has not learned how to reason ernpathetically within points of view
or frames of reference with which s/he disagrees.

3) tends to think monologically.
4) does not genuinely accept, though s/he may verbally espouse,

the values of critical thinking.
5) uses the intellectual skills of critical thinking selectively and self

deceptively to foster and sele his/trer vested interests (at the
expense of truth); able to identify flaws in the reasoning of others
and refute them; and able to shore up his/her own beliefs with reasons

(Paul, 1992, p. 668).

Further, a weak sense critical thinker often lacks the ability "to follow rigorous standards

of excellence and mindful command of their use" (Paul & Elder, 2005, p. 1).

Criti c al Thinlcing C h a I I eng e d

Two prominent educational philosophers, Thayer-Bacon (2000) and Noddings

(1995) have challenged Paul's definition of strong and weak sense critical thinking.

Thayer-Bacon (2000) argued against the concept of establishing dichotomies of critical

thinkirig and asks, "How do we know if we have thought strongly enough?" (p.62).

Thayer-Bacon (2000) questioned why Paul (1992) recognized the subjective but devalued

the notion of self in the description of weak and strong sense critical thinkers. Weak

critical thinkers according to Paul cannot seem to detach themselves from the issue.

Central to Paul's theory (1992) regarding strong critical thinkers is that dialogue enables

one to Ítove from an egocentric and ethnocentric position to learn about worldviews and
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values different from one's own. Paul (1992) neveftheless relies on dialectical reasoning

to differentiate between one's owrl perspective in relation to opposing points of view.

On the other hand, Noddings (1995) believes that critical thinking should

encoûlpass more than argumentation. "Logically, we do not need a moral reason for

adopting strong critical thinking, but practically most of us do, and without a moral

purpose, even the strongest critical thinking rnay be rudderless" (p. 93). According to

Noddings (i998), careful consideration of how to teach critical thinking with a moral

anchor needs to be addressed and this means going beyond logical argument.

Although Paul's theory of strong and weak sense critical thinking appears to value

the qualities of ernpathy and humanistic tendencies, his skill-based approach emphasizes

that critical thinking occurs mainly when people apply logic (Thayer-Bacon, 2000). Paul

(1992) believes it is necessary for a strong sense critical thinker to remove the self from

the critical thinking process in order to try to understand others' points of view fairly

(Thayer-Bacon, 2000). Thus for Paul, when one assumes a strong sense critical thinking

position, one needs to devalue the subjective. In his strong sense critical thinking, identity

and voice are not reinforced. Thayer-Bacon (2000) believes that sacrificing or removing

one's own voice to become a chameleon is impossible from a post modemist perspective.

One of the problerns associated with critical thinking is how we develop student

voice using both objective and subjective ways of knowing. Unlike Ennis (198i) and

Paul (1990), McPeck (1981) believes that critical thinking can be distinguished frorn

other forms of thinking (including imaginative, sensitive and creative thinking). He does

not generalize cntical thinking as a set of skills that can translated across disciplines.

Instead McPeck incorporates both cognitive and affective elements into his definition. He
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nonetheless focuses on the solution of problerns. He defines critical thinking as

"reflective skepticisrn within the problern area under consideration ...knowing how and

when to apply this reflective skepticisrn effectively requires among other things, knowiug

sonrething about the field in question" (p. 7).Critical thinking is always critical thinking

about a specific subject or identifiable activity. To be able to think critically, one must

first and foremost have the knowledge, once this knowledge is activated, the assessment

and evaluation of a position takes place. McPeck argues that critical thinking is not

strictly based on either formal or informal logic, since logic is restricted to propositions.

He (1981) believes that the purpose of critical thinking is not "to be disagreeable, but to

advance progress toward the resolution of a probletn" (McPeck, 1981, p. 10). To

McPeck, then, critical thinking is purposeful, directed, and solution-based.

To teach critical thinking from McPeck's position (1981) demands the rigorous

application of content knowledge surrounding the problem or activity, and episternology-

based pedagogy specific to the discipline. Only then, in McPeck's view, can students

begin to learn how to think critically. The problern with such discipline-specific critical

thinking is that it rnay exclude the perspective of others outside the field (Noddings,

1995). In fact, the points of view of others frorn different disciplines may lead to more

successful problern resolution.

At the University of Manitoba, undergraduate students are leaming how to

develop critical thinking skills while writing a research paper. In this curriculum, critical

thinking has been associated mainly with logical argurnentation, reason and problem-

solving. By learning this set of skills, students are expected to understand the irnportance

of Bloom's Taxonomy and apply these skills in other course work. The value of
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combining the objective and subjective parts of self to create voice is often ignored.

There is growing awareness, however, that other fonns of thinking that address the

integration of different ways of knowing, over and above critical thinking, are necessary.

Other Ways of Thinlcing

From a social constructivist/post modernist perspective, knowledge acquisition is

social and contextual (Rusu-Toderean, 2003). For the researcher to be detached frorn the

society s/he is observing, to be value-free, is, from a social constructivist perspective,

irnpossible. That is, it is diffìcult to record information that is entirely factual. "To know

sornething is not just to have received infonnation but to have interpreted it and related it

to other knowledge one already has" (Dietal, Herman, & Knuth, 1991,p.4).

After having interviewed many competent professionals frorn various disciplines

including architects, physiotherapists, town planners, engineers, and managers, Schon

(1983) contends that what made these expefts prof,rcient in their fields was that they knew

more than they could put into words. They seemed to possess a kind of "intuitive

knowing" and used this capacity to cope during "unique, uncertain, and conflicted

situations of practice" (Schon, 1983, pp. viii - ix). The professionals in Schon's study

were not only problem solvers but they were also able to pay attention to their inner

voices to meet challenges in their work. When these professionals were confronted with

new or unique situations in their practice, they had to construct a new conceptualization

of the problem, based on their feeling about the phenomenon. Thus, an impodant

consideration is that there are other dimensions of knowing and thinking beyond critical

thinking.
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Belenky, Clinchy, Godlberger, and Tarul e (1997) and Palmer ( I 999) explored this

issue further and questioned how we know what we know. When Beleriky and her

colleagues (1997) interviewed 135 women, they encountered several themes regarding

knowing such as: silence, received knowledge (listenirig to the voice of others),

subjective knowledge (the inner voice), procedural knowledge (the voice of reason), and

constructed knowledge (integrating the voices). Constr-ucted knowledge atternpts to

integrate knowledge felt intuitively with knowledge leamed from others. Belenky and her

colleagues (1997) describe this process of coming to know as weaving together the

strands of rational and emotive thought and integrating objective and subjective knowing,

allowing individuals to look from the inside out and the outside in. When individuals

look within, they are reflecting on what their different ways of knowing (reason,

imagination, ernotion, intuition) are telling them. This integration of different ways of

knowing is their inner voice. If individuals are aware of their inner voice, they act with

immediate insight into the situation in which they find themselves.

Palmer's (1999) description of his personal perception of knowledge and how it

impacts on his teaching is very similar to how Belenky and her colleagues describe

constructed knowledge. This view of constructed knowledge also relates to Schon's

depiction of the reflective practitioner (1983). Palmer (1999) contends that the authentic

power of teaching is derived from one's awareness of inner voice. Palmer (1999)

identifies the intellectual, the emotional and the spiritual domains of the inner voice as:

intellectual - the way we think about teaching and learning

- the form and content ofour concepts ofhow people know

and learn, of the nature of our students and our subjects
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emotional - the way we and our students feel as we teach

and learn - feelings that can either enlarge or dirninish the

exchange between us

spiritual - the diverse ways we answer the head's longing to be

connected with the largeness of life - a longing that anirrates love

and work ... . (p. 5)

When Palmer is able to listen from within, he is better able to respond to the outer

landscape of his teaching practice. The outer landscape represents the situation in which

teachers find thernselves. According to Palmer (1999), when teachers regard truth "as

emerging from a complex process of rnutual inquiry, the classroom will look like a

resourceful and interdependent community" (p.5i). Leaming and teaching in this type of

classroom becomes interpersonal and intrapersonal, intrinsic, authentic and dynarnic.

Teachers are providing students with ways to connect with their peers and to develop

ways of knowing.

Educators are becoming more aware of how important it is to connect personally

with students and to build knowledge through self-reflection, discussion and interaction

with others. While maintaining an ernphasis on critical thinking and the processes of

analysis and sSmthesis that are the halhnarks of thinking objectively, there has been a

paradigm shift, other ways of knowing are now being addressed (Belenky et a1.,1997;

Cambourne , 2002; Cunningham & Fitzgerald, 1996; Dietal, Hetman & Knuth, 199I;

Greene, 1995; Noddings, 1984, 7992,1995,2003; Palinscar, 1998; Pahner,1999; Rusu-

Toderean, 2003; Schon, 1983; Skrtic, 1995; Smith, 1977;Thayer-Bacon, 2000; Theall,

1999; Vygotsky, 193411962). Subjective knowledge is beginning to be incorporated into
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the teaching-learning process and because of this, there is a new and different perspective

regarding how knowledge should be taught and learned.

Camboume (2002) and Thayer-Bacon (2000) assert that an effort be made to

combine subjective and objective knowing. According to the Sociocultural Theory of

Vygotsky (193411962) and the Sociocognitive Conflict Theory of Piaget (1966),

knowledge and meaning are socially constructed. The Sociocultural Theory emphasizes

that individuals acquire ways of thinking and behaving that make up a community's

culture through cooperative dialogues with rnore knowledgeable peers and members of

society. Piaget elaborates that understanding comes from experience as what happens

when there is a contradiction between what the learner understands and what the learner

experiences. This contradiction "gives rise to disequilibration, which, in turn, leads the

learner to question his or her beliefs and to try out new ideas" (Palinscar, 1998, p. 3).

New learning takes place when leamers are faced with this kind of cognitive dissonance.

Thayer-Bacon (2000) refers to this process when she states that "thinking is something

we actively construct within ourselves" (p.5). Thayer-Bacon (2000) advocates integrating

critical thinking with constructive thinking to emphasize the need for inner voice.

C ons tructive Thinlcing

Although Thayer-Bacon (2000) identifies constructive thinking as distinguishable

from critical, she does not define constructive thinking. She prefers to identify its

theoretical underpinnings. She argues for:

an inclusive model of epistemology, one that embraces the
importance of plurality, epistemologically as well as morally,
that we can hope to improve our insights and gain a better understanding
of out situatedness... . When we view knowing as an activity done with
people who are in relation with each other, we shift our view from
seeing knowers as autonomous individual subjects who act upon the
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world, trying to master "it' and explain "it" to others. We begin
envisioning ourselves as parlicipants in an intersubjective world, like
a clamor of voices, who will learn rnore from each other the better we are

able to relate to and care for each other. We realize that an inclusive,
relational epistemology is less r.ulnerable to ideological abuse because

it values contributions from all people, even contributions that are vague

and ambiguous or discordant and dishannonious, for we need each other
to further the nurturing of knowledge (Thayer-Bacon, 2000, p. 70)

While Thayer-Bacon (2000) advocates that emphasis be placed on developing

reasoning, she also stresses caring in regard to understanding other people's ideas. After

having studied traditional perspectives of critical thinking, Thayer-Bacon realized the

role of caring was in danger of being abandoned. To be a good critical or constructive

thinker, it is essential to develop the ability to care for all arguments and ideas originate

frorn people. Without denying the value of critical thinking, Thayer-Bacon (2000) invites

another view by exploring the theoretical possibility of constructive thinking.

If one were to teach constmctive thinking what would that look like in a

classroom? How could this theory transcend into practice? Palinscar (1998) focuses on

how important it is for students to become more aware of their own thinking, who they

are and how they can share their reflections within a community of leamers (Palinscar,

1998). Thus a valuable contribution to gaining knowledge includes considering many

points of view that weave the strands of rationale and emotive thought together and

integrate objective and subjective ways of knowing.

Since knowledge is a constructive process of transacting ideas, either individually

or within a social context, in constructive thinking classrooms students are given time to

discuss, connect, and reflect upon their learning, There may not be agreement, but

everyone's voice is heard in a caring manner (Thayer-Bacon, 2000). Students learn that
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even though they have differing ideas about a topic, a respectful tone is necessary in

responding and expressing counter opinions.

Lipsitz (1995) and Noddings (1984, 1992,7995,2003) believe that what rs

integral to any curiculurn is that students learn to care. "If our main purpose as educators

were to encourage the development of caring in our students, we would begin to look

rnore attentively at the need for continuity in place, people, and curiculum" (Noddings,

7992,p. xii). For too long, educators have priorizedthe intellect or "trained intelligence"

within our education system. Noddings (2003) proposes that we consider the basis of

moral action. When we teach students that caring relationships rnatter, they learn how

important it is to be receptive, open and fair with each other.

It is reasoned that if constructive thinking were nurtured during the leaming

journey, students would learn more about themselves (their unique gifts, abilities,

strengths and inner voice) as members of a community in relation to others. Similarly, it

is the contention of this investigator that undergraduates would be able to learn more in

the process of developing a research paper if they were encouraged to extend their ways

of knowing to integrate reason, imagination, intuition and emotion. Some key questions

remain: What is constructive thinking? How can it be transfonned from theory into

practice?

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study, therefore, was to explore the concepts of critical and

constructive thinking in order to discover how constructive thinking relates to and

extends critical thinking and to identifu challenges and concems associated with

integrating constructive thinking in post secondary classrooms. To this end, the study
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investigated both quantitative and qualitative indicators of constructive thinking,

examined the role of constructive thinking in relation to student success as well as

dernographics, and described the irnplernentation of constructive thinking in post-

secondary classrooms. The study was conducted in three pafts.

Study One investigated the constructs of critical and constructive thinking as

manifested in a first year undergraduate writing course (099.1 1 1) in which the rnajor

assignment was to create a research paper. It is theorized that when students use

constructive thinking as they cary out their research, they take more time to develop

their ideas, and their end products reflect a deeper understanding of the topic, based on

the opportunities they have had to interact with others and discuss the issues they are

investigating. The clarity and content of their work will be enriched since they will have

had more time to reflect, revise, and edit both their thinking and their writing.

The role of the instructor also changes when writing is viewed as a process.

Providing fonnative feedback becomes an integral component of teaching. Thus, when

constructive thinking, over and above critical thinking, is encouraged, professors have

more opportunities to nurture students. In turn, students are motivated to learn more

about their topic because they find intrinsic value in what they are investigating. Further,

given the climate in constructive thinking classrooms, students are filore willing to share

their ideas with others. The intent of their research is to help others, as well as

themselves, leam. Studies Two and Thu'ee, therefore, interviewed instructors in the

research paper writing course as well as professors who had parlicipated in University

Teaching Services workshop on constructive thinking in order to explore its practical

application.
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Questions Related To The Study

Critical thinking has been difficult to translate fi'orn theory to practice, although

Ennis (1987), McPeck (1981) and Paul (1992) have been successful in providing more

insight into the concept. What is widely conceived as being at the hearl of critical

thinking, however, is the value of logic and reason. Constructive thinking, on the other

hand, is an elusive theoretical concept that seeks to capture elements of thinking that

weave together rational and emotive thought and integrate objective with subjective ways

of knowing.

The overall question, along with the specific questions explored in this study

conducted in a post-secondary setting, included: Can constructive thinking, as defined in

this study, be captured in a theoretically-based and applied to specific teaching and

learning practice, for example, (a) in an undergraduate university course focusing on

writing a research paper? and (b) in other courses in selected disciplines?

1) Is constructive thinking distinguishable from critical thinking as defined

in this study? Are there similarities/differences between both forms of

thinking?

2) Are there various levels of critical and constructive thinking?

3) How do critical and constructive thinking, as defined in this study,

affect student performance as reflected in research paper and final

gtades, as well as porlfolios?

4) Are there differences in critical and constnrctive thinking across student

demographics (gender, language, international status, age, and high school grade

point average)? and
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5) Can constructive thinking be integrated along with critical thinking in the

099.1 1 1 wr-iting course and other selected disciplines? If so, how?

Definition of Terms Related To The Study

Defining Critical Thinking

Three rnain sources were utilized to def,rne critical thinking and develop a

questionnaire to assess critical thinking in this study. The 099.1 1 1 writing instructors

from the University of Manitoba use Bloom's Taxonomy as their base for rnonitoring

developmental stages of critical thinking. The Critical Thínlcing Rubric (Kelly-Riley,

Brown, Condon, &.Law,2001) frorn Washington State University and the rubric from

The Center for Critical Thinking Intellectual Standards to Assess Student Thinlcing (Paul,

1992) served as a framework for assessing the quality of critical thinking in research

paper writing.

The first strand of critical thinking was based on the ability to identify and

summarize the problem/question at issue. Paul (1992) distinguished good reasoners from

bad by identifying specific skills related to the problem/question at issue. In his view,

good reasoners are: "clear about the question they are trying to settle, can re-express a

question in a variety of ways, can break a question into sub-questions, have sensitivity to

the kinds of questions they are asking, fand can] distinguish relevant questions from

iffelevant ones" (p.129). For an arealo be substantially developed in problem/question at

issue, The Washington State Univercity Critical Thinking Rubric (Kelly-Riley et al.,

2001), on the other hand, addresses the need for critical thinkers to identifu the main

problern and "the relationships of subsidiary, embedded, or implicit aspects of the
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problem" (p. 1). These criteria therefore became the basis for the first strand of critical

thinking used in this study, the ability to summarize the problern/question at issue.

A second strand of critical thinking relates to the identification and assessment of

key assurnptions. Paul (1992) indicated that good reasoners are able to "tnake

assumptions that are clear, reasonable, and that are consistent with each other" (p. 133).

The Washington State University Critical Thinking Rubríc concured with Paul (1992)

and suggested further that a critical thinker should be able to "identify and question the

validity of the assumptions and address the ethical dimensions that underlie [an] issue"

(p. 1). Consequently the second strand of the definition of critical thinking used in this

study highlighted the ability to identify and assess key assumptions.

A third strand of critical thinking pertains to the quality of supporting

data/evidence. According to Paul (1992), good reasoners are able to "assert a claim only

when they have sufficient evidence to back it up, can articulate and therefore evaluate the

evidence behind their claims, actively search for information against (not just for) their

position, focus on relevant information and disregard infomation" (p. 131-133). The

Washington State University Critical Thinking Rubric (Kelly-Riley et a1.,200i) also

described the irnportance of being able to identify and assess the quality of supporting

evidence. A research paper must "examine the evidence and source of evidence; question

its accuracy, precision, relevance, completeness" (Kelly-Riley etal.,200I, p. 1). The

third strand of critical thinking, therefore, emphasized the ability to identiff and assess

the quality of supporting evidence.

The fourth strand of critical thinking used in this study highlighted drawing on

student and other perspectives. Paul (1992) indicated that good reasoners are able to
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"keep in rnind that people have different points of view; especially on issues that are

controversial, Iand] consistently articulate other points of view and reason from within

those points of view, seek other viewpoints especially when the issue is one they believe

in passionately (p. 130-131). Similarly, the Washington State Critical Thínlcing Rubric

(Kelly-Riley et al., 2001) ernphasized addressing one's own perspective as well as the

perspectives of others. A research paper should identify "appropriately one's own

position on the issue, drawing support frorn experience, and infonnation not available

from assigned sources, and address perspectives noted previously" (Kelly-Riley et al.,

2007, p. 1). Thus, the fourth strand of critical thinking used in this study focused on the

ability to address one's position as well as the perspectives of others.

The fifth strand of critical thinking used in this study represented on the

identification and evaluation of conclusions as well as implicating consequences. Paul

(1992) indicated that good reasoners are able to "trace out a number of significant

implications and consequences of their reasoning, articulate the implications and

consequences clearly and precisely, search for negative as well as for positive

consequences, and anticipate the likelihood of unexpected negative and positive

implications" (p. 134). For a research paper to be substantially developed according to

the Washington State University Critical Thinking Rubric (Kelly-Riley et a1.,2001) the

research paper should "identify and discuss conclusions, implications, and consequences

considering context, assumptions, data, and evidence" (p. 2). The fifth strand of critical

thinking, consequently recognized the ability to identify and evaluate conclusions and

implicating consequences.
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Summary. These five strands of critical thinking, as described below, were used in

the construction of the student and instructor questionnaire and the evaluation of writing

portfolios:

1) identify and summarízethe problem/question at issue,

2) identify and assess key assumptions,
3) assess supporting datalevidence,
4) address position and perspectives, and
5) identify and evaluate conclusions as well as irnplicating

consequences.

D efining Constructive Thinking

Constructive thinking is very new and in the beginning stages of development. To

create a definition of constructive thinking, several works from a review of the literature

were combined and synthesized (Belenky et al., 1997 Cambourne, 2002; Cunningham &

Fitzgerald, 1996; De Bono, 2000; Dietal, Hennan, & Knuth, l99l; Greene, i995; John-

Steiner, 1997 Lipsitz,7995;Manzo,l998; Noddings, 1984, 1992,1995,2003; Palinscar,

1998; Palmer,l999;Rusu-Toderean,2003; Schon, 1983; Skrtic, 1995; Srnith,l97l;

Thayer-Bacon, 2000, Theall, 1999; Vygotsky, 193411962). Five main strands were

developed to define constructive thinking for this study. The value of advancing a study-

specific definition of constructive thinking was that the definition served as a reference

point both in the construction of the questionnaire and for parlicipants who were

interviewed.

The first strand of the definition contends that constructive thinking is a reflective

process that values experience. Research based on Belenky et al. (1997), Cambourne

(2000), Palmer (1999), Piaget (1966), Schon (1983), Thayer-Bacon (2000), and Vygotsky

(193411962) reinforces how thinking requires self-reflection, interaction, and the
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understanding of others. Thinking involves a process of reflecting and actively

constructing meaning from within. Experience is valued as it brings understanding,

insight, and ways of doing things differently.

The second strand of constructive thinking requires individuals to integrate

different ways of knowing (reason, ernotion, intuition, and imagination). Camboume

(2000) and Thayer-Bacon (2000) contend that objective and subjective knowing are

partners. When they are both acknowledged, we become more aware of our inner voice.

Belenky et al. (1997),Palmer (1999), and Schon (1983) reinforce the importance of inner

voice and how it relates to practice.

The third strand of constructive thinking focuses on building caring relationships

with others. As students learn to become more aware of others' needs as well as their

own, there are lrore opportunities for understanding to take place. According to

Noddings (2003), when we teach morality from a rational cognitive approach, "We fail to

share with each other the feelings, the conflicts, the hopes and ideas that influence our

eventual choices. We share only the justification for our acts and not what motivates and

touches us" (p. 8). How students interact and form relationships becomes just as

important as intellectual ability. In fact, Lipsitz (1995) and Noddings (1984, 1992,1995,

2003) contend that listening and caring contribute to intellectual growth.

The fourth strand of the definition contends that constructive thinking is an active

process that values experience. Research based on Belenky et al. (1997), Camboume

(2000), Palmer (1999), Piaget (1966), Schon (1983), Thayer-Bacon (2000), and Vygotsky

(193411962) reinforces how thinking requires self-reflection, interaction, and the

understanding of others. Thinking involves a process of reflectin g and actively
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constructing meaning from within. Experience is valued as it brings understanding,

insight, and ways of doing things differently.

The fifth strand of constructive thinking espoused in this study is constructing

new ideas and concepts to benefit society (De Bono, 2000). To use this type of thinking

demands that students look within and beyond the parameters of the classrootn, and apply

their insight and creativity to imagine new possibilities in their own lives and in their

community (Cunningham &.Fitzgerald,1996; DeBono, 2000; John-Steiner,7997:.

Manzo,1998).

When all five strands are synthesized into one definition, constructive thinking

can be defined as a reflective and active process that values experience, integrates

different ways of knowing (reason, ernotion, intuition, and imagination), builds caring

relationships with others, and constructs new ideas and concepts to benefit society

(Hewlett,2003).

Specific strands of critical and constructive thinking related to research writing

were targeted when the student/instructor questionnaire was created. For critical thinking

strands became subsets that included: problem/question at issue, assumptions, quality of

supporting datalevidence, perspectives/position and conclusions/irnplicating

consequences. Constmctive thinking strands became subsets that included: reflective

process valuing experience, other ways of knowing, building caring relationships, active

process valuing experience and concepts benefiting society.
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Other Terms

Nattu,al Caring. "...the relation in which we respond as one - caring out of love

or inclination. The relation of natural caring will be identified as the human condition that

we consciously or unconsciously, perceive as good" (Noddings, 2003, p. 5).

International Stattts. Refers to a student from another country who has corne to

Canada to study. It is assumed that Eriglish is not their first language. These students

were enrolled in a separate section of the University One writing course.

National Status. These were students from within Canada.

Scope of the Sndy

This research sought to define constructive thinking operationally, to compare

critical thinking with constructive thinking, to determine whether constructive thinking is

connected to student success and dernographics, and to explore the use of constructive

thinking within the context of a first year university general writing course (099.111) and

other related disciplines. Students and instructors completed a questionnaire, and

instructors and professors from other disciplines were interviewed. To triangulate

findings, research paper and fìnal grades, as well as writing portfolio ratings and

demographics were used in the data analysis.

Significance of the Study

This study explored the concept of constructive thinking, a relatively new

construct that at present lacks consistency in its operational definition and has limited

indices of measurement, yet shows promise for enhancing problem solving by extending

critical thinking to include other ways of knowing. It is hlpothesized that the findings
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frorn this study will show that the concept of constructive thinking can be defined.

Results will explore whether constructive thinking can be distinguished frorn critical

thinking and if the constructive thinking definition can be developed from theory and

manifested in post-secondary teaching and learning. Further, this study further sought to

identify the challenges that professors face as they introduce constnrctive thinking and

other ways of knowing into their classes.
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CHAPTER II

Literature Review

In order to gain a better understanding of what constructive thinking is and how it

builds on and extends critical thinking, an understanding of critical thinking is lequired.

While most present day educators associate critical thinking with Bloom's Taxonomy

(1956) which affanges thinking in a hierarchy that progresses first through the lower

levels of knowledge and cornprehension and then advances to application, analysis,

synthesis and evaluation, critical thinking has a much more auspicious history. What

follows is a review of the current literature on critical thinking theory and research and

then an overview of how constructive thinking has developed.

Critical Thinking: Theory and Research

Critical thinking is highly regarded among educators and philosophers. This

section examines both the origins and current definitions of critical thinking. It also

describes how critical thinking has been taught and assessed in post-secondary

classroorns.

Critical thinking is an important element of all post-secondary settings (Dressel &

Mayhew, 1954; McMillan, 1987; Smith-Sanders, 1997).The National Association of

American Colleges and Universities (1985 as cited in Smith-Sanders, 1997) strongly

contend that for students to succeed in this changing world, they need to be able to

synthesize large amounts of information, subject data to scrutiny, and use logical abstract

reasoning. Many of the practices related to critical thinking that occur today are from the

philosophical works of the Greeks, Plato, Socrates, and Aristotle (Thayer-Bacon, 2000).

Within these philosophical writings, critical thinking is presented as a form of logical
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argument. The mind is separate from the body. The rational aspect of the soul is

considered the highest ranking. It dominates over the other parts of the soul, the appetites

(desires, wants, emotions) and the will (the spirit) (Thayer-Bacon, 2000). The Greeks

viewed critical thinking as a solitary act. Critical thinkers should be able to find the

answers to questions by thernselves.

Current educators have a challenging tirne agreeing on a specific definition of

critical thinking. However, they do seem to focus on critical thinking as being a reasoned

behavior involving an investigation, a process or an opinion, as definitions postulated by

Bean (1996), Ennis (1981), Halpern (1993), Inman and Pascarella (1997), Paul (1992)

and Wilson (1998). Bean (1996) describes critical thinking as "an investigation whose

purpose is to explore a situation, phenomenon, question or problern to arrle at a

hypothesis or conclusion about it that integrates all available infonnation and that can

therefore be convincingly justified" (p. 3). Halpern (1993) specifies this investigation as

"an intellectually disciplined process of actively and skillfully conceptualizing,

analyzing, synthesizing or evaluating information from, or generated by, observation,

experience, reflection, reasoning or comrnunication as a guide to belief and action"

(Halpern, 1993,p.1). Halpern's definition is very similar to these of Intnan and

Pascarella (1997), Ennis (i981) and Paul (1992). While these authorities emphasize

critical thinking as an intellectual process, Irunan and Pascarella (1997) detail how

critical thinking encompasses the "formulation of concepts, the ability to analyze

arguments and supporting data, and the ability to think abstractly and to discriminate

among abstractions" (p. 2). Ennis (1981) describes critical thinking as a " reasonable

reflective thinking that is focussed on deciding on what to believe or do" (p. 10). A subset
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of Paul's critical thinking definition highlights " thinking that displays mastery of

intellectual skills and abilities" (p.6a3). Wilson (1998) supporls Halpern (1993), Ennis

( 1981), Paul ( I 992) and Inman and Pascarella (1997) and identifies the base of critical

thinking as reason. Wilson (1998) highlights critical thinking as "a reasoned opinion on

any matter involving judgement of its value, ttuth or righteousness" (p. 304).

McPeck (1981) believes that critical thinking can be distinguished from other

forms of thinking (including irraginative, sensitive, and creative thinking). He defines

critical thinking as "reflective skepticism within the problera under

consideration...knowing how and when to apply this reflective skepticism effectively

requires among other things, knowing sornething about the field in question" (McPeck,

1981, p. 7). Crrtrcal thinking is discipline specific, purposeful, directed, knowledge and

solution-based.

Although there is an agreement on the focus of critical thinking as being an

intellectual process or a reasoned behavior, there is little consensus on the wording of the

definition of critical thinking. In fact, after analyzing 62 studies focusing on critical

thinking among college students, Tsui (1998) found it futile to try to create a definitive

and complete definition of critical thinking. In much of the research on critical thinking,

however, the ernphasis is not placed so much on the definition as it is on how to teach,

leam, and assess critical thinking. Ennis (1987) and Paul (1992) do not believe that

students are often given the opportunity to achieve the higher levels of Bloom's

Taxonomy. Paul (1992) asserts that "A principal function of Bloom's Taxonomy, like

that of the concept higher order thinking skills, is to remind us that there is much more

that the schools could be doing than promoting recall, routine comprehension, and
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application" (p. 10). Ennis (1987) and Paul (1992) claim that once crjtical thinking

dispositions and skills are detailed, educators should be better able to transfer critical

thinking or higher order levels of Bloorn's Taxonomy to students.

Based on the definitions described, most instructional approaches to teaching

critical thinking have reinforced the intellect, independent thought, and the fonnation of a

logical argument. The strengths associated with critical thinking, along with criticisms,

are presented in the accompanying Table (2.1). These are elaborated on below.

The Intellect and Use o.f Sound Logic

The intellect is considered the most irnportant of all ways of knowing when the

strengths and limitations of critical thinking are evaluated, as seen in Table 2.1. Educators

are becoming more aware of how important it is to connect personally with students and

to build knowledge through self-reflection, discussion and interaction with others. While

rnaintaining an emphasis on critical thinking and the processes of analysis and synthesis

that are the hallmarks of thinking objectively, there has been a paradigm shift, others

ways of knowing are now being addressed (Belenky et al., 1997; Cambourne,2002;

Cunningham &.Fitzgerald,1996; Dietal, Herman & K¡uth, l99l; Greene, 1995;

Noddings, 1984,7992,7995,2003; Palinscar, 1998; Palmer,1999; Rusu-Toderean,2003;

Schon, 1983; Skrtic,1995; Smith, 1977;Thayer-Bacon, 20001, Theall, 1999; Vygotsky,

193411962). More and more, students are being invited to express their opinions on issues

and problerns, subject to the scrutiny of others, thereby incorporating new and different

perspectives and a whole new way of thinking about teaching and learning. Simple

dialogue with the goal of consensus building is not the objective. While valuing the views
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of others is important, one needs to reflect on his/her own values and beliefs to discover

his/her own voice.

In this vein, Camboume (2002) and Thayer-Bacon (2000) make the assertion that

an effort be rnade to combine subjective and objective knowing. According to the

Sociocultural Theory of Vygotsky Q93a11962) and the Sociocognitive Conflict Theory

of Piaget (1966), knowledge and meaning are socially constructed. The Sociocultural

Theory emphasizes that individuals acquire ways of thinking and behaving that make up

a community's culture through cooperative dialogues with more knowledgeable peers

and members of society. Piaget elaborates that understanding coÍres from experience

such as what happens when there is a contradiction between what the learner understands

and what the learner experiences. This contradiction "gives rise to disequilibration,

which, in turn, leads the learner to question his or her beließ and to try out new ideas"

(Palinscar, 1998, p. 3). New learning takes place when learners are faced with this kind of

cognitive dissonance. Thayer-Bacon (2000) refers to this process when she states that

"thinking is something we actively construct within ourselves" (p.5). Thayer-Bacon

(2000) advocates integrating critical thinking with constructive thinking to emphasize the

need for inner voice.

In classrooms where positivisrn dominates, students must prove themselves

through data collection and logic. Viewed in this light, professors need not make

connections between the mind, body and spirit to enhance leaming. Logical reasoning, to

the exclusion of other ways of knowing, is paramount. Thus, from a critical thinking

point of view, in making an argument, the use of imagination, emotion and infuition

(Thayer-Bacon, 1993) is considered to interfere with intellectual reasoning.
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From a social constructivist/post rnodernist perspective, restricting arguments

based only on the application of logic is a limitation, as shown in the accornpanying table

(2.1). Students in classes that are dominated by critical thinking are conditioned to

believe that they rnust use their logical reasoning skills to ask and answer questions,

identify issues and assumptions, differentiate fact frorn opinion, engage in rnaking

assertions, make comect inferences, and analyze arguments. Clarifying, defending,

challenging, or judging the positions of others based on logic is what is valued in class

discussions (8eck,2000; Galotti, 1998; Halpem, 1993; McWhorter,2000, Novelli, 2000;

Tsui, 1998; Wilson, 1998; Zeidler & Duplass, 2002). Thus, in developing a university

assignment, an objective, neutral voice is preferred. Reporting research findings

supported by both facts and documented research is, in many cases, a sign that a high

degree of acadernic excellence has been attained.

Table2.1

Critical Thinking

Strengths
*Supports work based on sound, logic
and reasoned opinion

*Solves problems and finds solutions
independently

xEncourages the defense of one's position
by creating a well-formed argument

xl-eads to knowledge transmission and -

reinforces argument using well-
documented research

*Ideally moves through a variety of levels
of thinking as in Bloom's Taxonomy
(knowledge, comprehension, application
analysis, synthesis, and evaluation)

* Emphasizes academic performance
*Results in cornpetitive study, good grades

beins the

Limitations
tTends to exclude imagination,

intuition, and emotions
*May foster the premise that human
interaction is not necessary for learning

*May disallow for relationship building

- reinforce competitive study
*May prevent new ideas or
initiatives from surfacing

*May remain mostly at the lower levels of
Bloom's Taxonomy (knowledge,
comprehension, and application)

*May ignore inquiry learning
*May inhibit divergent thinking
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Indep endent P roblem- S o lving

As outlined in the preceding table, traditional teachers of critical thinking in post-

secondary settings have reinforced the idea that the work of critical thinkers should be

able to stand alone in defense of the position taken. The ernphasis in instruction is to

develop students'minds so that they are able to reason independently. What distinguishes

critical thinking from other fonns of thinking is the quality of reasoning. For instance, to

"become a fbetter] critical thinker, one must understand what constitutes quality

reasoning, and have the commitment relevant to employing and seeking quality

reasoning" (Bailin, Case, Coombs, & Daniels, 1999, p. 28). In other words, an underlying

premise associated with critical thinking is that it is not necessary to interact with others

to assure the attainrnent of knowledge (Thayer-Bacon, 2000). Thus based on critical

thinking theory, transmitting knowledge as opposed to offering time for classroom

interaction has been promoted.

Well-Formed Arguments

When students are encouraged to think critically, they are taught to create logical

arguments. (See Table 2. i.) The emphasis of this instruction is usually on defending

one's position, creating either right or wrong argurnents. These exercises reinforce what

is known based on factual information, but tend not to lead to progressive thinking.

Making a logical argument may over-emphasize competitiveness and stifle change (De

Bono, 2000). Constructive thinkers argue that an effort needs to be rnade to connect

classroom leaming with the community, especially the working community. Goleman

(1998) indicated that employers are seeking employees who are able to handle

themselves, as well as each other. Intellectual ability and technical know how are
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important, but even Írore essential in work settings are the personal qualities of the

ernployees. To respond to these demands, professors, then, must consider how to address

initiative, empathy, adaptability, and persuasiveness within the framework of their

teaching if they want to prepare students for successful relationships in and out of the

work place.

When Flanagan (1978) conducted a series of follow up interviews in a

longitudinal study involving 1,000 students who were invited to reflect on their education

from Project Talent, he found a common theme. Participants reported that their schools

failed to develop skills applicable to "ethics, politics, values, and life management" (p.

112). Recently, researchers have begun to explore the idea that although much learning

takes place in the classroorn, out-of-class experiences, too, can have a significant irnpact

on desired post-secondary outcomes (Baxter-Magolda, 1992; Edison, 1997;Kuh et al.,

1994). Thus, for student leaming to be advanced, students need opportunities to extend

what they know to real life situations.

Tr ans mi s s i on of Know I e dg e

Typically, professors promote critical thinking by transmitting knowledge through

large group lectures. (See Table 2.1.) Everyone receives the content in the same

transmission mode and learners remain passive. Students are seldom given the

opportunity to question. On the other hand, instructors ask questions. They are often

seeking answers that reaffirm what they have been teaching. Goodlad (1911,1984)

believes that educators spend too much time on eliciting low level responses from

students, using questioning and telling as instructional techniques. In these cases, student

thinking is apt to remain at the lower levels of Bloom's Taxonomy, absorbing knowledge
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and attempting to comprehend and apply the infonlation in their course work. Thus, at

best, students in classes dorninated by critical thinking are rewarded for lower levels of

thinking, thereby thwarting any creative thinking that is beyond the expected nonn.

Let,els of Thinking and Learning

In post-secondary classes dominated by critical thinking, student competence is

expected to evolve developrnentally "influenced by experience and education" (Walker &

Schonwettet,2003, p. 286). As indicated, this developrnental process is often described

as a hierarchical rnovement through Bloom's Taxonomy (195ó, as cited in Huitt, 1998):

knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. Many

researchers believe that critical thinkers move through the lowest level of knowledge,

comprehension, and then gradually advance to the higher levels involving application,

analysis, synthesis and evaluation (Huitt, 1998). These levels of critical thinking are

usually measured through summative assessrnent by judging the quality of the discourse

in such academic assignments as final essays, and tests or exarninations at the end of the

course (Goodlad, 1977;1984; John-Steiner,1997). Performance is thus quantified and

students use their final grade to reinforce behavior. Very little formative feedback to help

students realize course expectations and improve their performance is provided in classes

that arc dominated by classical critical thinking paradigms. When students are graded for

their knowledge and comprehension, convergent responses are often the output of

leaming. Divergent responses using higher forms of Bloom's Taxonomy such as

synthesis and evaluation are not often rnet (Smith, 1971).

Further, when the emphasis is on mastering content and producing polished

products, students' voices are often ignored to keep pace with the requirements of the
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curriculum. Students are endeavoring to prove what they know and understand, based on

the facts they have been taught. This ernphasis on turning in polished work, as

exemplified in test perfonnance results and final drafts of research papers, does not allow

for students to engage in the process of learning throughout the course. The instructional

direction leads the students to perform for specific purposes and certain times without

becoming actively engaged in what they are leaming as the course progresses. According

to John-Steiner's interview transcripts (1997), Einstein found fault with this kind of

traditional education because it focused on cramming students with content at the same

time submerging the "wondering and inventive young mind" (p.47).Bodanis (2000)

concurs with John Steiner's findings in that Einstein was so fiustrated with the

educational systern that he attempted to solve his deep problems outside of the classroom.

Forgotten is the contention that in order to attain higher critical thinking, students need to

have opportunities to develop their own critical questions about the subjects in which

they are interested.

Academic Performance Versus Inquiry Learning

The focus in many post-secondary classroorns is on academic performance at the

expense of inquiry learning (Gibson, 1985; Goodlad,1977;1984), as outlined in Table

2.1. Professors often do not have the time to discover students' interests and reasons for

enrolling in the course. Individual questions that drive students' curiosity about the

subject remain unanswered. Nevertheless, students have opportunities to improve their

performance when professors provide frequent feedback that forces them to rethink and

elaborate on their ideas (Bailin et a1., 1999). When students are encouraged and given
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prompt feedback, they are more willing to take risks, learn frorn their mistakes, and try

new ideas (Srnith, 1977,Theall, 1999).

When conditions that reinforce thinking and leaming are not present, students

may feel threatened by others and lack the confidence to express who they are in front of

their peers or their professor. Gibson (1985) indicates that rnost of the time students are

performing tasks that require rnind-dulling learning and the repetition of facts for no

more apparent goal than to pass to the next class and repeat the process. Such surveys as

the National Assessment of Educational Progress and the National Commission on

Excellence indicate that students spend most of their time acquiring factual data and not

connecting this data either to larger concepts or to their personal lives (Goodlad, 1984).

Thus, students do not take the time to ask themselves what is meaningful and purposeful

for thern to learn. They maintain the status-quo and commit to the concepts that are

presented to them without questioning why they are leaming what they are learning.

Competitive Study

Many students associate their ability to think critically with their academic marks

or final course grades. (See Table 2.1.) If grades are high, students perceive themselves as

being able to think critically better than others. If a bell-curve is used as a standard, only

five percent of the students will receive a high grade. These high-achieving students are,

in many cases, not expected to make a contribution to the class or to society as a whole.

Thus, the emphasis for many higher education students is on the extrinsic value of

achieving good grades, outperforming their peers, and receiving a degree or diploma.

A study conducted by Walker and Schaffarzick (1974) revealed, however, that

when assessment was matched to course content, all students were able to do well. For
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exalnple, innovative students did better on tests rnatched to innovative cufficula and

innovative programs resulted in higher student achievement (Gibson, 1985). Further,

when individual thought was reinforced as opposed to collaborative effort, critical

thinkirrg suffered. Dewey (1914), Gibson (1985), Mead (1934), and Taba (1950)

emphasize that when critical thinking is carried out in groups, the goal being to

understand social phenomena, students achieved higher levels of thinking.Taba (1950)

believes that critical thinking cannot be sufficiently gained through independent

contemplation, and that interaction enhances critical thinking. Edison (1997), Smith

(1977), and Theall (1999) concur with Taba (1950) that peer interaction is essential for

higher levels of critical thinking to occur. Yet, a premise that still exists in many post-

secondary classrooms is that human interaction is not necessary for critical thinking.

Characteristics of Critical Thinking Classrooms

Thus, as illustrated in Table 2.1, professors of critical thinking tend to teach

students how to support their work based on sound, logical analysis and reasoned

opinion. Students learn the importance of solving problems and finding solutions

independently. Bloom's Taxonomy provides a framework for educators to associate

levels of critical thinking. When students are working by themselves on assignments,

however, they often function at the lower levels of Bloom's Taxonomy. Interacting with

others in a social context facilitates higher order thinking (Smith,79771' Theall, 1999).

Peer to peer interaction, professor feedback, encouragement, formative assessment, and

chances to revise and resubmit essays are some of the conditions that help to raise

thinking levels.
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As s es s ing Critical Thinlcíng

As suggested earlier, critical thinking in post-secondary settings, for the most part,

has been measured using summative assessment as seen in Table 2.2. Often there is but

one course assignment, usually subrnitted at the end of the term after instruction has been

cornpleted. Grades are often assigned based on the instructor's general impression of the

quality of the course work judged in relationship to the perceived quality of the work of

other students. A bell-curve in which approximately five percent of students receive a

grade of A, ten percent a grade of B, twenty percent a grade of C, and twenty percent a

grade of D may be used as a guideline for marking. Grading criteria that specifu

instructor expectations and provide guidelines for mastery are not usually described in the

course syllabus. Most forms of assessment in classes that are governed by a critical

thinking paradigm are sumÍìative. The purpose of summative assesstnent is to

substantiate academic performance (Manitoba Education and Training, 1996).

Quantifiable, summative tasks are relatively easy to administer and score but

students often do not have an opportunity to receive formative feedback, understand

flaws in their thinking, and revise and resubmit their work. Essay grades are considered

final once they are returned. Such summative evaluation emphasizes that knowledge is a

product that can be measured and quantified. Summative evaluation, thus, epitomizes the

view that there is a only one true, correct answer. Knowledge is not judged in a more

"pluralistic, qualitatively relativistic way" (Thayer-Bacon, 2000, p. 131). Thus, students

who experience summative grading often resort to narrow thinking and often produce

work that lacks personal voice. They have been conditioned into learning that convergent

responses are lnore valued than responses that represent more divergent thinking.
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Table2.2

Summative Versus Formative As s es sment

Students often have been taught that critical thinking involves being able to

support their work based on sound logical analysis to the exclusion of other ways of

knowing. They are to solve problems and find solutions independently, reinforcing

competitive study. When they create logical argurnents, their learning often does not

extend beyond making judgments. They rnaster content without addressing the higher

levels of evaluation, synthesis and other fonns of divergent responses. This way of

thinking has been reinforced for approxirnately 2600 years (DeBono, 2000). Einstein

once wrote that "Everything has changed except our way of thinking" (De Bono, 2000,

p.vi).

Transforming Critical Thinlcing

Thayer-Ba con (1992, 2000), Camboutne (2002) and Brookfield ( 1 987, 1 99 5)

challenge traditional critical thinking educational practices. Brookfield (1987, 1995)

Summative Assessment
*Purpose is to prove learning has taken
place

*Uses quantifiable tasks that are

relatively easy to adrninister
*Reinforces convergent responses
xGrades are used to rank performance
and compare work to that of other
Students
*Examples include:
-tests, exafits
-final papers

Formative Assessment
*Purpose is to provide feedback over the

course of instruction to enhance mastery
*Uses assignments as a diagnostic tool
to inform future instruction

+Reinforces divergent responses
*Integrates different ways of knowing
*Appeals to intrinsic motivation

*Examples include:
-informal obseruations
-anecdotal records of students' work
-diagnostic checklists
-individual or group writing conferences
-journals, exit slips, reflections, learning
logs, portfolios, I-movies

i ects, oral presentations,
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argues that critical thinking should include more than logical analysis. He demands a

transfonnation so that critical thinking includes what it lneans to be a developing person

and a cittzen responding to social issues. In their work, Thayer-Bacon (2000) arid

Cambourne (2002) contend that efforts need to be rnade to combine subjective and

objective knowing and to lecognize that knowledge and meaning are socially constructed.

As postulated by the Sociocultural Theory of Vygotsky (193411962) and the

Sociocognitive Conflict Theory of Piaget (1966), knowledge and meaning are socially

constructed. The Sociocultural Theory of Vygotsky (193411962) ernphasizes that

individuals acquire ways of thinking and behaving that make up a community's culture

through cooperative dialogues with more knowledgeable mernbers of that society. He

elaborates that understanding is based on experience.

In his Sociocognitive Conflict Theory, Piaget contends that new learning takes

place when there is "a contradiction between the leamer's existing understanding and

what the leamer experiences fgiving] rise to disequilibration, which, in tum, leads the

leamer to question his or her beliefs and to try out new ideas" (Palinscar, 1998, p. 350).

Thayer-Bacon (2000) stresses that "thinking is something we actively construct within

ourselves" (p. 5). Thus, as suggested earlier, to teach constructive thinking is to help

students become fiìore aware of who they are and how they can contribute within a

community of leamers (Palinscar, 1998). An elaboration of concepts related to

constructive thinking follows.
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Constructive Thinking: Theory and Research

D efi ning C o n s t ru ctitt e T hínlcing

There are not many definitions of constructive thinking in the research literature.

Thayer-Bacon (1993) describes an essential characteristic of constructive thinking as

being "the ability to be receptive and caring, open to others' ideas and willing to attend to

them, to listen and consider their possibilities" (p. 323). De Bono (2001) presents

another perspective associated with constructive thinking. He defines constructive

thinking as "the deliberate exploration of experience for the purpose of designing

practical concepts and ideas that deliver value" (p.1). He emphasizes the importance of

connecting experience with imagination so that what is learned responds to social issues.

Constructive thinking is progressive. It seeks not only to examine what has been done but

what can possibly occur. A synthesis of Thayer-Bacon's and De Bono's work produces a

more complete definition of constructive thinking. Constructive thinking can be defined

as "a reflective and active process that values experience, integtates different ways of

knowing (i.e., reason, emotion, imagination and intuition), builds caring relationships

with others, and constructs new ideas and concepts to benefit society" (Hewlett, 2003).

This definition of constructive thinking is a cornbination of the work of Thayer-

Bacon (2000) and De Bono (2001) as well as a creative synthesis of several works that

developed elements of the four strands of constructive thinking: learning as a reflective

and active process, integrating different ways of knowing, building caring relationships

with others, and constructing new ideas and concepts to benefit society (Belenky et a1.,

1997; Cambourne,2002; Cunningharn & Fitzgerald,7996; De Bono, 2000; Dietal,

Herman, & Knuth, 1991; Greene,1995; John-Steiner,1997; Lipsitz, 1995;Manzo,1998;
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Noddings, 1984,7992,7995,2003; Palinscar, 1998; Pahner,7999; Rusu-Toderean,20031,

Schon, 1983; Skrti c, 1995; Srnith, 1977; Thayer-Bacon, 2000, Theall, 1999; Vygotsky,

193411962). As outlined in Chapter One of this thesis, the main strands that define

constructive thinking are described below.

Learning as a Reflective and Active Process

The first strand of this definition is that constructive thinking is a reflective

process that values experience. Research based on Belenky et al. (1997), Cambourne

(2000), Pahner, (1999), Piaget (1966), Schon, (i983), Thayer-Bacon, (2000), Vygotsky

(1934/1962) reinforces how thinking requires self-reflection, interaction and

understanding of others. It is a process of reflecting and actively constructing from

within. Experience is valued as it brings understanding, insight and ways of doing things

differently. Having conducted interviews with 101 students over a period of five years

and establishing a hierarchy of ways of knowing, Baxter-Magolda (1993) found that

when students were able to make personal connections from their experience to the

knowledge they were learning, greater understanding occurred. Their perception changed

about what they were learning and they believed they were "opening the door to

legitimate sources of knowledge" (p. 378). They learned through the process of reflecting

and actively constructing meaning, indicating that they were valuing experience not just

reiterating facts and knowledge from authorities.

The constructive thinking classroom is, therefore, a safe place where students can

afford to take risks and make mistakes. Professors do not sacrifice high expectations of

their students but rather ask students to share ideas and reflect upon their learning within

the context of the classroom, thereby expanding their thinking. At the same time, students
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are provided with frequent opportunities for feedback based on resporlses from their peers

and frorn the professor. When students receive personal comments on how their work can

be improved, developed, and changed, they feel encouraged and inspired to learn and

their thinking expands. Students need to make personal connections with their experience

as they are leaming. When these connections are rnade, leaming becomes rnore

meaningful and purposeful (Harvey & Goudvis, 2000). As John Dewey observed,

irnagination leads learners to meanings derived frorn past experiences and brings those

meanings to the present, providing new insights and a more conscious understanding of

what is being learned (cited in Greene, 1995).

This conception of how knowledge is acquired has been developed over the last

30 years rnainly as a result of a shift in epistemology from a positivist to a post modernist

or social constructivist epistemology (Belenky et a1.,1997; Cambourne,2002;

Cunningham &Fitzgerald,1996; Dietal, Herman, & Knuth, 1991; Greene,7995;

Noddings, 1984,1992,1995,2003;' Palinscar, 1998; Palmer,7999; Rusu-Toderean,2003;

Schon, 1983; Skrtic,1995; Smith, 1977; Thayer-Bacon,2000; Theall, 1999; Vygotsky,

1934/1962). When students pay attention to their experience and inner voice (the

integration of different ways of knowing - reason, emotion, intuition and imagination),

their work becomes a reflection of themselves and how they see themselves in their

community. Constructive thinking goes beyond critical thinking in that it attempts to

have students engage themselves as a whole (mind, body, and spirit), while critical

thinking considers only the intellect. Constructive thinking extends critical thinking in

that constructive thinking emphasizes the strands shown in Table 2.3.
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This reflective and active process strand of constructive thinking reinforces how

essential it is for students to make connections, reflect, and to construct rneaning actively

as they leam. Within this process, students' needs find voice. The professor, therefore,

does not have to infer their needs. There are thus greater possibilities that intrinsic

motivation for learning content will arise.

Table2.3

Extending Critícal Thínking To Include Constrtrctive Thínking

While the dirnensions of constructive thinking listed in Table 2.3 can be viewed

positively, there are possible lirnitations associated with constructive thinking as shown

in Table 2.4. As constructive thinking is a theoretical construct, itmay have lirnitations in

that it: may not be grounded in research (only reflect personal experience), rnay lack

credibility, may reflect a bias that is not declared, may have time, schedule, and class size

constraints particularly at the post-secondary level, as well as difficulty with assessment

evaluating specific dimensions of this form of thinking.

Is A Reflective and
Active Process That
Values Experience
xBrings under-
standing, insight
and different ways
of doing things
*Makes personal
connections to what
is being leamed

Integrates Different
Ways of Knowing

*Finds inner voice
through integration
of different ways of
knowing (reason,
imagination,
emotion, and
intuition)

*Develops learners-
each having a
unioue voice

Builds Caring
Relationships With
Others
xBecomes rnore
aware of others
as well as personal
needs
*Creates more
opportunities for
understanding to
take place

Constructs New
Ideas and Concepts
to Benefit Society
*Applies

insight and
creativity to
imagine new
possibilities in
personal lives as

well as in the
community
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Table2.4

Limitations of Cons tntctive Thinking

Integrating Dffirent Ways of Knowing

The second strand of constructive thinking requires individuals to integtate

different ways of knowing (reason, ernotion, intuition, and irnagination). Cambourne

(2000) and Thayer-Bacon (2000) contend that objective and subjective knowing are

pafiners. When objective and subjective knowing are both acknowledged, an awareness

of inner voice occurs. Belenky et al. (1997), Palmer (1999), and Schon (1983) reinforce

the importance of inner voice and how it relates to practice.

Professors of constructive thinking consider the abilities, gifts, interests and

leaming styles of their students during the learning of course content. Each student is

believed to be unique and special. This rrore interactive style of teaching encourages

students to use constructive thinking, and activates all fonns of knowing, including

reason, imagination, intuition, and emotion (Thayer-Bacon, 2000). When students are

given opportunities to express themselves as they learn, they reveal the diversity of views

and voices that exist in a cornmunity of leamers.

Is A Reflective and
Active Process That
Values Experìence
*May not be
grounded in
resealch (only
reflect personal
experience)
*May lack
credibility

Integrates Different
Ways of Knowing

*May reflect a bias
that is not declared

Builds Caring
Relationships With
Others
*May have
tirne/schedule/
setting/class size
constraints
Particularly at post-
secondary level
limited
opportunities to
build relationships
with students

Constructs New
Ideas and Concepts
to Benefit Society
*May have
difficulty with
assessment/
evaluating these
dimensions
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Self-expression is encouraged in constructive thinking classrooms. Students are

able to integrate all of the different ways of knowing (reason, emotion, intuition and

irnagination) for self-expression. When all fonns of knowing are engaged, students are

able to access and develop other rnodalities artistically, kinesthetically, inter- and

intrapersonally as well as rnorally (Thayer-Bacon, 2000, p. 137). As students use

constn¡ctive thinking, they stretch the outer boundaries of their consciousness and make

the unconscious conscious by listening within as well as to others, and pay attention to

what is occurring around thern (Belenky et a1.,1997). They leam that there is freedorn to

explore these different ways of knowing as they allow synergy to occur. The sum of all

parts is greater than the whole. The assumption is that in becoming lrore aware of oneself

and others, insight and creativity will blossom. When constructive thinking occurs, there

is an effort to reclaim the self by atternpting to integrate knowledge that is intuitive and

knowledge that is learned from others.

Constructive thinking provides students with the opportunity to see themselves as

each having a unique and authentic voice. Five main areas are addressed in constructive

thinking classrooms: self-awareness, self-regulation, rnotivation, empathy and social

skills (Goleman, 1998). These areas reinforce emotional intelligence and are needed in

today's society. When students are using constructive thinking in their personal and

professional lives, they question and listen to others in order to understand other

perspectives (Belenky et al., 1997). When Harris (2002) conducted research using

undergraduates to investigate constructive thinking, he found that those individuals who

engaged in constructive thinking were better able to change their thinking habits to meet
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the dernands of real life situations than those who had lower levels of constructive

thinking.

Bttilding Caring Relatíonships With Others

The third strand of constructive thinking is building caring relationships with

others. As students leam to become more aware of others' needs as well as their own,

there are more opportunities für understanding to take place. When educators teach by

using the four coniponents of rnodeling, dialogue, practice and confirmation, students

witness and recognize what it is to have a moral education (Noddings, 1992). Students

begin to feel valued for who they are and know what it means to be cared for. Through

open-ended dialogue, students connect with each other as they search for common

understanding, empathy or appreciation, and they build substantial knowledge from one

another as they listen. How students interact and form relationships in the classroom

becomes just as irnportant in their learning as their intellectual ability. In fact Lipsitz

(1995) and Noddings (1984, 1992, 1995,2003) contend that listening and caring

contribute to intellectual growth.

Lipsitz (1995) and Noddings (1984, 1992, 1995,2003) believe what is integral to

any curriculurn is that students learn to care. For too long, educators have priorized the

intellect or "trained intelligence." Noddings (2003) has proposed that "sensitivity in

moral matters" should also be considered, reinforced, and encouraged. When instructors

teach students that caring relationships matter, students leam how important it is to be

receptive, open, and fair with each other. As students leam to become more aware of

others' needs as well as their own, there are more opportunities for understanding to take

place.
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Constructing New ldeas and Concepts To Benefit Society

The fourlh strand of constructive thinking is constructing new ideas and concepts

to benefit society (De Bono, 2000). To use this type of thinking demands that students

look within and beyond the parameters of the classroorn, and apply their insight and

creativity to irnagine new possibilities in their own lives and in their comrnunity

(Cunningham &.Fitzgerald,l996; DeBono, 2000; John-Steiner,7997;Manzo,l998).

Manzo believes that for constructive thinking to occur, students need to try new

ways of thinking. He contends that professional educators tend to focus mainly on the

importance of higher order, critical thinking, or the evaluation of the ideas of others

(Manzo, 1998). Constructive thinking goes beyond this, however, and is charactenzed by

generating new ideas and exploring possibilities. Value is created, not just sought (de

Bono,2000).

Badanes (1997), for example, described a collaborative community in which

students learned to use constructive thinking. When a constructive thinking model was

used in an architecture class in which students were able to obtain experience interacting

with working class clients connected to the university through non-profit organizations,

students worked in teams. Once student teams were formed, the business community

contributed materials and expertise for which they were awarded tax credits. All stake

holders benefited. Students obtained first hand experience, faculty and students

developed a broader range of skills than was possible in the university setting, and faculty

worked together to develop a model for working with the community by offering

themselves as consultants. As a result, instructors improved their teaching. Upon the

successful completion of the project, bonds between the university and the city were
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strengthened. Thus a constructive thinking approach enabled learning to take place

beyond the parameters of the university classroom to benefit both the university and the

community. What drives constructive thinking is to build caring relationships with others

that beneflt all.

Teaching Cons tructive Thinlring

The emphasis on teaching constructive thinking differs from that associated with

critical thinking. Constructive thinking relies on professor modeling and social

interaction within a community of learners. The professor enters into a relationship with

the students and uses active listening during discussions. Differentiated instruction is

essential to constructive thinking because it provides a medium for diversity to be

allowed and celebrated.

Establishing a Communíty of Learners

The clirnate in constructive thinking classrooms differs from the clirnate in

traditional critical thinking classrooms. Constructive thinking relies on interaction among

individuals. While individuals can and do make personal contributions to knowledge,

they do not do so in isolation. Greene (i995) concurs with Thayer-Bacon about the

importance of creating a community of leamers. "In my view, the classroom situation

most provocative of thoughtfulness and critical consciousness is the one in which

teachers and leamers find themselves conducting a collaborative search, each from her or

his lived situation" (p. 28). Students learn about themselves and what they can offer in

the classroom setting. "If teaching can be thought of as an address to others'

consciousness, it may be a summons on the part of one incomplete person to other

incomplete persons to reach for wholeness" (Greene, 7995, p.26).In constructive
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thinking classrooms, instructors rnove beyond critical thinking by incorporating both

srnall and whole group discussion so that students can experience what it is like to search

for meaning collaboratively.

Since knowledge is a constructive process of transacting ideas either individually

or within a social context, in constructive thinking classrooms students are given time to

discuss, connect and reflect upon their learning. There may not be agreement, but

everyone's voice is heard in a caring manner (Thayer-Bacon, 2000). Students leam that

even though they have differing ideas about a topic, a respectful tone is necessary in

responding to and expressing counter opinions. Constructive thinking instructors

carefully construct a learning environment in which students have opportunities to

discover how knowledge about a topic can be pieced together like a puzzle, with each

student adding a dimension to the leaming.

Active Listening

To teach constructive thinking, instructors enter into a relationship with the

students. The challenge for the constructive thinking instructor is to listen actively to

what is being said during class discussions and to hold back on authoritative impulses

(Palmer, 1998). When instructors suspend inner chatter about what they are going to say

next, they are open to receive external conversations (Palmer, 1998). Palmer (1998)

creates an image of this nonlinear process of understanding students as they are engaged

actively in understanding a topic. He suggests that an instructor learns to connect student

comments during class discussions so that students know where they have been and

where they are about to go that is new. He draws his community of learners together by

relating new comments to comments made previously. New discoveries are thus being
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made constantly when instructors take time to listen to their students, and spontaneous (or

infonnal) discussion is allowed.

The Importance of Relationship Building

The focus of constructive thinking instruction is the impofiance of relationship

building and the maintenance of those relationships (Thayer-Bacon, 1992).To be able to

create relationships in this manner reflects student ability to: empathize with another,

trust, convey an attitude of acceptance, hear the voices of others ffrore cofirpletely and

fairly, consider other possibilities before passing judgment, encourage, respect the other

as a separate autonomous being-- worthy of caring, and work together to problem find

and problern solve (Thayer-Bacon, 1992). This style of teaching encourages students to

use constructive thinking activating all forms of knowing (reason, irnagination, intuition,

and emotion) (Thayer-Bacon, 2000). Professors are able to view each student as a whole

person and not simply as an intellect. The different abilities and strengths of students are

celebrated within the social context of constructive thinking classrooms.

D íffer enti at e d Ins t ructi o n

In a constructive classroorn, differentiated instruction occurs. Teachers of

constructive thinking consider the abilities and interests of their students as the students

are learning the content . By 2013 , Gardner ( i 993 ) hopes that educators will find different

ways to assess students abilities. As indicated, many of the assessment tools advocated in

many critical thinking classrooms have been created to measure reasoned behavior.

Choíce-Making and Negotiation

Constructive thinking instructors understand the irnportance of choice-making and

negotiation. They are flexible and allow students to pursue areas of interest related to
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course content. For example, instructors invite students to negotiate assignments outlined

in the course syllabus within the first two weeks of class and to submit research proposals

for approval. Students thus becorne part of curriculum consttuction, choosing what

interests them as the focus of their assigrunents, thereby giving them ownership.

Leaming, in tum, becomes lnore lneaningful and purposeful.

Characteristics of Constructive Thinking Classroonts

Based on previous discussion, constructive thinking classrooms are characterized

a) a safe and encouraging atmosphere in which students
feel free to express themselves,

b) differentiated instruction that appeals to the diverse
backgrounds and gifts of students,

c) time to share ideas, reflect, revise and edit work,
d) opportunities for students to choose topics that are

intrinsically motivating,
e) ongoing fonnative assessrnent, interaction and

conferences with peers, instructors/professors and
others about what is being learned,

Ð the development of self efficacy,
g) lessons connected to students' lives and community

and,
h) a curriculum that is centered around caring.

As s es s ing C o ns truc titt e Thinlcing

While summative assessment is common in post-secondary classes in which

critical thinking is stressed, constructive thinking is characterizedby formative

assessment. Assessing constructive thinking requires an emphasis on fotmative rather

than summative assessment. Table 2.2,presented previously, outlines the features of both

summative and formative assessment. Formative assessment "is a diagnostic ftool] to

provide feedback to teachers and students over the course of instruction" (Boston,2002,

p. 1). Professors can create fonnative assessment tools by providing feedback based on
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the use of infomal observations, and keeping anecdotal records of students' work and

diagnostic checklists related to the content of the course. Professors can hold individual

or group conferences about particular projects, cany out a task analysis ofpapers or

projects, and keep students actively engaged through feedback on joumals, exit slips, or

learning logs that contain self-evaluations or reflections. Students can also compile

learning portfolios (Mandell & Michelson, 1990). Learning portfolios encourage and

empower students to review, monitor, reflect and express themselves in a variety of ways

to reveal their understanding of course content, as well as their multiple intelligences or

gifts of expression. Portfolios can be submitted throughout the duration of the course to

receive instructor response and feedback. Instructors, in tum, can improve their teaching

by reviewing concepts that seem to be misunderstood.

Formative assessrnent is conducted on an ongoing basis during instruction so that

students have frequent opportunities to obtain feedback, obsele progress and revise their

work. Greene (1995) believes that formative assessment strategies ask students to reflect

on what they have learned. Students then are able to detennine what goals they should set

for thernselves based on their progress (Greene, 1995). Usually students are not graded

for the work they do in these fonnative assignments (Manitoba Education and Training,

1996). The emphasis is on learning as a process so that instructors can help students to

understand, develop new insights, enhance thinking and take steps to improve

perfonnance. When formative assessment is used, students achieve higher levels of

thinking and their selÊconfidence improves rnainly because instructors are continuously

encouraging and correcting students during the course of instruction (Boston,2002;

Manitoba Education and Trainin g, 1996).
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After having reviewed the use of fonnative assessÍrerit in 250 journal afticles and

book chapters, Black and Williams (1986 as cited in Boston, 2002) concluded that

formative assessment resulted in significant learning gains compared to average test score

improvements. Professors and instructors who used formative assessment provided

enough feedback so that the students could see what they needed to do to enhance

learning and achieve desired goals.

As seen previously in Table 2.2,most assignments that students cary out at the

post-secondary level have been summative. Critical thinking has become connected with

grades and academic perfonnance. Constructive thinking, however, atternpts to shift the

ernphasis away fiom summative assessment and move to the use of rnore fonnative

assessment.

The student participants in this study were enrolled in an undergraduate course,

the goal of which was to leam to write a research paper. Writing instruction is ideal for

engaging constructive thinking. The relationship between constructive thinking and the

writing process is discussed next.

I4/riting As A Representation of Thinking

Writing offers students and instructors an opportunity to use constructive

thinking. Writing is particularly suited to the developrnent of constructive thinking

because wrìting is a process that involves: engaging in prewriting activities, wide reading

to leam about a topic; creating a first draft; obtaining feedback frorn others; reflecting and

revising based on the feedback, and finally editing. The recursive nature of writing in

which drafts are expected to be constructed and reconstructed provides an ideal

opportunity for receiving feedback from both peers and the instructor. Flower and Hayes
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(1994) have conducted extensive research into the process of writing using protocol

analysis. After having recorded and analyzed the thoughts of writers during the

cornposing process, Flower and Hayes believe that they have developed a cognitive

process theory of writing that serves as the foundation for the analysis of the writing

process.

The greatest joy about teaching writing is having students see and express for

themselves the beauty that lies within. When students are able to articulate their

experience and reclaim it for themselves (Calkins,1994), they are able to contribute

sornething that is rneaningful. The writing process epitomizes constructive thinking by

providing students with: a safe and encouraging atmosphere for selÊexpression; feedback

in developing their arguments; and differentìated instruction. More individualized

instruction is possible because students are allowed to choose topics that are intrinsically

rnotivating and conference with peers, instructors and other campus staff about their

research. Conferencing helps students begin to engage in rnonitoring their own writing

and in goal setting. Sharing ideas provides for more reflection, further revision and

finally editing. Engaging in process writing also develops selÊefficacy (Schunk &

Zimmerman, 1997).

In creating their research paper assignments, students leam that their writing

matters because it is a reflection of how they see themselves in the world in which they

live. As Calkins describes the values associated with writing:
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Not surprisingly, for us [as] hurnan beings, the work that is
deeply personal, that is woven within the fabric of our
lives, is also interpersonal. We care about writing when we
write with, for and about the people who rnatter to us, and
when we write about or "off of'the issues and experiences
that matter (p. 1a).

To teach the art of writing is to spend tirne actively listening to students while they are

engaged in writing. Atwell (1987) emphasizes the irnportant role that educators play

when encouraging writing. For meaningful, purposeful writing to occur, she (1987)

insists that writers:

need honest, human reactions. They need teachers who help
them discover the rneaning they don't yet know by helping
writers discover and build on what they do know. Writers
need response while the words are chuming out, in the
rnidst of the messy, tentative act of drafting meaning (p.
66).

Constructive thinking enables instructors and students to monitor their writing. During

the writing process, students begin to feel empowered and motivated to share themselves

with others.

Critical and Constructive Thinking in Association wíth Writing

Most research papers that are developed are based on logical argument. The

Modern Language Association Style (2003) uses the outline of a tree for researchers to

organize their ideas and to build their work on solid ground. What differentiates critical

thinking from constructive thinking is that constructive thinking seeks to extend what is

learned beyond the parameters of the paper itself. It demands that there be a personal

element in which students are allowed to visualize how their main idea relates to their

audience. Students are asked to consider how they can help themselves and others within

their community. This kind of research becomes progressive rather than stagnant. The
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ideas are expected to beneht the researcher, the community, or both, and not be restricted

solely to the extrinsic value of the grade. There is an intrinsic value to what has been

learned.

A s s es s ing C o ns t rttc tit, e T hínlcin g in Wr i ting

The degree to which authors engage in constructive thinking as they create

research papers has not been rneasured. In contrast to constructive thinking, however,

critical thinking has been assessed through the use of grading and use of rubrics to

evaluate the quality of writing. The Washington State University Critical Thinking

Project (2001), in collaboration with the Center for Teaching, Learning and Technology

(CTLT), the General Education Program, and the Writing Program, developed seven

main areas that operationalize critical thinking. The elements represented in this critical

thinking rubric stem from the literature on effective informative writing, as well as on

local practice and expertise in the field. This rubric is shared with students to help thern

enhance their work by incorporating higher order critical thinking (Kelly-Riley,

Brown, Condon, &.Law,2001). These seven areas include:

a) the identification of the problem/question/rnain idea;
b) statements that make the student's perspective and

position clear;
c) salient perspectives and the positions of others;
d) key assumptions;
e) supportingdata/evidence;

Ð the context of the issue; and
g) conclusions, implications, and consequences.

Paul (1992) also designed a rubric to evaluate writing for critical thinking. Unlike

constructive thinking, Paul's rubric focuses solely on the formation of logical arguments.

He identified the following areas as evidence of student reasoning--statements that
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identify purpose; the question at issue or the central problem; point of view; empirical

dimensions; concepts and ideas; assumptions; implications or consequences; and

inference. Research papers are evaluated based on the degree to which writers defend

their position in terms of logic and consistency; the flexibility and faimess with which

they have articulated their point of view; the significance and realistic nature of their

purpose; and the posing of their questions in tenns of precision and depth (Paul, 1992).

Such rubrics to evaluate critical thinking are currently being used in many jurisdictions.

In contrast, no rubric currently exists to measure the presence of constructive thinking.

Manzo (1998) contends that the closest educators have come to asking for constructive

thinking is when they name the higher order skills found in Bloom's Taxonomy:

synthesis and evaluation.

Summaty

Critical thinking is defined by Bloom's Taxonomy (1956) as a hierarchy that

begins at lower levels with knowledge and comprehension, and then advances to higher

levels that involve analysis, application, synthesis, and evaluation. Often students have a

challenging time moving to higher thinking levels. They are simply asked to master

content and produce convergent responses. Constructive thinking goes beyond critical

thinking in that constructive thinking requires students not only to provide a logical

argument, but also to think "outside-the-box," and envision what is possible by

incorporating many different ways of knowing (i.e., reason, ernotion, intuition, and

imagination). The emphasis in instruction is to develop students who can build caring

relationships with others and through discussion and collaboration engage in selÊ

reflection, listen to their inner voices, and develop practical and progressive ways of
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solving problems to benefit society. Fonnative assessment is an essential component of

constructive thinking classrooms in that it provides students with feedback during

learning. Table 2.5 summarizes the differences between critical and constructive thinking

that have been delineated in this chapter.

Table2.5

A Sumntary of Crítical versus Constructit,e Thinlcing

Critical Thinking
*old
*I(nowledge is obtained through
objective observation

*Instructional emphasis is placed
on one form of knowing: reasorl

*Sparks cornpetition with others,
regurgitation of facts, Reinforces
right/wrong logical arguments
*Higher order levels are challenging
to reach

Constructive Thinking
xNew
*Knowledge cannot be separated from
the context in which it is leamed

*Instructional emphasis integrates all
different fonns of knowing: reason,
imagination, intuition, and emotion

x Instruction is differenti ated

*Stresses relationship building and
maintenance, insight and creativity,
practical and progressive ideas to
benefit society

xAssessrnent has been mainlv summative *Assessment is mainlv formative
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CHAPTER III

Method

This exploratory thesis investigated the concepts of critical and constluctive

thinking in order to: (1) discover how constructive thinking relates to and extends critical

thinking, and (2) identify challenges and concems associated with integrating

constructive thinking in post secondary classrooms. To this end, the study investigated

both quantitative and qualitative indicators of constructive thinking, examined the role of

constructive thinking in relation to student success, as well as demographics, and

described the irnplementation of constructive thinking in post-secondary classrooms.

The overall study was composed of three separate studies that are described in

detail indicating purpose and design rationale, participants, measures, procedures, data

analysis, and anticipated results. Study One explored how first year university students

perceived elements of critical and constructive thinking while developing a research

paper which was their rnajor course assignment. Study Two focused on collecting data

from the instructors in that course in order to determine their views on constructive

thinking. Study Three described constructive thinking classrooms and addressed whether

constructive thinking had practical application for professors in other fields. Table 3.1

provided a summary of the questions related to the multifaceted purposes of the research

in conjunction with data sources for each of the three studies.

This research was exploratory in nature. Exploratory studies allow the researcher

to gain familiarity with and develop new insights into a phenomenon (Fletcher,2003).

Constructive thinking was the phenomenon of interest. This research explored how

constructive thinking could be translated from theory to practice. The value of
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exploratory research is that it allows for many variables and provides ample opportunity

for unexpected outcomes. As Root-Bernstein (1994) suggests, exploratory research seeks

to find what "no one knew was there... and detennine its potential value" (p. a3).

Study One: Exploring Constructive Thinking (First Year Students in a Writing Course)

Purpose and Design RaÍionale

Using both quantitative and qualitative analyses, Study One endeavored both to

explore constructive thinking as a construct and to relate it to student success. The

qualitative data was obtained through the administration of a student questionnaire

(Appendix A) which operationalized the concepts of both crjtical and constructive

thinking as defined in Chapter One. The first part of the questionnaire gathered

dernographic data while the second asked students to respond to close-ended iterns that

rneasured the degree to which they used critical and constructive thinking. The third part

of the questionnaire consisted of six open-ended questions related to developing a

research paper. (See Appendix B.)

The questionnaire data was used to explore (1) the issue of defining and

measuring constructive thinking by examining differences between aggregate scores for

critical and constructive thinking as well as correlations among the subsets associated

with each, (2) the relationship between thinking stance, research paper and final grades,

as well as portfolio ratings, and (3) the relationship between student dernographics

(gender, language, international status, high school grade point average, age) and the

degree of critical and constructive thinking. Finally, (4) profiles that categoized students

according to high and low degrees of critical and constructive thinking were compared to

the themes that ernerged frorn the qualitative analysis of the open-ended questionnaire
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responses in order to confinn or disconfinn the relationship between constructive

thinking and perfonnance. A fuither descriptive analysis examined the scores of high

critical and high constructive thinking students in conjunction with research paper and

final grades, as well as porlfolio ratings. The overall question for this study was: Can

constructive thinking, as defined in this study, be captured in a theoretically-based

definition applied to specific teaching and learning practice in an undergraduate

university course focusing on writing a research paper? Specifically for Study One the

questions were: (1) Is constructive thinking distinguishable frorn critical thinking as

defined in this study? (2) Are there similarities/differences between both forms of

thinking? (3) Are there various levels of critical or constructive thinking? (4) How do

critical and constructive thinking, as defìned in this study affect student perfonnance as

reflected in research paper and final grades, as well as portfolios? (5) Are there

differences in critical and constructive thinking across student demographics (gender,

language, international status, age, and high school grade point average)? and (6) Can

constructive thinking be integrated along with critical thinking in the 099.111 writing

course? If so, how?

As shown in Table 3.1, these questions were addressed by analyzingdata from

student questionnaires, from research papers and final grades, and frorn 099.111 student

writing portfolio ratings. Open-ended questionnaire responses were exarnined to identifu

recurring themes.



Table 3. I
Conslructive Thinking: From Theory to Practice
Methods Oven,iew

Can constructive thinking, as
defined in this study, be
captured in a theoretically-
based definition applied to
specific teaching and learning
pmctice in an undergmduate
university course focusing on
writing a research paper?

How is constructive thinking
related to critical thinking?

Are there various levels of
constructive thinking?

Thinki
U99.1 I I Studelìts
questionnaile
close-ended iterns of conshuctive thinking
scale.

l: Ex

099.1 I I Students
questionnaire
open-ended iteurs

099.1 I 1 Students
wtiting portfolio ratings
(includes peer reviewed draft and the firral
graded copy ofthe lesearch papel with
instructol feedback. If possible, students'
reflections of how they viewed theil paper
befole it was graded-)

099.1 I I Students
constluctive thinking scale
(questionnaile)

Differcnce in const. thinking
across dernographics?

(Firs¡ Year Students in a lV,

ated to Student Lear
099.1 I 1 Students
colistructive thinking scale
(questionnaire)

constructive thinking versus cútical
thinking close-euded itelns on the
questionnaile
crìtical thitrking subsets and lotals
velsus corlstructive thinking subsets aud
totals

Cot¡rse

099.1 I I Students
wrìting portfolios

Succ

099.1 I I Students
open-ended l€sDonses

constluctive thinking and ct'itical
thinking subsets and totals
gender', language, intemational status,
aee. hish school smde noínt avelzse

open-ended thernes iu lespol'ìse to
questions

constluctive thinking and crìtical
thinking subsets and totals
gender', language, interrrational status
age, high school grade point avcl"se

Pcarson's Collelations with critical
thinking and constructive thinking
subsets and rangc ofagglegate scores

Theure - qualilative analysis
using grounded thcory

Thcrnc - qualitativc analysis -
Developrnent of a constluctive/ clitical
thinking rubrìc

papel grade, final grade

099.1 I I instructor feedback
porlfolio latirìgs

open-errded thenres in lesponse to
ouestions

ANOVA with cach indepcrrdent valiable
ori the dependent variable

qualitative analysis bascd on groundcd
theory
crjtical and coustlÌotive thinking rlbrìc
cornparisons
qualitative analysis bascd on gtounclecl
theotv



Can constructive thinking, as

defined in this study, be
captured in a theoretically-
based definition applied to
specihc teaching and learling
pmctice ilr an undergraduate
university course focusing on
writing a research paper?

Defined

How is conshuctive thinking
felated to crìtical thinking?

Ale there vadous levels of
conshxctive thiuking?

Difference in coust. thinking
across dernographics?

099.1I I Lrstructors
questionnaire
close-ended itenrs of constructive thìnking
scale

099.1 I I Instructors
questiomraile
open-ended items

Can constructive thinking, as
defined in this study, be
captuled in a theoretically-
based definition applied to
specific teaching and leaming
ntactice in selected discinlines?

ctive Thinki
099.1I I Instructor'
intewiews

Constructive Thinkins Across Discinlines

Ulr One Writi

Pr ofessors across discinlines
interviews

Study 3: Exploring Construct¡t,e Thinking (Professors in Other Disciplines)

Pearson pr oduct-mol.¡lcll1 con'clalions
betwecn subsets

Dala Ánalvsi.s

opeu-ended thenres in respouse to
questions

Matrix
One rvay ANOVA

tmnsclipts

h"nscÌipts

One Way ANOVA

Therncs-qualitative analysis. developed
through use of srounded theol.¡

theurcs - qualilative analysis

class makeup of instructors/students

thernes - qualitative aualysis devcloped
through the use of glounded tlreory
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Participants

The 099.111 writing course at the University of Manitoba was specifically

selected as the context for this exploratory study. This course was developed in 1992 to

help retain undergraduates by irnproving their attitude towards learning and to promote a

positive assimilation into academic life (Walker, LeBrun, MacClean, 1991). The course

is based on well-established educational principles conceming good teaching and the role

of encouragernent and peer interaction (Bloorn, 1956; Cross & Angelo, 1988; de Bono,

19771,Diamond, 1989; Eble, 1988; Fuszard, 1989; Gibbs, 198ó; Johnson & Johnson,

1991;Li9hq7990,1992:McKeachie, 1986; Wales, Nardi & Stager, 1986; Weimer,

1987). The required course assignment is to develop a major research paper of

approximately 2000 to 2500 words.

Instructors in the 099.1 1 1 course endeavor to create a community of learners.

They strive to fulfill course objectives so that the students learn the irnportance of:

discussion during the learning process, strategies for effective leaming, elements of

logical and critical thinking, library and computer research skills, and oral and written

skills (Walker et a1.,1991). When this course was first offered in the fall of 1992,there

were only hve sections available. Course popularity has developed over the years.

Cunently, approximately one third of first year students (i.e., 1500) enroll in 099.111

(Cameron,2002).

A total of 165 undergraduate students, 86 females and 79 males, frorn the

099.111writing program took part in this first study. Arnong those 165 students, there

were 63 whose first language was not English, 102 whose first language was English, and

126 national and 39 international students who responded to the questionnaire. There
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were smaller nulnbers of parlicipants who responded to the close-ended questions

regarding high school grade point average and age.

Agn

The rnajority of parlicipants ranged in age fiorn 17 to 22, there being 53 students

who were in the age category of 17 to 1 8, 49 who fell into the category of 1 9 to 20,29

students between the ages of 21 to 22, and 12 between the ages of 25 to 26. There wele

very few students who were older than 26. Four students were between the ages of 27 and

30, four between the ages of 31 and 35, seven between the ages of 41 and 45, and two,

older than 45.

Grade Point Average

Thirty-five participants ranged in the grade point category from 81 to 85 %o, there

being 25 students who were in the grade point categ ory of 7 6 to 80Yo, 22 who fell into the

category of 71 to 7 5o/o, 22 between the category of 86 to 90o/o, and 1 8 between the

category of ó6 to 70o/o.Therewere2 students whose high school grade point average fell

within the range of 51 to 55 yo,5 whose averages were between 56 to 60Yo and Il

between 91to 100o/o.

Classes

There were2J to 35 students in each writing course. In addition, students from

each course section were invited to mail their writing portfolios to the researcher upon

completion of the course. Twenty-three out of 45 participants submitted their portfolios.
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Measttres

Data obtained frorn students in Study One included dernographic infonnation

frorn the questionnaire, responses from both closed and open-ended questionnaire items,

research paper as well as final course grades, and writing portfolio ratings.

Student Quesrionnaire

The student questionnaire (see Appendix A) was designed to assess student

perceptions regarding the constructs of crjtical and constn¡ctive thinking and to identify

key elements of critical and constructive thinking that students employ while writing a

research paper. An irnportant question was whether constructive thinking, as defined in

this study, could be distinguished from critical thinking.

Both closed and open-ended items were created to assess critical and constructive

thinking with five subsets under each category. The five critical thinking subsets, as

indicated in the strands described in Chapter One were: problern/question at issue,

assumptions, quality of supportingdata/evidence, perspectives/ position and

conclusions/implicating consequences. The five subsets for constructive thinking were:

reflective process valuing experience, other ways of knowing, caring relationships, active

process valuing experience and concepts benefiting society. Table 3.2 highlights the

parallel subsets of both critical and constructive thinking. The close-ended questions gave

sfudents the opportunity to identify and rank their familiarity with elements of critical and

constructive thinking using a five-point, Likert scale.
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Table 3.2

Matching Subsets of Critical and Constructive Thínking

Items in the questionnaire, were, however, integrated randornly as shown in the coding

key (Appendix B). The coding key also indicated which items were reversals (r). These

reversals were used to identify any fìxed response patterns and ensured that students

actively read and responded to the questionnaire.

Critícal Thinking ltems

The critical thinking items were developed based on rubrics used by Paul (1992)

and Kelly-Riley, Brown, Condon &,Law (2001) at their respective institutions to assess

the quality of student research papers. The subsets of critical thinking (i.e.,

problem/question at issue, assurnptions, quality of supporting datal evidence,

perspectives/ position and conclusions/irnplicating consequences) were developed from

these rubrics. An essential characteristic of a well-written research paper according to

these authors was the degree to which the argurnent was supported. To evaluate how

students formulated their arguments, the questionnaire (Appendix A) asked students to

indicate how they constructed opinions based on facts. In evaluating the understanding of

critical thinking, it was also important to know how students: drew on diverse

perspectives irnplicit in their literature review, examined the source of evidence,

persuaded their reading audience, explored an argument in depth, made reasonable

Critícal Thinlcins C o ns truc tit, e Thinkins
xproblern/question at issue *reflective Drocess valuing experience
*assumptions xother wavs of knowing
*perspectives/po sition *caring relationships
*suppofting data *active process valuing experience
xconsequences xconcepts benefiting society
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assumptions, and traced out a number of significant implications and consequences

associated with their reasoning. Specifrc five point, Likert scale items were developed for

each of the five subsets with scale anchors being used to help students rank each of the

iterns (i.e. never :"7", seldom :"2", sometimes :"3", often: "4", and very often:

"5"). Each of the critical thinking subsets is further elaborated upon in the next section.

Problem/Question at issue. Students were asked to rank on a five-point Likert

scale whether or not they took the time to state the thesis of their research paper, tried to

be clear about the question they were attempting to settle, broke the question into sub-

questions, found solutions to the problem, and had unanswered questions about the topic.

Assumptions. When students were evaluated on how they made assumptions as

they wrote their research papers, they were to indicate whether or not they took the

infonnation source as truth, made reasonable assumptions, judged background facts,

considered the evidence supporting their argurnent, and addressed pros and cons as well

as key assumptions underlying the issue.

Qttality of supporting data/evidence. When students ranked items measuring the

quality of supporling data/ evidence, they were asked to what extent they: repeated

infonnation provided in their research, questioned the evidence for accuracy, persuaded

their audience that their stance on the issue was well-suppofied, focused on information

relevant to the question at issue, distinguished between fact and opinion, accepted public

information without question, and added information not contained in their research

review.

Perspectives/Position Students were also asked how they represented their

perspective or position. They ranked the following items: to what extent they supported
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their perspective from experience, tried to persuade their audience that their position was

right, automatically disrnissed positions different fiom their own, discussed other

perspectives not emanating frorn their research, actively sought infonnation contrary to

their position, excluded their personal point of view on the issue, included academic

research only, and addressed additional diverse perspectives drawn frorn outside

infonnation.

Conclusions/Implicatíng conseqLtences. Students were asked on the questionnaire

to what extent they: developed their conclusions or implicating consequences, realized

where the issue could create further problems, drew all points of the argument together,

used facts to assert their arguments, studied the implications of their research, wrote their

personal opinion, discussed how their evidence supported their argurnent, focused only

on what was found in the research, and explained the consequences of the issue.

C ons trttctiv e Thinlring ltems

Given that constructive thinking had not been measured previously, a new scale

was created to capture the concept. These questionnaire items (Appendix B) were

designed to reflect aspects of the following definition of constructive thinking developed

by Hewlett (2003) after a review of the literature as suggested in Chapter One, and

parallel to the critical thinking questionnaire make up of five subsets. Constructive

thinking was defined as: a reflective and active process that values experience, integrates

different ways of knowing (reason, emotion, intuition and imagination), builds caring

relationships with others, and constructs new ideas and concepts to benefit society. A five

point Likert-type scale was used to fuilher delineate each of the low inference behaviors
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that define constructive thinking. Each aspect of constructive thinking was operationally

defined and grouped into the final categories as follows.

Reflective process valuing experience. The fìrst subset of this operational

definition described constructive thinking as a reflective process valuing experience.

Experience was defined as an "actual observation of or practical acquaintance with facts

or events; knowledge or skill resulting frorn this; an event that affects one; fact or process

of being so affected" (Sykes, 1982, p.339). When thinking is viewed as a reflective

process, experience is valued. Research based on Belenky et al. (1997), Canboume

(2000), Palmer (1999), Piaget (1966), Schon, (1983), Thayer-Bacon, (2000), and

Vygotsky (I934/1962) reinforces how constructive thinking requires selÊreflection, as

well as interaction with and an understanding of others. Experience is valued as a critical

aspect of constructive thinking because it encornpasses understanding, insight and ways

of doing things differently.

Using five-point Likert items, students indicated how they reflected as they wrote

a research paper by indicating whether or not they: took time to plan their writing ideas in

class and outside of class, assessed the quality of what they had written as they

progressed through the writing process, deepened their understanding about the topic

from their readings, selected a topic that had a broad range of infonnation, and either

chose a thesis that was well supported or created their own thesis that was personally

significant to them.

Integrøtíng dffirent ways of løtowing. The second subset of constructive thinking

was the integration of different ways of knowing (reason, imagination, intuition, and

emotion). The questionnaire measured how students used these different ways of
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knowing by having them rank the extent to which they developed voice and tone. These

itenrs that define different ways of knowing are based on Baxter-Magolda (1992),

Belenky et al. (1997), Cambourne (2000), Harvey and Goudvis (2000), Palmer (1999),

Schon (1983) and Thayer-Bacon (2000). Students were invited to leflect on whether they

used these different ways of knowing as they wrote their research paper. For example,

there were specific items that measured reason in the questionnaire. Using a five point

Likert scale, students ranked how important it was for them to have used reasoning in

formulating a clear argument. Imagination, intuition and emotion were also considered to

be ways of knowing.

It is important to know whether students use their creativity and hypothesrze

"What if...?" or "Supposing that...?"as they write. The use of imagination was measured

when students were asked to rank the following questionnaire item: To what extent did

you make your approach to research creative.

Intuition has been defined as "irnrnediate insight" (Sykes, 1982,p.526). When

students were asked to rank questionnaire items related to intuition, they indicated how

irnportant it was for them to have used their intuition (knowing the topic was right for

them). Another item that operationalized the definition of intuition was: To what extent

did you listen to your intuition?

Examples of questionnaire iterns that measured emotion in this study included to

what extent students felt passionate or excited about their topic and whether or not the

tone of their paper conveyed their feelings.

Building caring relationships. The third subset of constructive thinking measured

the importance of building caring relationships with others. Thayer-Bacon (1992) defines
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a caring attitude as one that gives value to another, by denoting that the other is worth

attending to in a serious or close manner. Canng involves "irnmediacy, generosity, and

acquaintance. An attitude of acceptance, trust, inclusion and openness is irnportant in all

caring relationships" (Thayer-Bacon, 7992, p.325). Using a five point Likert scale,

caring was operationalized in the questionnaire through ranking such items as to what

extent students shared their research ideas with others, received feedback on their

research paper from their instructor before tuming it in for final grading, listened

respectfully to other points of view, discussed their research thesis with their peers during

class time, and had a peer review their research paper.

Active process valuing experience. This fourth subset of constructive thinking

measured the active process of valuing experience when developing and writing a

research paper. As they reflected on writing their research papers, students were asked to

rank, on a five point Likert scale, the extent to which they had: leamed something new,

chosen a research topic that was meaningful to thern, collected a variety of text

references, supported their personal opinion, drew upon their personal experience, and

negotiated the topic of their research. These items defined active thinking based on the

work of Harvey and Goudvis (2000). Experience is defined as an "actual observation of

or practical acquaintance with facts or events; knowledge or skill resulting frorn this; an

event that affects one; fact or process of being so affected" (Sykes, 1982,p.339). When

thinking is viewed as an active process, experience is valued. Research based on Belenky

et al.(1997), Camboume (2000), Palmer, (1999), Piaget (1966), Schon, (1983), Thayer-

Bacon, (2000), and Vygotsky (I%alI962) reinforces how constructive thinking requires

selÊreflection, interaction and understanding of others. Constructive thinking is a process
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of reflecting and actively constructing frorn within. Experience is valued as a critical

aspect of consttuctive thinking because it brings understanding, insight and ways of

doing things differently.

Benefiting society. The final subset of constmctive thinking was the creation of

new ideas and concepts that benefit society. These items were thought to best define this

strand based on these references (Cunningham &. Fitzgerald, 1996; DeBono, 2000; John-

Steiner, 1997;Manzo,1998). The questionnaire queried students about their motivation

for wanting to study and research a particular topic. The main question invited students to

use a five point Likert scale and rank to what extent they believed that their research had

helped others and created new ideas and concepts of benefit to society and if so how?

Open-ended Questions

The open-ended questionnaire items gave students time to respond and reflect on

what they knew about writing and the use of constructive thinking. While responding to

these open-ended questions, students were able to describe: their motivation for leaming,

the process of writing in which they were engaged as they wrote, and the conditions that

helped them write well. Having students voice what was important to them about the

process of writing a research paper provided insight into their personal learning joumeys.

Examples of the questions in the open-ended question section included: What do you

know about writing a research paper? What conditions help you to write your very best?

What do you hope to accornplish when you write a research paper? And what have you

leamed from the research process? What do you think is the most important thing about

writing a research paper?
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Research Paper and Final Course Grades

Each student in the 099.1 1 1 writing course was asked whether he or she would

provide consent for the investigator to access both his/her resear-ch paper and frnal,

overall grade. This data coruelated with the quantitative data frorn the questionnaire to

help answer the question of whether constructive thinking related to student success. The

quantitative data was then compared to the student profiles. A matrix was developed to

study the range of scores between the two forms of thinking to discem if students who

had high scores in either form of thinking had a parlicular thinking stance.

ll'riting Portfolios

The researcher asked each course section for volunteers to submit their writing

portfolios. The instructors frorn these course sections were not present in the room when

the researcher had the students fill out the option for the questionnaire about submitting

their portfolios. The researcher, with pennission from the Ethics department, rnade an

amendment to the protocol so that instructors would not be aware of who was

participating in the study. The students who volunteered their writing portfolios sent

their work to the researcher by mail in pre-addressed envelopes. Postage and duplication

costs were paid by the researcher. These samples aided the researcher in monitoring

growth and development and helped verify the use of constructive thinking. It was

expected that the writing portfolios would include peer and/or instructor feedback on

research paper drafts as well the final graded copy of the research paper. Portfolios could

also contain self-evaluations ofexpected research paper grades. In gathering this data, the

researcher hoped to note progress in the development of critical/constructive thinking

from the peer-reviewed rough draft stage to the final paper.
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Critical thinking.In addition to the investigator, three reviewers, who had Masters

degrees in Business Management or Psychology, used critical and constructive thinking

rubrics to rank the 23 portfolios submitted. The anchors or rating scale for both critical

and constructive thinking ranged from scant to substantially developed. Scores thus

covered from one to seven, onebeing considered scant, and set,en substantially

developed.

The Washington State University rubric for assessing elernents of critical thinking

(Appendix I) was used to evaluate the portfolios. This critical thinking rubric highlighted

"identifying and summarizing problem/question at issue" as an important dirnension of

critical thinking. A student received one point (scant) for problern/question if, for

example, the research paper did not "identify and summanze the problem, was confused

or identified a different and inappropriate problern". For substantially developed inthe

area of problem/question, the research paper had to specify the "main problern and

subsidiary, ernbedded, or implicit aspects of the problem, identify them clearly, and

address their relationships to each other." Another area of critical thinking that was

highlighted by the Washinglon State University Writing Project rubric was students' own

and other salient perspectives. A research paper that appropriately identified, "one's own

position on the issue, drawing support fi'orn experience, and infonnation not available

from assigned sources" was considered to have a ranking of substantially developed.

Assumptions was another subset of critical thinking identified by the Washington

State University scoring rubric. If a research paper did "not surface the assumptions and

ethical issues funderlying] the issue," the paper received a scant ranking. If the research

paper identified and questioned "the validity of the assumptions" and addressed "the
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ethical dimensions funderlying] the issue," the paper was given a substantially developed

ranking.

The quality of supporling evidence was another area the Washington State

University identified as a subset of critical thinking. If a research paper "merely

frepeated] infonnation provided, taking it as truth, or fdenied] evidence without adequate

justification, land] confused associations and correlations with causes and effect," the

research paper received a ranking of scant. For the quality of supporting evidence to be

substantíally developed, the research paper had to "examine the evidence and source of

evidence; Iand] question its accuracy, precision, relevance and completeness."

The last subset of critical thinking based on the Washington State University

writing rubric was entitled conclusions/implications/ and consequences. If a research

paper was ranked as scant, it "failed to identify conclusions, implications and

consequences of the issue or the key relationships between other elements of the problem,

such as context, irnplications, assumptions, or data and evidence. If the research paper,

identified and discussed "conclusions, implications and consequences considering

context, assumptions, data, and evidence," it was considered substantially developed.

Constructive thinking. The investigator developed the rubric for evaluating

constructive thinking in the portfolios (Appendix J). The first dimension of constructive

thinking corresponding with problem/question at issue was reflective process valuing

experience . A scant ranking for reflective process valuing experience fit the descriptor

shows the ability "to solve the problem using one approach." To rate a ranking of

substantially developed, the research paper had to identify optimal solutions to the

problem.
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The second area of constructive thinking was caring relationships. The critical

thinking subset parallel to caring relationships was perspectives/position. To rank scant in

caring relationships, the research paper "did not have prior feedback from peers or

professor to improve the content of the paper". To receive a ranking of substantially

deteloped, the resealch paper included "feedback frorn peers," and persuaded the reader

to take action related to the issue."

The third dirnension of constructive thinking, other ways of knowing,

coresponded with assumptions under critical thinking. For a scant score in other ways of

knowing, a research paper's tone was cited as "cold, impersonal, the writer's voice does

not reach the reader." For a sttbstantíally developed research paper in other ways of

knowing, the research paper had to "convey a wann, engaging tone, be persuasive,

interesting to read and creative."

The fourth dimension of constructive thinking was active process valuing

experience. It paired with the quality of supporting data/evidence of critical thinking. To

receive a scant or substantially developed ranking, the paper had to mirror the reflective

process, valuing experience. The sarne anchors were used. The descriptor for scant in

active process valuing experience was "able to solve the problem using one approach,"

while the descriptor for substantially developed was "identifies optimal solutions to

problems."

The fifth dimension highlighted in constructive thinking was concepts benefiting

society. Concepts benefiting society related to conclusions, implications and the

consequences of critical thinking. A research paper receiving a scant rating in this area,
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only "focused on what has already been found to be proven." For a substantially

developed ranking, the paper had to "identify ideas and concepts that benefit society."

An outline of the rnatching subsets of critical and constmctive thinking was

created to cotnpare and contrast both fonns of thinking in Table 3.3. From each fonn of

thinking, a subset was given a pairing or counterpaft in order to compare and contrast.

Table 3.3

Matching Subset Pairings of Critical and Constructive Thinking

Critical Thinking C ons tructít, e Thinlcing
*reflective process valuing experience
xother ways of knowing
*caring relationships
*active process valuing experience
xconcepts benefiting society

*problern/question at issue
*assumptions
r'perspectives/position
*supporting data
*consequences

Summary

Student measures used in this study included: (a) a questionnaire containing

demographic infonnation (nurnber of credit hours, language, international status, gender,

age, high school grade point average, and expected course grade) plus both closed- and

open-ended items related to critical and constructive thinking, (b) research paper and

final, overall grades, and (c) portfolio ratings.

Procedure

Once the undergraduate students from the 099.111 course had signed their ethics

consent fonns, they were asked to fill out the questionnaire during the fourth or fifth

week of a thirteen week course. The questionnaire took 30 rninutes of 099.1 1 1 class.

Students' writing portfolios were sent by rnail to the instructor. These writing portfolios

consisted of a peer reviewed rough draft, peer andlor instructor feedback on writing
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drafts, and the fìnal research paper. Please refer to Figure 3.1, for a flow chart indicating

the time line for Study One, Study Two, and Study Three.

Data Analyses

The data collected from Study One was analyzed both quantitatively and

qualitatively.

Qu an t i t a t it, e Ana ly s es

First, the questionnaire responses were examined to establish differences between

the range of aggregate scores for critical and constructive thinking levels. A set of

Pearson product-moment (Howell,7987; Moore, 2000) correlations were also conducted

cornparing each subset of critical thinking with every other subset of constructive

thinking to determine whìch aspects of constructive thinking went beyond critical

thinking. The analyses of these dependent variables highlighted differences between

critical and constructive thinking. The relationship between thinking stance and research

paper and final grades was also analyzed. One-way ANOVAs were also conducted for

both forms of thinking with each of the following independent variables: gender,

language, international status, age, and high school grade point average. The dependent

variables were student responses on each of the five subscales for both critical and

constructive thinking as well as the total critical and constructive thinking scores.

Quølitative Analyses

The open-ended responses from student questionnaires and the analysis of writing

portfolio data were analyzed qualitatively. Grounded Theory was used to analyzethe

data. One method of coding that is associated with Grounded Theory is known as

constant comparison analysis (Padgett, 1998). As themes were discovered from initial
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coding, the researcher went back over the data to ensure that the coding was suitable. As

the researcher reviewed the data, new themes emerged and new codes developed

(Padgett, 1998). The scores of high critical and high constructive thinking students were

then examined to explore the question of whether constructive thinking enhanced student

engagement and writing quality.

Figure 3.1: Time Line of Procedure
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Anticipated Results

The goal of the student questionnaire that made up the main part of Study One

was to discover whether students perceived a difference between critical and constructive

thinking in relation to developing a research paper. Further, data analyses that compared

thinking stance to research paper and final grades indicated the degree to which

constructive thinking related to the quality of students' work. The relationship between

gender, language, intemational status, age and high school grade point average was also

explored. Further details from the open-ended responses at the end of the questionnaire

also helped to detennine how students viewed the development of writing a research

paper. Finally, the writing portfolios and the feedback received from peers and instructors

provided additional evidence to confirm or disconfinn the role played by constructive

thinking in enhancing learning.

Study Two: Exploring Constructive Thinking (Course Instructors)

Purpose & Design Rationale

The purpose of this phase of the study was to investigate the prirnary stance

taken by instructors in the 099.111writing course and to detennine whether critical

or constructive thinking was emphasized during the writing of research papers. The

rationale behind this research design was to compare and contrast critical thinking

with constructive thinking and explore how constructive thinking can be translated

from theory to practice in post-secondary classrooms.
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A questionnaire was developed containing iterns that gathered infonnation on

such demographics as instructor gender, number of years taught, as well as items that

measured either crjtical or constructive thinking for the purpose of detenlining the

primary instructional stance (either critical or constructive thinking) assurned by each

instructor. This data was exatnined and compared with the student questionnaire data

from each course section to detennine whether or not there were differences between

students and instructors in tenns of their perception of constructive thinking. This

infonnation supported the finding of whether or not there were similarities and

differences between critical and constructive thinking. As indicated in Table 3.1 these

questions addressed how constructive thinking compared to critical thinking, whether

constructive thinking was independent of critical thinking, and whether there were

various levels of constructive thinking.

Participants

The setting for this study was carefully chosen. The underlying premise and

objectives in the 099.111 course regarding the role of instructors was that they make a

conscious effort to (a) influence the attitudes of students, (b) enhance student self-image

as competent learners, (c) stress the importance of student planning and goal-setting, (d)

become student mentors and (e) help all class members function as a support group

(Walker et al., 1991).

The 099.1 1 1 instructors meet on a monthly basis during the academic year to talk

about course content and assessment. They often share mini-workshops at these meetings

to become farniliar with new instructional techniques. Eight out of ten instructors agreed

to participate in the study.
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Measttres

Ins lruc t o r Qr.tes tio nnair e

An instructor questionnaire was used to detenline what aspects of critical

thinking and constructive thinking were being irnplemented by each instructor. (See

Appendix C.) The instr-uctor questionnaire paralleled the close-ended items asked in the

student questionnaires in tenns of operationalizingcritical and constructive thinking as

concepts, and followed the same orgarlizational pattem. The instructor questionnaire also

contained the same subsets of critical and constructive thinking as the student

questionnaire. For critical thinking, subsets included: problem/question at issue,

assumptions, quality of supportingdata/evidence, perspectives/position and

conclusions/implicating consequences. Constructive thinking subsets included: reflective

process valuing experience, other ways of knowing, building caring relationships, active

process valuing experience and concepts benefiting society. Items in the instructor

questionnaire were sirnilarly randomized for administration. The coding key for the

reversals in the instructor questionnaire was also comparable. (See Appendix D.)

Development of close-ended ítems for critical thinking. The critical thinking items

for instructors were the same as those for students, except that the stems were different

(Appendix C). Instructors were asked to what extent they encouraged students to use the

following subsets of critical thinking (problern/question at issue, assumptions, quality of

supporting data/ evidence, perspectives/ position and conclusions/ implicating

consequences). Specific Likert items were developed for each of the five subsets and are

indicated below. Scale anchors were used to help instructors to rank each item (ie.,

"ngver: 1", "seldofÍr:2"r "sometimes:3", "oftgn :4", and"vely oftgn: 5").
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Open-ended questions. The open-ended questionnaire iterns gave instructors time

to respond and reflect on what they knew about writing and the use of constructive

thinking. While responding to these open-ended questions, instructors were able to

describe: their rnotivation for teaching, the process of writing in which they were engaged

as they taught, the type of relationship they wish to have with their students, and their

goals in teaching the 099.1 1 1 course.

The instructor questionnaire was designed to identify the key elements associated

with critical and constructive thinking that instructors use as they teach students how to

write. An important goal in creating this instrurnent was to establish whether instructors

assuÍle either a more critical or constructive thinking stance as they teach. The sub-

questions of interest included: When instructors emphasize a particular stance do students

miror what they have been taught, or do students exhibit varying degrees of critical or

constructive thinking based on their own individual backgrounds?

This research hoped to illustrate how elements of critical thinking and

constructive thinking are captured in the process of instruction. The question for study

was: Is constructive thinking independent of critical thinking? While the questionnaire

was constructed to make definite distinctions between the two fonns of thinking, there

may also be bridges where the two forms of thinking come together. If there was a

def,rnite difference between these two forms of thinking, this instrument attempted to

show what elements in teaching students how to write relate more to either a critical or

constructive thinking stance. If constructive thinking levels were captured and traced to

student success, findings would suggest how informative writing instruction can be

improved.
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Instructor Interviews

The instructor interviews provided descriptive data to substantiate the f,rndings

from the quantitative analysis of data obtained fi'orn the questionnaires. The instmctor

interview questions, as seen in Appendix E, indicated how writing is taught, what

instructors believe is irnporlant in writing instruction, how they think writing instruction

should occur, and the ernphasis they place on assuming either a constructive or critical

thinking stance. This data served as the medium for hearing instructor voices and the

beliefs they hold about best practice in the teaching of writing. Because this research was

exploratory, this data could be used as a platfonn for themes that could be either

developed in future research or incorporated to help understand elements of constructive

and critical thinking

Summary

Instructor measures included data obtained frorn (a) the administration of

instructor questionnaires, and (b) instructor interviews.

Procedure

As seen in Figure 3.1, the researcher collected consent letters to administer the

questionnaire.

Ins tructor Ques tionnaire

The instructors were also asked to complete a 3O-minute questionnaire during

class time while the students were completing their questionnaires. These questionnaires

were administered in the second week of February, approximately half-way through the

university course.
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Instructor Intentiews

Instructors were interviewed at the mid-point of the course. After the eight

instructors signed the letter of consent (Appendix F), the researcher created a rnutually

agreeable schedule to conduct individual interviews of 30 to 45 rninutes in duration.

These interviews were audio-taped so that the tlanscripts could be used as data. Notes

were also taken during and directly following the interview to ensure accuracy and

authenticity. Once the transcriptions were completed, member-checking (Guba &

Lincoln, 1985) occured so that the participants were able to review what they had said

during the interview and make revisions if necessary.

lï/riting Portfolíos

The instructors did not know who was subrnitting a writing portfolio to the

researcher. Within the portfolios were copies of students' final research papers with

grade, peer reviews of the research papers, and instructor feedback. The instructor

feedback helped the researcher understand how the final research paper was graded and

what the instructor emphasized as important in order to achieve a high mark.

Data Analyses

The close-ended responses to the instructor questionnaires were analyzedby

tallying and graphing instructor responses in order to detennine trends as to whether the

instructors assumed primarily a critical thinking stance or went beyond emphasizing

critical thinking to assume a constructive thinking stance. The interview transcripts were

analyzed qualitatively using Grounded Theory (Padgett, 1998) to seek answers to the

question of whether or not and how the theory of constructive thinking could be put into

practice in the context of the 099.111 writing course. Data frorn these interviews serued
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as a check and balance to data collected frorn 099.1 1 1 student questionnaires and helped

triangulate findings.

Anticipated Results

The instructor questionnaire data showed both the dominant stance assurned by

the instructor, whether his ol'her instructional approach ernphasized primarily critical or

prirnarily constructive thinking. This quantitative data also indicated various levels of

critical and constructive thinking that were occurring when instructors informed students

about conducting research and how to write a research paper. Instructor interview data

triangulated these findings by showing the relationship between student and instructor

stance, the educational philosophy held by each instructor, and how these beliefs were

rnanifested in practice.

Study Three: Exploring Constructive Thinking (Professors in Other Disciplines)

Purpose & Design Rationale

Studies One and Two were conducted using post-secondary students in an

undergraduate class that focused on developing a research paper. Teaching students how

to write, as a process (Flower'& Hayes, 1994),lends itself to constructive thinking. This

part of the overall study extended Studies One and Two by interviewing professors from

other disciplines. These professors were interviewed to find out whether or not they

incorporated constructive thinking into their instruction as operationally defined. The

purpose of Study Three was to compare and contrast critical thinking with constructive

thinking and explore how constructive thinking can be translated from theory to practice
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in other post-secondary classroolns in which the major focus is on teaching content. The

two main questions for Study Three relate to Table 3.1 : How are professors using

consttuctive thinking within their courses? and How is constructive thinking best taught?

Challenges and concems regarding the integration of constructive thinking into

instmctional practice at the post-secondary level were also explored in the interviews.

Participants

Ten professors from other disciplines on the University of Manitoba carnpus, who

previously enrolled in a University Teaching Services (UTS) workshop on Transþrming

Critical Thinlcing To Constructive Thinking, weÍe also invited to participate. These

disciplines included Anthropology, Architecture (specifically City Planning), Dental

Hygiene, Engineering, Management, Nursing, Philosophy, and Soil Science.

Measures

Interviews

Once the professors had signed the letter of consent (Appendix F), the researcher

created a mutually agreeable schedule to conduct individual interviews of 30 to 45

minutes in duration. These interviews were audio-taped so that the transcripts could be

used as data. (See Appendix E.)

Procedure

Once the professors had signed the letter of consent, the researcher created a

mutually agreeable schedule to conduct individual interviews of 30 to 45 minutes in

duration. These interviews (Appendix E) were audio-taped and transcribed and took place

between the months of March to May. Notes were also taken during and directly

following each interuiew to ensure accuracy and authenticity. Once the transcriptions
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were cornpleted, member-checking (Guba & Lincoln, 1985) occuned so that the

parlicipants were able to review what they had said during the interview and suggest

revisions if necessary The researcher also collected course syllabi fi'om each of the

professors. Please refer again to Figure 3.1 for a flowchart of this procedure.

Data Analyses

The responses of the professors from the other disciplines were analyzed

qualitatively. Repeated searches through the transcript data using grounded theory

(Padgett, 1998) were carried out to identify concerns associated with assuming a

constructive thinking stance to instruction at the post-secondary level.

Antícípated Results

The qualitative data collected frorn the professors revealed whether or not

constructive thinking had practical application across disciplines ir-r which the focus is

fitore on content then on the writing process. The intent of the interview questions was to

discover why professors from other disciplines did or did not believe constructive

thinking was important. The overriding question was: In what ways, can constructive

thinking be integrated into instructional practice?

Summary

This overall study consisted of three studies. For each study, there was a specific

purpose and set of research questions. Table 3.1 was developed to provide a summary of

the questions related to the multifaceted purposes of this research and the data sources. In

addition to the overall question restated from Chapter One: Can constructive thinking, as

defined in this study, be captured in a theoretically-based definition and applied to

specific teaching and learning practice in an undergraduate university course focusing on
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writing a research paper? and in other courses in selected disciplines? There were also

sub-questions. Is constructive thinking distinguishable fi'om critical thinking as defined in

this study? Are there similarities/differences between both fonns of thinking? Are there

various levels of critical and constructive thinking? How do critical and constnrctive

thinking, as defined in this study affect student performance as reflected in research paper

and final grades, as well as portfolios? Are there differences in critical and constructive

thinking across student demographics (gender, language, international status, age, and

high school grade point average)? and Can constructive thinking be integrated along with

crjtical thinking in the 099.1 1 1 writing course? If so, how? This study also explored the

following related questions:

a) Do undergraduate students perceive a difference between

critical and constructive thinking based on open-ended responses?

b) How does thinking stance relate to student grades?

c) Do student perceptions of critical and constructive thinking

correspond with those of their respective instructors?

d) Is constructive thinking independent of critical thinking as

captured in the process of instruction?

e) Can instruction in informative writing be improved by

fostering constructive thinking?
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Ð How are professors, who had previously parlicipated in a

University Teaching Services (UTS) workshop entitled

Tr ans fo rnting Critic al Thínking t o C ons tructiv e Thinking,

using constructive thinking within their courses?

h) How do the professors view critical and constructive thinking?

i) What did they identify as the challenges and concerns they

faced while integrating constructive thinking into instructional

practice? and

j) Were there any different philosophies regarding constructive

thinking according to Faculty or instructional level

(undergraduate/graduate) ?

The implications of these anticipated results may: (1) help students to extend their

learning beyond critical thinking; (2) assist instructors in teaching students through new

instructional approaches that embrace constructive thinking, and (3) guide future

researchers in refining the assessment of critical and constructive thinking.
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CHAPTER IV

Data Analysis

This exploratory study investigated how the theory of constructive thinking could

enhance critical thinking using university students and instructors in a first year research

paper writing course and professors from other selected disciplines as parlicipants. The

purpose of the research was to explore the concept of critical and constmctive thinking in

order to discover how constructive thinking relates to and extends critical thinking and to

identify challenges and concems associated with integrating constructive thinking in

post-secondary classrooms. To this end, the study investigated both quantitative and

qualitative indicators of constructive thinking, exarnined the role of constructive thinking

in relation to student success as well as demographics, and described the irnplernentation

of constructive thinking in post-secondary classrooms. This chapter presents the data

analysis from each phase of the study.

Study One: Exploring Constructive Thinking (First Year Students in a Writing Course)

Data Analysis

Study One explored constructive thinking as a construct in an attempt to capture

its essence through a series of close- and open-ended questiomaire items. As defined in

this study, constructive thinking was compared to critical thinking by having first year

students enrolled in an undergraduate writing course (099.111) develop a research paper

as their major assignment. It was hypothesized that when students used constructive

thinking as they wrote their papers, the following would occur: (1) They would take more

time to develop their ideas; (2) Their end product would reflect a deepened understanding
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of the topic based on opportunities to discuss ideas with others; and (3) Both the clarity

and content of their work would be enhanced, since they had more time to reflect, revise

and edit both their thinking and their writing. The questionnaire consisted of 112 close-

ended iterns; 12 specific to demographics, 50 that measured critical thinking and 50 that

measured constmctive thinking. To triangulate questionnaire findings, all research paper

and final writing course grades, as well as the writing portfolio ratings of 23 students

were used in the analysis.

Qttes tionnaire Analy s is

A total of I7 5 participants responded to the questionnaire. Ten students left more

than ten questions unanswered. As a result, these respondents were dropped fi'om the

study,leaving 86 females andlg males.

Among the remaining 165 participants, there were 119 students who completed

the total questionnaire and 46 students who left from one to nine close-ended items

unanswered. To capture a profile of these students, a separate scoring system was

developed. For instance, if a student had completed eight of the ten items in a subset, the

sum score was divided by the number of responses completed (i.e., 8). These scores were

then averaged for each subset of critical and constr-uctive thinking to establish the

participant's overall stance. A t-test analysis was then applied to detennine whether there

were any significant differences between the two groups, those who had responded to the

complete questionnaire and those who had not. As shown in Table 4.7, only one critical

thinking subset-problem demonstrated a significant difference. Students who had

completed between 90-98 o/o of the questions had a higher score than those who

completed all of the subset items. Given that only one subset item out of ten
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demonstrated significant differences, questionnaire data were pooled bringing the number

of questions analyzed to 1 65, with the caveat that results on this one pafticular subset

would be carefully scrutinized keeping this difference in rnind. It was found

subsequently, that one student ornitted his/hel student number. The final number of

participants was thus 164. The overall research question was: Can constructive thinking

as defined in this study be captured in a theoretically-based definition applied to specific

teaching and learning practice in (1) an undergraduate university course focusing on

writing a research paper, and (2) other selected disciplines? Responding to this question

was left in abeyance until all of the related questions were addressed.

Overall Relationship Between Critical and Constructive Thinlcing

The first supplementary question was.' Is constructive thinking disringuishable.from

critical thinking as defined in this studyT Having resolved the issue of incornplete data

sets, comparisons between critical and constructive thinking were conducted. The issue

was whether or not critical and constructive thinking could be captured by a series of

questionnaire items and whether critical and constructive thinking were independent of

one another. First, the close-ended item scores representing each critical and constructive

thinking subset on the questionnaire were tallied and then the total scores calculated, the

range of scores for critical thinking being 125 to 205.44, and for constructive thinking,

106 to 199. Two{ailed Pearson product-mornent conelations conducted on the total

scores for each construct indicated statistically significant overall differences (R: .456, p

: .0001) between critical and constructive thinking, suggesting that in aggregate terms,

constructive thinking was distinguishable frorn critical thinking. A fuilher analysis to

locate the source of the differences was then conducted.
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Table 4.I

ProJile of Contplete ancl Incontplete Student Questiottnctit'e Data Sets

Group Statistics Complete
Incomplete

N Mean Srd.

Deviation
T p

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Critical Thinking-Problem Complete
Incomplete

t19
46

33.78
36.17

3.21
3.78

-4.060 0.000

Critical Thinking-
Assumptions

Complete
Incomplete

119
46

36.58
36.32

3.98
4.08

0.3 80 0.104

Critical Thinking- Quality
of Supporting Evidence

Complete
Incornplete

119
46

31.29
32.27

J.J¿

3.59
1.659 0.099

Critical Thinking-
Perspectives

Complete
Incomplete

119
46

31.89
30.95

3.41
4.03

1.517 0.131

Critical Thinking-
Conclusions,
Consequences

Complete
Incomplete

119
46

21.9t
27.'79

2.89
4.19

0.216 0.830

Constructive Thinking-
Valuing Experience

Complete
Incomplete

119
46

33.50
32.93

3.40
3.13

0.980 0.328

Constructive Thinking-
Reflective

Complete
Incomplete

119
46

35.60
35.31

4.45
4.88

0.363 0.71',7

Constructive Thinking-
Different Ways of
Knowing

Complete
Incomplete

119
46

32.97
33.31

4.00
4.37

-0.475 0.636

Constructive Thinking-
Caring

Complete
Incomplete

119
46

32.45
33.17

o./3
6.81

-0.614 0.540

Constructive Thinking-
Benefiting Society

Cornplete
Incornplete

r l9
46

25.36
25.17

4.90
5.01

0.217 0.829

Critical Thinking Total Complete
Incomplete

119
46

161.48
163.49

10.65
14.69

-0.974 0332

Constructive Thinking
Total

Complete
Incomplete

r19
46

159.89
tsg.91

15.42
17.38

-0.006 0.995

Constructive Thinking
Versus Critical Thinking

Complete
Incomplete

119
46

-1.58
-3.58

14.53
15.94

0.769 0.443

Note: df : 1,163
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Relationships among rhe Subsets

The next question to be addressed was.' Are there símilarities and dffirences

between critical and constructitte thinlcing? As seen in Table 4.2,when each critical and

consttuctive thinking subset was compared with every other subset using Pearson

product-moment correlations, findings demonstrated statistically significant relationships

between three of the five critical/constructive thinking subset pairings: problern/question

at issue and reflective process valuing experience; assurnptions and other ways of

knowing; as well as supporting data and active process valuing experience.

Table 4.2

Summary of Critical and Constructive Thinking Subset Correlations

As indicated in Table 4.3,no statistically significant relationships were found between

two of the critical/constructive thinking pairings: perspectives/position and caring

relationships; as well as consequences/conclusions and concepts benefiting society,

suggesting possible subset independence. These results, therefore, indicate that

constructive thinking are related on three out of the five identified subset pairings and

that two, of the five subset pairings were independent of one other.

Critical Thinking Constructive Thinking Correlat
Co-Effic

on
ent

Significance

Problem/question at

issue
Reflective process
valuing exþerience

R:.346 p : .0001*x

Assumptions Other ways of
knowing

R: .301 P: 'ooox*

Supporting data Active process
valuing exoerience

R:.200 p: .01x

P erspectives/position Caring relationships R:.123 p : .l15 (ns)

Consequences/
conclusions

Concepts benefiting
society

R: .077 p: .324 (ns)



Table 4.3
Subset Correlations

Note: N:165
*p..05. **p..01.
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Qualitative Analysis of Students' Thinking Stance

The question was: Are there dffirent levels of critical and constructive thinking?

To find the answer to this question through a qualitative analysis of student questionnaire

data, amatrix was developed to establish the range of scores distinguishing critical from

constructive thinking. These high/low critical and high/low constructive thinking

categories were used: (l) to compare thinking stance as well as to identify ernerging

themes, and (2) to examine total critical and constructive thinking scores for each course

section.

There were only four participants out of the 764 who had equal questionnaire

scores on both types of thinking. The critical and constructive thinking total scores of the

remaining 160 respondents were divided into degrees of high to low for each course

section based on the range of difference score (ds) where ds : total critical thinking score

- total consttuctive thinking score. Student scores based on the rnatrix where plotted on

to a line graph to represent high and low scores for each class or course section. (See

Appendix G.) The resultant matrix for each course section showed that low scores

clustered within a range from 1 to 72, and the remaining scores, designated as high,

ranged from 13 to 46. This cut off pattern was used to classify students as being high/low

critical thinkers or high/low constructive thinkers.

As shown in Table 4.4, in total, there werc 92 students who were categorized as

assuming a high or low critical thinking stance and 68 who exhibited a high or low

constructive thinking position. There were 42 students who had high critical thinking

scores and 50 with low scores. Twenty four had high constructive thinking scores, while

44had low constructive thinking scores. Thus, based on student questionnaire data and
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the rnatrix dividing high/low critical and high/low constructive thinking scores, there

were lnore high critical thinkers than high constructive thinkers.

These profiles of high and low critical and constmctive thinking students were

also used (1) in the thernatic analysis comparing the responses of each group to the open-

ended questionnaire items, and (2) held in reserve to be used later to compare the

thinking stance of students and instructors in Study Two.

Table 4.4

Profile of High and Low Critical and Constructive Thinking Scores

Dístinguishing between High/Low Critical and High/Low Constructite Thinlcing:

Open-Ended Responses

To fuither distinguish similarities and differences between critical and

constructive thinking, the open-ended questionnaire responses were exalnined. The

subset question was. Do undergradttate students perceive a dffirence between critical

and constructitte thinking as shown in theír open-ended questionnaire responsesT To

triangulate findings, the open-ended responses fi'om the student questionnaire

representing each of the four critical/constructive thinking cohorts of high and low were

reviewed and analyzed according to emerging themes using Grounded Theory (Padgett,

1998). Although 131 out of the 165 student participants completed the open-ended

responses, 25 did not complete all five open-ended questions. These responses were still

High Critical Thinking Scores
(above 13)

42

Low Critical Thinking Scores
(below 13)

50

Total

N:92
High Constructive Thinking

Scores
(above 13)

24

Low Constructive Thinking
Scores

(below 13)
44 N:68
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included in the analysis, however. Several themes emerged from the analyses of these

responses.

Themes

The nurnber of identified thernes varied for each question: five themes emerged

frotn question one regarding previous knowledge about how to write a research paper;

twenty-one themes emerged frorn question two in which students stated what they had

learned in the course; twenty-two themes were identified in question three concerning

what was the most irnportant thing about writing a research paper and six themes

emerged for best conditions for writing. Twenty-eight themes were identified for future

interests and fourteen emerged regarding what students hoped to accomplish when

writing a research paper. Each theme was given a number and coded beside the student

number to develop a profile for reference. (See Appendix H for a table summarizing the

therres that emerged.)

Comparison Between Overall Thinlring Stance and Open-Ended Responses

Once all of the open-ended responses were analyzedfor recurring themes,

comparisons were made between students categorized in the matrix as high/low critical

thinking and high/low constnrctive thinking scores to discover if their open-ended

responses regarding writing a research paper would correspond with their overall

thinking stance.

Findings

There did not seem to be any differences in the open-ended responses ofstudents

with high critical and high constructive thinking scores. Students who had high critical

and high constructive thinking scores did not differ on the themes that emerged from the
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open-ended responses. Responses seemed very similar (Appendix G) as described in the

following discussion of each of the five issues addressed.

Previotts baclcground. The rnajority of students in both groups had very little

background in writing a research paper. There were 23 students with high critical and 13

students with high constructive thinking scores who had very little or not much

background in writing research papers. The remaining respondents had some research

paper writing experience. There was only one student with a high critical thinking score

who repofied having had previous experience writing a research paper.

Knowledge gained. The thernes that emerged regarding knowledge gained

included: the use of APA for citing references, how to organize ideas, and view writing

as a process. 'When 
asked what they had learned about writing a research paper, both high

critical (8 of the 42 in this group) and high constructive thinking respondents (7 out of the

24 in this group) believed that they had leamed how to cite references using APA style.

Leaming how to cite references represented the top-ranking theme for both groups. The

second most common theme that emerged was learning how to organize ideas into an

academic fonnat with five high critical thinking and three high constructive thinking

students noting that they had leamed how to organize their writing into a research paper

format.

The third ranking theme that arose from responses to knowledge gained was the

process involved in writing a research paper. There were three participants from both

groups of high critical and high constructive thinking students who viewed the writing

process as new to them. There were a variety of other responses regarding what was
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leamed about writing a research paper, including issues involving how to: manage time,

gather infonnation, identify different styles of writing, and construct a thesis.

There were, nonetheless, sorre differences in themes that emerged from the two

$oups. One or two participants fi'om each group cited a theme that the other group had

not. Students with high critical thinking scores indicated the following themes regarding

what they had leamed. They either requested more direction or had developed their

knowledge base regarding how to carry out research on the Internet or now realized the

impoftance of their research papers. The students with high constructive thinking scores

mentioned that they had learned a lot and had expanded their previous knowledge about

writing.

Importance of writing a research paper. The themes that emerged frorn the

analysis of high critical and high constnrctive thinking open-ended responses regarding

interested in the topic, building an argument, incorporating cunent information and

attending to organization. Both groups viewed having an interest in the topic as very

impofiant, with five students with high critical and high constructive thinking scores

listing this theme. This was not the top ranking theme for students with high critical

thinking scores, however. Six high critical thinking participants cited building a solid

argument as the rnost irnportant theme, whereas only one high constructive thinking

participant focused on this idea.

The third ranking themes for this question for students with high critical thinking

scores were: incorporating current information, and organizing information into a proper

academic format. Four of the high critical thinking participants identified each of these
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themes as impofiant, whereas only 2 of the 24 high constructive thinking participants

noted the relevance of infonnation being cunent.

There were other differences between these groups following these top ranking

themes. One or two students with high critical thinking rnentioned it was irnportant to

have the right type of references, produce quality work, obtain a high mark, and compose

a paper that mattered. One or two participants who had high constructive thinking scores

cited that they thought it was irnportant to: leam lnore, understand the writing process

itself, and develop an understanding of the research topic. One or two participants from

each of the high critical and high constructive thinking groups indicated the importance

of staying focused, learning the process of writing a research paper, writing in their own

words, developing a clear thesis staternent, editing drafts, using correct grammar, getting

their points across to the audience, and having sofireone review their paper for feedback.

Accomplishment in writing a research paper. The top ranking theme that emerged

when participants \¡/ere asked what they hoped to accomplish when writing a research

paper was to achieve a high mark (15 from the high critical thinking and 9 from the high

constructive thinking goup). Following this therne, the next form of achievement cited

by both groups, fìve frorr each, was to learn something new.

One accomplishment that was ranked higher by students with high critical

thinking scores was to be able to persuade the reader (six with high critical thinking

scores compared to three participants with high constructive thinking scores). Five out of

the 42 students with high critical thinking scores also suggested they wanted to improve

upon their writing skills, whereas the students with high constructive thinking scores did

not touch on this issue. One or two students with high critical thinking scores indicated
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that they hoped to educate others and finish the research paper. Students with high

constructive thinking scores, on the other hand, specified that they wanted to construct a

good thesis and conduct thorough research.

Best conditions.for writing. The fourlh question asked students what kind of

conditions they needed to write well. It was hoped that there would be varied responses

that signaled the underlying motivation for writing a research paper. This question did not

provide any infonnation regarding rnotivation, however. Findings that emerged frorn

repeated searches through the responses of the 137 students who replied to the open-

ended questions, indicated that 65 respondents specified the need for a quiet place

without any distractions, a good night's sleep and "plenty of'time to write. Fifteen

students indicated that they had to have an interest in the topic, while 30 believed writing

an outline or creating webs from brainstorming ideas proved helpful. Since the analysis

did not separate responses by thinking group, these themes were not profiled in the table.

They were, however, identif,red in Appendix H.

Future ínterests. There were, nevertheless, differences between the future

interests of students with high critical and high constructive thinking scores, with high

critical thinkers citing the following top-ranking future interests: Faculty of Management

(¡/ :1 5), Faculty of Education (i/ :5), Human Ecology (N : 2). Interestingly, a pattern

emerged. High critical thinking students, who indicated that being accepted into the

Faculty of Management was their arnbition, indicated wanting to achieve a high mark in

response to question four regarding what they wanted to accomplish in writing a research

paper.
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Students with high constructive thinking scores, however, had more varied

responses to future interests and their interests were ûrore general. The top ranking

themes mentioned by other participants were: helping people, Faculty of Management

and not sure. Following these top ranking thernes, there were no similarities.

Srtmntary oJ'/indings While the matrix pattems based on close-ended

questionnaire items responses suggested that more students had high critical thinking

scores than high constructive thinking scores suggesting different levels of thinking,

findings from the open-ended responses revealed that there were no differences between

the high critical and high constructive thinking groups. For both types of thinking,

students had relatively sirnilar backgrounds in terms of knowing how to write a research

paper before attending the course, identified similar areas of knowledge gained, listed

similar conditions conducive to writing, and addressed similar goals for writing a

research paper. There were slight differences in responses regarding what was irnportant

in writing a research paper, and future interests. Altogether, nonetheless, the thernatic

analysis seemed to show rnore similarities than differences between student thinking

stances. Unlike the statistical analysis, findings from the qualitative analysis of critical

and constructive thinking seemed inconclusive.

Relationship between Critical/Constructive Thinking and Student Performance

The question was.' How does critical and constructive thinking, as defined in this

study, affect student performqnce øs reflected in research paper andfinal grades as well

as portfolio ratings? Both a quantitative and a qualitative analysis were carried out to

determine if a thinking stance affected student performance as reflected in research paper

and final grades. When the portfolio ratings were examined, however, only a qualitative
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analysis was used as found in the section "Portfolio Ratings" following the quantitative

analysis ofresearch paper and final grades.

Quantitative Analysis of Research Paper and Final Grades

To detennine whether critical or constructive thinking was connected to student

perfonnance on research paper and final grades, students were classified as either low,

medium, or high critical thinkers or low, medium, or high constructive thinkers based on

close-ended questionnaire scores. lPlease note that this categorization of students into

low, medium and high for statistical analysis was different from the high/low critical and

constructive thinking categories established for the qualitative pattem analysis.]

A one way ANOVA was used to corxpare how critical thinking scores affected

final course grades, with low (N: 54; M:64.53; SD : 12.04) versus high (l/: 56; M:

72.38; SD: 11.01) critical thinkers and low (,¡/: 56; M:68.04;.lD: 13.28) versus high

(i/: 53; M:70.49; ^tD 
: 1 1.85) constructive thinkers. Findings indicated that students

who had higher scores on critical thinking (those in the top third) also performed better

on final grades (F (1, 108) : 72.73,p. <.001 (MSE : 132.97) than students whose

questionnaire responses placed them were in the highest third of the constructive thinking

range.

A one-way ANOVA was used to compare how critical thinking scores affected

research paper grades. First, the research paper grades oflow versus high critical thinkers

were compared (low 1/: 51 ; M : 73.42; SD : 2.26)versus high (l/: 58; M : 14.51; SD

:3.37) second the low versus high constructive thinkers (low.M : 53; M : 14.33; SD :

2.48) versus high (ff : 53; M :14.31; SD :2.47). Findings indicated that students who
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had higher scores on critical thinking (those in the top third) perfonned better on research

papers (F (1,107):3.83, p. <.053 (MSE:8.41).

Qtnlitative Analysis of Research Paper and Final Grades

Research paper and final grades in relation to critical and constructive thinking as

designated by perusal of the matrix were exalnined further through a descriptive analysis

using the scores of high-ranking students in each category.

Research Paper Grades

Based on the matrix results, of the 42 students with high critical thinking scores,

38 provided details regarding research paper grades. When these grades were averaged,

themeanwasT4.9 outof20 (range:8to 19.3). Incontrast,therewere24studentswith

high constructive thinking scores, with 21 of the 24 providing information about research

paper grades. The average score for constructive thinking students was 13.6 out of 20

(Range: 10.20 - 16.80).

Final Grades

When final grades were averaged for students in the critical thinking group, the

average for 37 out of 42 students was 74 percent (Range: 5l .7 to 93.7%). When the final

grades for the high constructive thinking group were averaged, using 22 out of 24

students, the average was lower than that for students with high critical thinking scores

(66 %). As indicated in Appendix G, there were two students who did not include their

final grades but had submitted their research paper grades. There were, however, three

students with high constructive thinking scores that failed the course. The range of final

grades for the constructive thinking group was 41.5 to 86.14 percent. Students with high

critical thinking scores thus performed better in terms of their research paper and final
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grades than students with high constructive thinking scores. This furding substantiates the

findings fi'om conducting the one way ANOVA that students who had higher scores on

critical thinking (those in the top third) perfonned better on both research paper and f,rnal

glades than students whose questionnaire responses placed them were in the highest third

of the constructive thinking category.

Strmmary offindings. There were differences between the critical and constructive

thiriking groups based on perfonnance on research paper and final grades. These

differences were substantiated by statistical findings. Students with high critical thinking

scores performed significantly better then students with high constructive thinking scores

on both research paper and final grades.

Portfolio Ratings

A qualitative analysis to help resolve the issue of the relationship between critical

and constructive thinking was carried out by assessing student portfolios using a rubric as

a scoring guide. Of the 64 students who replied to the invitation and consented to submit

their portfolios, 23 were sent to the investigator. The number of portfolios received from

each course section is depicted in Table 4.5. Twenty-three students volunteered their

porlfolios and rnailed them to the researcher in pre-stamped envelopes. Table 4.5

indicates how many portfolios students submitted according to each course section.

Portfolios included a copy of the student's research paper with instructor feedback

and grade, peer reviews, and other relevant information such as personal reflections and

research proposals or outlines. Twenty-two of the twenty-three portfolios included

instructor feedback, with one student not including instructor feedback in his/her

portfolio. One student included a personal reflection about what she leamed from writing
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a research paper. Table 4.5, shows that the porlfolio return rate for course section number

one, for example, was seven, even though 18 out of the 20 students in the course agreed

to submit their portfolios. Similarly, in section two, of the 19 students who filled out the

questionnaire, four consented to submitting their portfolios but only two were rnailed to

the investigator. The instructor did not know which students submitted portfolios.

Table 4.5

Portfolio Return Rate By Course Section

Course Section 2 -) 4 5 6 7 8 I
Number of Portfolios Sent By

Mail To Researcher
7 2 3 I 1 4 z 2

Number of Students who
Consented to Subrnit

Portfolios

18 4 8 4 6 11 10 2 1

Number of Students who
Had Been Part of the

Questionnaire Analvsis

20 t9 t4 20 l5 22 2I t0 23

The portfolios were reviewed and scored by three independent reviewers who had

their Masters Degrees in either Business Management or Psychology. One of these

independent reviewers had previously taught or was currently teaching the 099.1 1 1

course in writing, although not a section with students who participated in the study. One

of the reviewers had had specific training on writing and critical thinking in her Masters

program. The rubric for assessing critical thinking was designed by the Washington State

University (Kelly-Riley et aL.,2001) with five subsets for writing a research paper:

problem/ question as issue, assumptions, quality of supportingdata/evidence,

perspectives/position and conclusions/implicating consequences. (See Appendix I).
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The researcher developed a constructive thinking scoring rubric for rating the

portfolios (Appendix J), with five subsets commensurate with the critical thinking rubric

that reinforced the dehnition of constructive thinking. These subsets were: reflective

process valuing experieuce, other ways of knowing, building caring relationships, active

process valuing experience, and concepts benefiting society. A scoring key for the

writing portfolios was given to each of the independent reviewers to total the critical and

constructive thinking subsets. (See Appendix K.)

Shaugnessy andZechmeister (1990) recommend the use of percentages to

measure reliability on qualitative studies when categories are mutually exclusive.

Accordingly, the inter-rater reliability among the three portfolio evaluators who met

briefly with the investigator to review the rating rubrics before beginning their scoring

was measured using the following formula' Number of time two observers agree ..,, , ^^N"*b"@ ^ruu'
Table 4.6 shows the percentage of agreement between portfolio raters.

Table 4.6

Inter-Rater Relíability Among Portfolio Evaluators

A perusal of Table 4.6 indicates that there was little agreement when rubric

scores between the investigator and the three reviewers were compared. The ratings were

also compared to critical and constructive total scores on the close-ended questionnaire

iterns to detennine whether or not there was a relationship. However, due to the lack of

consistency between the ratings of the investigator and the independent reviewers, it was

Investigator Compared
To Rater 1

Compared
To Rater 2

Compared
To Rater 3

Critical
Thinkins

Constructive
Thinkins

Critical
Thinkine

Constructive
Thinkine

Critical
Thinkins

Constructive
Thinkine

n% 4.3% 8.6 % 4.3% 8.6% 0%
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diffìcult to match rubric scorirlgs with scores on close-ended responses from the

questionnaire.

Comparis ons between thinking stance (clos e-ended ques tionnaire i tems), and

research paper andfinal grades bctsed on portfolio ntbmissions. Of the 23 portfolios

received, twelve students cornpleted the close-ended section of the questionnaire. Of

these twelve respondents, four had higher scores on constructive compared to critical

thinking. Two students had equal critical and constructive thinking scores, while the

remaining six participants had higher critical thinking scores (Appendix L).

After reviewing the critical and constructive stance of the 12 participants who

submitted their portfolios and cornpleted the questionnaire, both research papers and final

grades were compared. Five students with higher degrees of critical thinking on the

questionnaire and on the research paper rubric received high grades on their research

paper with grades that ranged frorn 14.6 to 17.5 out of 20. Their final course grades

ranged from 63.6 to 93 percent.

Four participants who scored higher on constructive thinking had research paper

grades that ranged from 12.6 to 16.4. Their final grades ranged from 65 to75.8 percent.

There were two participants who had equal scores on critical and constructive thinking on

the close-ended questionnaire items. Their research paper grades ranged from 11 to 13.4

out of 20. Their final grades fell between 60 and76.9 percent. Thus, critical thinking

seemed to be more valued than constructive thinking as shown by such performance

indicators as research paper and final grades. The lack of inter-rater reliability regarding

portfolio ratings made these findings inconclusive.
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Comparisons between thinking stance and open-ended questionnaire responses

based on portfolío submissio¡zs. Of the 23 portfolios received, three students completed

the open-ended responses. Their open-ended responses were coded, nurnbered, and

charted with the student number to reveal an overall profile of the student. From the three

respondents who answered the open ended responses, there were no definitive differences

that occurred between the qualitative and quantitative data. Of the three respondents,

there was only one student who received a higher score on critical thinking than on

constnrctive thinking. Based on the demographic questionnaire information, this

participant was identified as being male. His profile indicated that he had a strong

background in writing research papers. He hoped to learn how to cite references APA

style and organize information into a specific fonnat. He wanted to be able to write an

academic paper and achieve a high mark.

There were two respondents who scored higher on constructive compared to

critical thinking on the close-ended items. They had also cornpleted the open-ended

responses, their responses varying according to previous experience in writing a research

paper. One had very little experience, while the other reported an extensive background.

The process of learning how to write a paper while being able to expand on their previous

knowledge and leam something new was viewed as something they hoped to leam while

in the course. When asked what they hoped to accomplish by writing a research paper,

they wanted to write in an academic, organized manner so that they could persuade the

reader, learn something new and achieve a high mark. There seemed to be too few

students among those who subrnitted portfolios who also responded to the open-ended

questionnaire items to draw any conclusions from this data.
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Dffirences in Thinlcing Stance Across Demographics

The question to be addressed was: Are there differences in critical and

constrttctive thinking qcross demographics (Gender, Language, International Stahts,

Age, and High School Grade Point Average)? This next statistical analysis examined the

relationship among critical and constructive thinking stance and such dernographics as

gender, language, intemational status, age, or high school grade point average, using a

one-way ANOVA for each independent variable.

Gender

A one-way ANOVA demonstrated that there were significant differences related

to gender and constructive thinking (F (1,163) : 7 .99,p > 0.005 (MSE : 243.7). Ferrales

(i/: 86; M : 163 .16; .sD : 13.90) tended to have high constructive thinking scores

compared to males (N:79; M: 156.32; ^SD 
: 17.28). A closer look at the constructive

thinking subsets revealed a tendency for females to rate these subsets higher: reflective

process valuing experience (F (1,163) :6.956,p > 0.009 (MSE:20.105), integrating

different ways of knowing (F (1,163) : 4.513, p > 0.035 (MSE : 16.497), and building

caring relationships (F (1,163) : 5.758,p > 0.01 8 (MSE : 44.210). There were no other

statistically significant relationships related to gender when gender was compared to

critical thinking (F (1,i63) :7 .570, p > 0.007 (MSE: 214.004).

Language

Critical thinlcing. A one-way ANOVA demonstrated that students whose first

language was not English had higher scores on the critical thinking subset of quality of

supporting evidence (N: 63; M:30.97; SD :3.41) compared to students whose first
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language was English (N :102; M : 32.52; SD : 3.22), F (1, 1 63) : 8.4, p < 0.004

(MSE: I 1.1 8). These results suggest that one aspect of critical thinking, the quality of

supporting evidence, stood out in importance for students whose first language was not

English.

Constructive thinlcing. A series of one-way ANOVAs demonstrated that students

whose first language was not English, cornpared to native speakers of English, had higher

scores on three of the five subsets of constructive thinking: different ways of knowing (F

(1, 163) : 6.07,p < 0.01 5 (MSE : 76.34), building caring relationships (F (1 , t63) :

72.56,p < 0.001 (MSE : 42.496,), and concepts benefiting society (F (1, 163¡ : 4.96, p <

0.027 (MSE : 23.66). An examination of mean scores indicated that students whose first

language was not English had higher scores than native speakers of English on: different

ways of knowing (N:63; M:34.05;.lD: 3.68) compared to (ff:l02; M:32.45; SD:

4.24), canngrelationships (,V :63 ; M : 34.94; SD :5.53) compared to (N : i 02 ; M :

3L24; SD :7.05) and concepts benefiting society (i/:63; M:26.38; SD : 4.67)

compared to (N:102; M:24.64; SD: 4.97) for native speakers of English.

International Status

A series of one-way ANOVAs demonstrated that national students had

significantly higher scores on two subsets of critical thinking than international students:

problem/question at issue and conclusions/implicating consequences: problern/question at

issue (l7(1, 159) :5.59,p <0.019 (MSE:12.377) and conclusions/consequences (F (1,

159) : 5.028, p < 0.026 (MSE: 10.685). The descriptive statistics for national students

for problem/question at issue were (N: 126; M:33.25,.9D: 3.14) and for international

students, (,n/: 39; M = 34.78; SD :3.62), while the descriptive statistics for
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conclusions/consequences were respectively (N: 126, M:28.24, SD:3.36 and N: 39,

M:26.90, SD:2.94). These results suggest that compared to international students,

national students believed that both problern/question at issue and conclusions/

consequences were prominent elements associated with critical thinking. There were no

statistical differences found when constructive thinking subsets for national and

interrrational students were compared.

Agu

A statistical analysis of age and critical/constmctive thinking was not carried out

due to small numbers in particular age ranges. The rnajority of participants ranged in age

frorn 17 to 22, there being 53 students who were in the age category of 17 to 18, 49 who

fell into the category of 1 9 to 20,29 students between the ages of 27 to 22, and 12

between the ages of 25 to 26.Therc were very few students who were older than 26. Four

students were between the ages of 27 and 30, four between the ages of 31 and 35, seven

between the ages of 41 and 45, and two, older than 45.

High School Grade Point Average

Similarly, a statistical analysis of high school grade point average and

critical/constructive thinking was not carried out due to small numbers in grade point

average ranges. Thirty-five participants ranged in the grade point category from 81 to 85

Yo, there being 25 students who were in the grade point category of 76 to 80o/o,22 who

fell into the category of 7 1 to 7 5o/o, 22 between the category of 86 to 90Yo, and 1 8

between the category of 66 to 70o/o. There were 2 students whose high school grade point

average fell within the range of 51 to 55 yo,5 whose averages were between 56 to 60%o

and 11 between 9I to 100%.
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Sumntary of Findings (Study One)

The findings from Study One focused on the overall relationship between critical

and coustructive thinking, stance, distinguishing between high/low critical and high/low

consttuctive thinking, the relationship between criticallconstructive thinking and student

perfonnance, and differences in thinking stance across dernographics. Based on the

findings frorn the quantitative and qualitative data in Study One, it was found that

constructive thinking was related to clitical thinking on three out of five of the subset

pairings: (1) problem/question at issue and reflective process valuing experience; (2)

assumptions and other ways of knowing; as well as (3) supporting data and active process

valuing experience. There were, however, two subset pairings that showed that

constructive thinking was independent of critical thinking: perspectives/position and

caring relationships as well as consequences/conclusions and concepts benefiting society.

While the patterns revealed in the high/low critical and high/low constructive thinking

matrix showed that more students had high critical than high constructive thinking

stances based on close-ended questionnaire responses, the analysis ofopen-ended

questionnatre data did not support this finding. Students seemed to have relatively sirnilar

previous experience in writing research papers, made similar knowledge gains, listed

similar conditions that facilitated writing, and addressed similar writing goals. In terms of

high/low levels of critical and constructive thinking, then, findings seemed inconclusive.

'When the scores from the close-ended items were compared to the open-ended

responses, both critical and constructive thinking students tended to learn and value the

same outcomes and had similar goals regarding writing research papers. There seemed to

be little distinction between the critical and constructive thinking groups based on the
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open- ended questionnaire responses. Pofifolio ratings were also not connected to critical

and constructive thinking questionnaire scores.

Perfonnance differences between students with high critical and high constructive

thinking based on research paper and final grades indicated that students with high

critical thinking scores performed higher in tenns of both research paper and final grades

than students with high constructive thinking scores. Thus, critical thinking was more

comected to student success than constructive thinking. This finding was substantiated

by the descriptive analysis that triangulated findings.

When a one way analysis of variance was conducted to detennine if gender,

language, and international status played a role in the thinking stance adopted by

students, specific critical and constructive thinking subsets becarre apparent. Females

tended to have higher constructive thinking scores than males on three of the five subsets:

reflective process valuing experience, integrating different ways of knowing and building

caring relationships.

Language also seemed to affect thinking stance scores. Students whose first

language was not English compared to English speakers had higher scores on the critical

thinking subset, quality of supporting evidence. Students whose first language was not

English also scored higher on three of the five constructive thinking subsets: different

ways of knowing, building caring relationships, and concepts benefiting society. When

the questionnaire data for international students were compared to that of English

speakers, English speaking students had significantly higher scores on two of the five

critical thinking subsets: problem/question at issue and consequences/conclusions.
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One question that was not directly answered in Study One was Can constructh)e

thinking be integrated along with critical thinking in the 099.1I I writing course? I.f so,

how? Based on the findings, there appears to be a possibility that critical and constructive

thinking could pafiner in developing student writing ability. The ernphasis of instruction

in the 099.1 1 I classrooms, however, is on how to develop critical thinking skills related

to research writing. The quantitative and qualitative analysis revealed that high critical

thinking scores was related to better student perfonnance based on research paper and

final grades. The question remains, however, is constructive thinking a worthwhile

endeavor to nurture? To detennine if constructive thinking can be integrated along with

critical thinking in the 099.111 writing course, an in-depth look into the classrooÍt \¡/as

required in Study Two.

Study Two: Exploring Constructive Thinking (Course Instructors)

Data Analysis

Study Two focused on collecting data frorn 099.1i 1 instructors to explore the

implementation of critical and constructive thinking during instruction on how to write a

research paper at the post-secondary level. A questionnaire containing items to capture

sirnilarities and differences between critical and constructive thinking was adrninistered

before the interviews were conducted (Appendix C). Instructor questionnaire responses

were then rated and compared with student questionnaire data for each course section, the

purpose being to establish whether there were differences between student and instructor

perceptions regarding critical and constructive thinking.
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Ques tionnaire Ana ly s is

The instructor questionnaire paralleled the close-ended items asked in the student

questionnaires in tems of operationalizing critical and constructive thinking as concepts,

and followed the salne organizational patteni with the sarne subsets of critical and

constmctive thirikirig. The overall question of interest was: Can constructive thinking, as

defrned in this study, be captured in a theoretically-based definition applied to specific

teaching and learning practice in an undergraduate university course focusing on writing

a research paper? and in other courses in selected disciplines? There were also sub-

questions. Is constructive thinking distinguishable from critical thinking as defined in this

study? Are there similarities/ differences between both forms of thinking? Are there

various levels of critical and constructive thinking? Can constructive thinking be

integrated along with critical thinking in the 099.1 1 1 writing course. If so, how? Do

student perceptions of critical and constructive thinking correspond with those of their

respective instructors? Is constructive thinking independent of critical thinking as

captured in the process of instruction? Can instruction in informative writing be improved

by fostering constructive thinking? Before instructors were asked any questions

pertaining to the definition of constructive thinking, it was important to understand what

values and beliefs these instructors held regarding writing instruction, noting similarities

and differences b etween teaching rnethodolo gies.

Values and Beliefs Regarding Writing Instruction

Analysis Open-Ended Responses

The open-ended section of the questionnaire invited eight instructors to respond to

four main questions: V/hy they taught writing? What they thought was the most
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irnporlant thing about writing a research paper? How they developed student writing, and

what factors or conditions helped thern teach writing? To analyze the data from these

shorl open-ended questions, instructor responses were charted and compared to one

another. Once the table (Appendix M) was cornpleted with all responses entered, the

researcher noted sirnilarities and differences between teaching approaches. They are

highlighted next.

ïühy these instructors teach writing. All of the eight instructors indicated that they

were passionate about teaching writing. They wanted their students to be able to use this

mediurn to cornmunicate effectively to an academic audience.

Whaf ínstructors believe is important in writing instruction. When these eight

instructors were asked on the questionnaire what they believed was important in writing

instruction, there were four different answers. Responses ranged from how instructors

valued: (1) the process of writing a research paper, (2) the thoughtful evaluation of an

idea, (3) the formation of an argument, and (4) the use of appropriate sources. These

themes arc analyzed in more depth next, using pseudonyns to refer to the instructors.

Three participants (George, Laura and Ricky) out of the eight participants

believed that teaching students how to write a research paper was very important,

especially at the fìrst year level, because it helped students understand what was essential

by having the writing stages modeled for them. Their students learn how to research a

topic of their choice, plan and organize their ideas and then sit down to create, revise and

edit their drafts.

Three participants (Cameron, Caterina and Robert) were more concerned about

the thoughtful evaluation and analysis of a particular idea along with the ability to present
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that analysis to others by means of their paper. Their students were expected to develop a

thesis, examine a body of evidence, advance the reader's knowledge base, and state,

precisely, their own perspective on the issue. In the view of these three instructors, the

medium of writing requires a unique skill that enables the author to express to an

audience his or her specif,rc thoughts, feelings and ernotions on a topic.

One parlicipant (Larry) believed that the rnost important aspect of writing a

research paper was the fonnation of an argument. He thought students should learn how

to analyze an issue critically, develop strong argumentation, and become disciplined in

their writing. One participant (Mark) hoped that his instruction would transfer and help

students with any university writing task. He wanted his students to leam how to locate

research sources that could be used in the fonnulation of ideas and, in consultation, use

these ideas in a well-written paper.

How writing is developed. When these instructors were asked on the open-ended

portion of the questionnaire how writing should be developed, there was general

agreement with one dissenting voice. One group favored a process approach, while one

participant had his students develop long answers from textbook assignments or

supplementary materials, plus review and leam fi'om samples of previously developed

research papers. "Larry" who had six years of teaching experience developed

assignments based on the textbook or supplementary reading materials such as Becoming

A Successful Student (Walker & Schonwetter,2002). He would encourage his students to

develop answers ranging from two sentences to a long paragraph, and to review sample

pages of previously developed research papers.
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Seven of the eight parlicipants (Caterina, LaÈra, Cameron, Mark, Roberl, George

and Ricky), whose teaching experience ranged from being a beginning teacher to having

taught for 28 years, indicated that instruction in writing a research paper should be a

process consisting ofseveral stages including developing: a research proposal, topic,

research questions, a main idea, a thesis statement, and a paper outline. All instructors

expected students to learn how to gather initial sources and document them according to

the style advocated by the Arnerican Psychological Association (A.P.A). All of the

099.1 1 1 instructors reported having students attend hands-on library workshops to learn

how to use Bison and NetDoc (the University of Manitoba Search Engines) to retrieve

academic documents. These instructors also believed it was very important to rnodel the

writing process at each stage. Often students required practice in developing a thesis,

exarnining a body of evidence, advancing their knowledge base and thinking "outside-

the-box". One of the instructors frorn this group of seven provided a weekly two-hour

writing workshop in addition to regular class time. The workshop was designed to

provide international students with extra practice in editing their work and formulating

solutions for mistakes.

All eight instructors indicated how important it was for their students to receive

feedback, either frorn themselves or from peers, before they submitted their final papers

for grading. Consequently, when students had completed their drafts, the instructors

urged students to conference with a peer, or with someone from the University Learning

Assistance Center.

Summary offindings. On the basis of this descriptive analysis, there appeared to

be a major consensus regarding how to instruct the writing of a research paper. Seven
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instructors broke the writing assignmerlt into separate steps that included choosing a

topic, conducting research, planning, organizing and creating, and then revising and

editing successive drafts in a recursive pattem. One instructor, who differed from the rest

of the instructors, preferred to scaffold student writing, begimring with short responses

and graduating to the writing of longer pieces. Three instructors ernphasized the

importance of developing a thesis and being able to express specif,rc thoughts, feelings,

and emotions to an audience.

The instructor interview data, analyzed next, provided further insight into the

critical/constructive thinking stances of the instructors. This infonnation was then

compared first to the instructor's close-ended itern questionnaire responses, and second to

the close-ended item questionnaire responses of his or her students, as well as writing

portfolio information.

Differences and Sirnilarities Between Critical and Constructive Thinking Stance

Instructor Views: Constructive and Critical Thinlring Stance

The questions were: Is constructive thinking distinguishable from critical thinking

as defined in this study? Are there similarities or dffirences between the critical and

constructive thinking stance of the instructors in this study? In personal 30-45 minute

interviews, eight instructors were invited to react to an operational definition of

constructive thinking as questioned. It is important to note that instructors had not been

formally introduced to the concept of constructive thinking previous to this interview,

and that all instructors emphasized cntical thinking as part of 099.1 1 1 course content by

focusing on Bloom's Taxonomy. Although all of these instructors taught the 099.111

course, they also taught other courses in other faculties across campus. Instructor case
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studies in which interview data is surnmarized and compared to critical and constructive

thinking tallies on the questionnaire are presented first.

Cameron

One participant, Cameron from Theology, in his first year of teaching the 099.111

course, found the constructive thinking definition congruent with his teaching style. He

suggested that critical thinking was "only one fonn of interacting with the world, being

appropriate for a logic class but not necessarily appropriate everywhere else." He

reported that he attempted to "measure his words in such away that he accesses his

students' hearts and not just their heads." He wanted his students to realize that "thinking

is not separated from how they deal with people, by how they approach life; that all is

integ'ated." He stated that he tried to show his students that they matter. "Who they are

tnatters to me, not just where they are intellectually." He strove to affinn whatever

contribution students brought to class. When asked if he felt constructive thinking could

be measured, he believed that it could not be quantified but could be measured

qualitatively by observing relationships and examining different ways of representing

knowledge, such as afi. He had several books that he recommended as references for

other ways of knowing. Cameron's interview data closely conesponded with his score on

the close-ended iterns on the questionnaire. His constructive thinking score was the

highest of the participants, 208 out of a possible 250. His critical thinking score, on the

other hand, was the second highest of the participants at202 out of 250.

The responses of three of the eight instructor participants, Catenna, George and

Ricky, whose teaching experience ranged from 4 to 34 years were similar. They believed

that the constructive thinking definition had merit but needed to be tempered with critical
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thinking. Caterina, George and Ricky were interested in irnplernenting constructive

thinking but were concerned about meeting the needs of their intemational students.

These students were struggling with critical thinking and were rushing to complete

assigrunents, feeling constrained by the three credit hour class fonnat. One of these three

insttuctors, in his first year of teaching the 099.1 1 1 course, indicated that he felt

constructive thinking could only be used if the students had a strong technical

background in their field of study.

Caterina

Caterina, fi'om the History department in the Faculty of Arts, who had taught for

28 years, spoke about the imporlance of valuing student background and experience. She

did not feel that her students were blank slates. She used what they knew about writing

and "tried to connect their knowledge to new concepts, scaffolding their learning." She

believed that there were other ways of knowing, although she acknowledged that

"Reason is often reinforced in the university setting through critical thinking." She

explained that imagination is an aÍea she constantly tries to get her students to think

about. She connected intuition to the Irish word Faye, which was to her "like a gut

feeling." She felt intuition \¡/as a significant factor and should be "listened to." She hoped

that her students would get excited about what they were leaming and believed that

emotions help students to persevere and write in a wann, engaging tone. If students write

with this kind of tone, she believed they were able to reach their audience. "If apaper is

written in a cold and an objective way, the reader often does not want to continue

reading." Her constructive thinking score on the close-ended items was the second

highest in this group at 199 out of 250. Her critical thinking score was, nevertheless,
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higher than her constructive thinking score. She scored 203 out of 250. Her critical

thinking score was the highest of all of the participants.

George

George, frorn the Faculty of Agriculture, who has taught for 34 years, believed

that critical thinking can be limited in that "it reinforces only one fonn of knowing." To

him, constructive thinking enables students to "exarrine an issue on an emotional level,

why they should or should not do something." He used an example of choosing a life

mate, contending that finding the right person required an exarnination of how you feel

about the person. He also stressed how irnportant it was to integrate these different forms

of knowing into the learning process because critical thinking can be too linear. He

especially liked the part about caring relationships. As a parent, he always tried to instill

this value in his children, and he hoped that when we teach students they leam how to

extend themselves to others. "The caringpart needs to be shared with young people so

that they know we care about them, to take caring and put it into practice so that they

leam they are not above others." His responses on the close-ended items reinforced his

qualitative view, his constructive and critical thinking scores were almost the same. For

constructive thinking, he scored 148 out of 250 and for critical thinking his score was 147

out of250.

Riclqt

Ricky, whose main instructional focus was on teaching English as a Second

Language, was also in his first year of teaching the writing course. He had, however,

taught at the university level for four years. He spoke about how he saw differences

between critical and constructive thinking. He believed that "critical thinking is more of
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an evaluative process and is more theoretical than constructive thinking." To him,

"cottstttlctive thinking focuses more on application and what the frnal outcome is and

actually doing something with some action to follow through on." He indicated, however,

that his international students were not ready for constructive thinking. They are "too

focused on their own facadernic] goals. They are not at the stage where they could want

to leam to contribute to society." His overall scores for constructive and critical thinking

could not be used as he left some items unanswered. Upon averaging his responses, it

appeared that his stance leaned more to critical than constructive thinking.

Robert

One instructor, Robert from Sociology, who had taught for 16 years, disagreed

with one strand of the constructive thinking definition (building caring relationships). He

found that "the word caring [was] disturbing as it could mean many things to a variety of

cultural groups." He preferred the use of understanding as opposed to the word caring. He

did, however, see the merit in balancing critical with constructive thinking. He perceived

these two forms of thinking as parallel to the notion of inductive and deductive research.

He contended that he used both of these research approaches when he taught. His total

scores from the close-ended items on the questionnaire were 184 out of 250 for

constructive, and I94 out of 250 for critical thinking.

Robert provided an example of where these two forms of thinking differentiate. If

he were "performing inductive research, he would likely apply constructive thinking

because he would be working toward something." In his mind, inductive research

involved:
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the process of creating theory; a set of ideas based upon obseruation and
consttucting something new. In those types of lelationships, the researcher has
to ernpathize with his participants to gain an understanding because without
empathy the researcher is not going to get that understanding. In inductive
research, the researcher needs "the cooperation of whoever it is that he is
observing to gain that infonnation. Whereas if he were using deductive research,
and he wanted to evaluate that which he already knew, he would evaluate it frorn
a critical stance.

He believed that "it is not llecessary to have the participants' cooperation" while

conducting this fonn of research.

Laura and Mark

Two instructors, Laura fì'om the English departnent and Mark from Economics,

ranging in teaching experience from 5 to 26 years, felt strongly that there was no need for

constructive thinking. Although, they saw a difference between constructive and critical

thinking, they prefened to stless critical thinking in their classrooms, steeped in

university tradition. They disliked the tenns caring, different ways of knowing, and

proposed the tenn creative as opposed to constructive thinking. They believed that due to

time constraints, they could not introduce any more ideas into the 099.i 11 curiculum.

Laura and Mark also hesitated to put too much onto the shoulders of those

teaching the 099.111 course. They pointed out that four of the classes were consumed

with developing library skills. Further with large class sizes, approxirnately four to five

classes were taken up with oral presentations. Actual teaching time was therefore

rninirnal.

Laura, who had 26 years of teaching experience, believed that the 099.111 course

provided an opportunity for students frorn different cultures to learn about how westem

universities view critical thinking. She described critical thinking as "a difficult concept

for those from the Aboriginal culture." She suggested that when these students come to
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university, critical thinking skills need to be worked on. She provided these students with

13 extra hours in the suûlfiler and taught them about the history of westem universities.

Many of her students were the first of their farnilies to attend university.

These students are not used to taking things, pulling thern apart and
analyzing them and coming up with new ideas, so synthesis is totally
foreign to them in the sense of how it lrelates tol crìtical thinking.
Evaluation is a very foreign concept in Canadian aboriginal culture
because evaluation is seen as a fonn of criticisrn.

She focused on roadblocks to critical thinking, citing emotional, cultural, and life

experiences, as well as the location of previous education, whether at a city or at a reserve

school.

In explaining critical thinking to students,Laura referred to the ancient Greeks of

Socrates and Plato and had students exarnine critical thinking. She reinforced the

importance of critical thinking by relating how the university is structured, and to how

professors teach and conduct research. "Research is based on critical thinking and how

classes are taught is based on critical thinking. The goal of the university is to always go

back to the ancient Greeks." When asked if she felt that there would ever be a tirne when

there would be a different approach taken, she indicated that: "Since the university has

been doing this since 400 B.C. and it is2004, this is the basis of westem education." She

did not believe that we would see a change in our lifetirne. "The whole idea of how we

research is built on the ideas of others. We take others' work, we study it, and build on it,

and take a srnall step forward." When her total constructive and critical thinking

questionnaire scores were compared to her qualitative responses, her constructive

thinking score was 181 out of 250 and her critical thinking score was 190 out of 250.
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Mark, who had fìve years of teaching experience, was in the field of Econornics.

He agreed with Laura that critical thinking was often used as abuzzphrase in the

university setting. He explained that critical thinking was often associated with active

learning. "To be a cr-itical thinker is to be able to go beyond mere recall or regurgitation

of facts and concepts and ideas." As an instructor, he tried to get students "to apply what

they had learned to new situations and to determine whether a concept or idea was good

or bad and to test some of the assumptions found in various theories." Mark's overall

questionnaire total scores for constructive and critical thinking did riot correspond with

his qualitative responses. He scored slightly higher on constructive thinking than on

critical thinking. His constructive thinking score was 160 out of 250 and his critical

thinking score was 752 outof 250.

Larry

One instructor, Lamy frorn Distance Education, who had taught for six years, did

not see the difference between critical and constructive thinking and did not see the value

in studying constructive thinking. He believed that "critical thinking should be the focus

in the university setting." Using a computer program with his students to reinforce critical

thinking, he tried to teach that "critical thinking is linear." In his view, students needed

to:

Know the basics first to think. Once students know the basics, they are
able to tnove to the higher levels of Bloom's Taxonomy. They are not
able to advance to these higher levels unless they have the basics. For
example, It's like any skill, whether that is learning how to play the
clarinet or how to write at some point.

It was important to Lany that his students know how to get information and be able to

"do" the basics. He believed that it will "take a quantum leap to get to the higher levels of
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Bloom's Taxonomy." His definite interview stance prornoting critical thinking

corresponded to his total scores on the questionnaire. His constructive thinking score was

158 cornpared to his critical thinking score of 188 out of 250.

Summary offindings. The views of the writing instructors in regard to critical and

constructive thinking were not unequivocal. There seemed to be differences between their

perspectives on critical and constr-uctive thinking based on their questionnaire responses

and the thoughts they expressed in their interviews. One instructor particularly liked the

definition and believed he was implementing constructive thinking tenants as well as

teaching critical thinking. Three respondents saw the difference in critical and

constructive thinking and considered the possibility of balancing critical with

constructive thinking. One instructor questioned the wording of the constructive thinking

definition and deliberated over its possible use. He believed he would still focus on

critical thinking, although he paired critical and constructive thinking with conducting

deductive and inductive research. Two individuals rcalized the differences between

critical and constructive thinking, but did not want to implement constructive thinking

due to time constraints related to the existing curriculum and approach to writing

instruction. One instructor did not feel there was a difference between constructive and

critical thinking. Individual responses are explored in more depth in the following

discussion of instructor case studies.

Student and Instructor Perceptions of Critical/Constructive Thínking

The question was: Do student perceptions of critical/constructive thinking

correspond with those of their respective instructors ? There were eight out of a possible

ten instructors, two females and six males, who agreed to fill out the questionnaire. One
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instructor from this group of participants taught two sections of the 099.111writing

course. Their teaching experience ranged frorn teaching the 099.1 I I course for the first

time to having taught at both the school and post secondary level for 34 years. They also

held teaching positions in other disciplines on the university campus in such fields as

Distance Education, Economics, English, English as a Second Language, History,

Psychology, Sociology, and Theology. Seven instructors cornpleted all of the 100 items,

while one male instructor ornitted five items. Accordingly, the responses for each subset

of critical and constructive thinking in his protocol were added together and the average

score for each subset of critical and constructive thinking entered into the instructor data

base. (This was identical to the procedure used for missing values in student responses.)

Analysís, close-ended items. Cornpared to student total scores, critical thinkìng

scores for instructors ranged between 147 and203, and for constructive thinking 148-

208, the range for instructors for each type of thinking being less compared to the range

of responses for students: critical thinking (Range: 125 to 205.44) and constructive

thinking (Range: 106 to 199). The total scores from the close-ended questionnaire items

revealed how each participant valued the elements of critical and constructive thinking,

the ultimate purpose being to compare the critical and constructive thinking perspectives

of students and their respective instructors. A one-way ANOVA demonstrated that there

were no significant statistical relationships between instructor (N:8) and student (i/

:155) critical thinking stance, F (8, 155) : i .746, p. <.092 (MSE: 137.119). A one-way

ANOVA comparing constructive thinking to instructor (¡/: 8) and student (¡/: 155)

means also indicated that there were no significant relationships F (8, 155) : 1.801, p.
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<.081 (MSE:245.594). Findings from the open-ended questionnaire data were then

examined to help confinn this result.

Interview data. To gain further insight into the conespondence between student

and instructor perceptions of critical and constructive thinking and whether or not there

were various levels of critical and constructive thinking, a qualitative analysis of the

instructor interview data was compared to the stance of students in his/her course as

found in the questionnaire data. Portfolios were also considered. It was assumed that if

the instructors reinforced a particular stance (constructive or critical), the writing of the

students, as shown in their portfolios, would reflect that stance. Similarly, it was assumed

that more students from classes in which the instructor assumed a constructive thinking

stance would submit their portfolios to the investigator than students from classes in

which a critical thinking stance prevailed.

Levels of Critical and Constructive Thinking

The question was: Are there various levels of critical and constructive thinking?

Based on the student profile matrix categories developed in Study One, a table profrling

the critical and consttuctive thinking stance of the students in each instructor's class

(showing degrees of high and low critical/constructive thinking) was compiled to

establish the relationship between instructor and student thinking perspectives.

Descriptions of the class makeup and portfolio response rate for each class are also

provided. (See Appendix N.)

Cameron's Class Makeup and Portfolio Response Rate

Although Cameron seemed to appreciate the role of constructive thinking in

teaching and learning, the profile of students in his class based on the close-ended
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questionnaire data responses alid the descriptive analysis from the matrix indicated

almost an equal distribution of high /low critical and constructive thinking scores (Table

4.7).There were four students who had high critical thinking scores and three students in

who had high constructive thinking scores. Five students had low critical thinking scores

and f,rve had low constructive thinking scores. The mean for constmctive thinking (N:

20) was lower (M : 156.67, SD : 77.04) than for critical thinking (M: 158.55, SD :

13.44).

Table 4.7

Profile of Critical and Constructive Thínking Student Scores in Cameron's Section

Caterina's Class Makeup and Portþlio Response Rate

Interview responses by Caterina seemed to suggest that she valued constructive

and critical thinking. Even though she had the second highest constructive thinking score

in the group of participants, her constructive thinking scores were slightly lower than her

critical thinking scores. The students in her class reflected that there were slightly rnore

students who had high constructive thinking scores as opposed to those who had high

critical thinking scores. Five students had high constructive thinking scores and six had

low constructive thinking scores. There were six students who had high critical and low

critical scores (Table 4.8). The mean for constructive thinking students (N: 19) was

higher (M: 165.54, SD : T4.69) than for critical thinking (M: 162.3, SD : 10.73).

High Critical Thinking Scores
4

Low Critical Thinking Scores
7

High Constructive Thinking Scores
aJ

Low Constructive Thinking Scores
5
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Table 4.8

Profile o.f'Critical and Constrltcth)e Thinking Student Scores in Caterina's Section

George's Class Makeup and Porfolio Response Rate

The interview data suggested that George valued constructive thinking, although

questionnaire responses indicated no difference between critical and constructive

thinking. Even though his score on critical thinking was lower than his score on

constructive thinking, his students had higher scores in critical thinking. There were six

students who had high critical thinking scores and four had low critical thinking scores.

One student had a high constructive thinking score and four had low constructive

thinking scores (Table 4.9). The mean for constructive thinking (,À/: 15 students) was

lower (M :759.17,,SD : 1 59.77) than the critical thinking rrean (M: 167.37, SD :7.04).

Table 4.9

Profile of Critical and Constructive Thinking Student Scores in George's Section

Riclqt's Class Makeup and Portfolio Response Rate

Both the questionnaire and interview data suggested that Ricky perceived critical

thinking as being more important for his students than constructive thinking. The profile

of student questionnaire responses in his class showed that students had the same

High Critical Thinking Scores
2

Low Critical Thinking Scores
6

High Constructive Thinking Scores
5

Low Constructive Thinking Scores
6

High Critical Thinking Scores
6

Low Critical Thinking Scores
4

High Constructive Thinking Scores
1

Low Constructive Thinking Scores
4
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perspective (Table 4.10). Four students had high critical thinking scores and three

students had low critical thinkirig scores. There were no students who had high

constructive thinking scores and there were three who had low constructive thinking

scores. The rnean for constructive thinking (N: 10 students) was lower (M:159.62, SD

: 10.92) than for critical thinking mean (M: 766.22,.tD : 6.48).

Table 4.10

Profile of Critical and Constructive Thinking Student Scores in Riclgt's Section

Robert's 06 Class Makeup and Portfolio Response Rate

Roberl taught two sections of the 099.111 course. To distinguish between these

two coulse sections, one is coded 06 and the other is labeled 07. Robert saw the merit of

both fonns of thinking and paralleled them to specific research methodology. His

interview data corresponded with his close-ended responses on the questionnaire. He had

almost an equal scoring in both forms of thinking. For the 06 class makeup, there were

more students who had high constructive thinking scores than critical thinking scores. Six

students had high consttuctive thinking scores and seven students had low constructive

thinking scores. Five students had high critical thinking scores and three had low critical

thinking scores (Table 4.1 1). The mean for constructive thinking students (N :22) was

higher (M : 163.0J, SD : 13.23) than the cnticalthinking mean (M : 159.37, SD :

11.92).

High Critical Thinking Scores
4

Low Critical Thinking Scores
a
.,)

High Constructive Thinking Scores Low Constructive Thinking Scores
ôJ
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Table 4.11

Profile of Critical and Constructive Thinkíng Student Scores in Robert's 06 Sectíon

Robert's 07 Class Makeup and Portfolio Response Rate

Robert saw a difference in the 06 class makeup compared to those in his other

course (Section 07). When asked what the difference was, he stated that he found 06

students "easier to teach". He thought that they "were more eager to learn, always came

to class, and had many questions." He believed he had a better relationship with thern

than the students in his 07 section. In the 07 class makeup, there were more students who

high critical thinking scores than constructive thinking scores. Eight students had high

critical thinking scores and four had low critical thinking scores. Two students had high

constructive thinking scores and seven had low constructive thinking scores (Table 4.12).

The mean for constructive thinking (i/:21 students) was lower (M:154.58, SD: 14.68)

than the critical thinking mean (M: 161.67, SD : 11.34).

Table 4.12

Profile of Critical and Constructive Thinlcing Student Scores in Robert's 07 Section

High Clitical Thinking Scores
5

Low Critical Thinking Scores
aJ

High Constructive Thinking Scores
6

Low Constructive Thinking Scores
7

High Critical Thinking Scores
8

Low Critical Thinking Scores
4

High Constructive Thinking Scores
2

Low Constructive Thinking Scores
1
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Laura's Class Makettp and Portfolio Response Rate

Although Laura did not see the difference between critical and constructive

thinking during the interview, her close-ended responses indicated that she had almost an

equal score in both fonns of thinking. Her class makeup reflected a higher nurrber of

students with high critical thinking scores than constructive thinking scores. There were

eight students who had high critical thinking scores and three students with low critical

thinking scores. Two students had high constructive thinking scores and six had low

constructive thinking scores (Table 4.13). The mean for constructive thinki ng (N : 20

students) was almost the same (M : 167 .08, ,S, : 12.90) as for critical thinking (M:

167.60, SD:12.49).

Table 4.13

Profile of Critical and Constructive Thinking Student Scores in Laura's Section

Mark's Class Malceup and Portþlio Response Rate

Although Mark did not see the difference between critical and constructive

thinking based on his inten¡iew data, he had a slightly higher score on constructive

thinking than critical thinking. His students had higher critical thinking scores than

constructive thinking scores. Six students had high critical thinking scores and four had

low critical thinking scores. Two students had high constructive thinking scores and two

had low constructive thinking scores (Table 4.I4). The mean for constructive thinking (l/

High Critical Thinking Scores
8

Low Critical Thinking Scores
a
-1

High Constructive Thinking Scores
2

Low Constructive Thinking Scores
6
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: 14 students) was lower (M: 752, SD:18.43) than for critical thinking (M: 158.01,

sD:14.94).

Table 4.14

Profile of Critical and Constructive Thínking Student Scores in Marlc's Section

Larry's Class Makeup and Portfolio Response Rate

Larry did not see the value of constructive thinking nor did he see a difference

between critical and constructive thinking. Larry' s interuiew stance reflected his student

profile. Students also seemed to value critical thinking compared to constructive thinking

as indicated in Table 4.15. There were four students who had high critical thinking scores

and ten students who had low critical thinking scores. There were three students who had

high constructive thinking scores and six who had low constructive thinking scores. The

mean for constructive thinking (N: 23 students) was lower (M : 158.08, SD : 18.99)

than for critical thinking (M:160.39, SD : 12.83).

Table 4.15

Pro.file of Critical and Constructive Thinlcing Student Scores in Larry's Section

High Critical Thinking Scores
6

Low Critical Thinking Scores
4

High Constructive Thinking Scores
2

Low Constructive Thinking Scores
2

High Critical Thinking Scores
4

Low Critical Thinking Scores
10

High Constructive Thinking Scores
-̂-t

Low Constructive Thinking Scores
6
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Sttmmary of Findings: Instructor Dffirences Between Criticctl and Constructive Thinlring

(Srudy Two)

The findings fi'om Study Two focused on exploring sirnilarities and differences

between critical and constructive thinking, student and instructor perceptions of critical

and consttuctive thinking, thinking stance in relation to teaching and learning practice,

and constructive thinking frorn theory to practice in the 099.1 I 1 writing course.

Similarities and Differences Between Critical and Constructive Thinking

Although all of the instructors viewed critical thinking as essential to teaching

students how to write a research paper, three of the eight instructors perceived

differences between critical and constructive thinking and envisioned benefits in both

types of thinking. They identified five main differences. Constructive thinking values

experience, incorporates and integrates different ways of knowing, looks at going beyond

the analysis of a situation through action, builds caring relationships and enhances

inductive research.

Thinking Stance

To determine whether constructive thinking was distinguishable fi'orn critical

thinking as defined in this study, it was irnportant to trace the congruency between the

instructor close-ended questionnaire scores and the inteliew responses and open-ended

questionnaire responses. When qualitative interview data was compared to close-ended

instructor questionnaire items, critical and constructive stances became more evident.

Findings showed that instructor critical and constructive thinking scores on the

close-ended items rnatched their stances revealed in both the open-ended questionnaire

items and the interview data. Of the eight respondents who completed all of the
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questionnaire items, seven scores coffesponded with instructor viewpoints. If an

insttuctor had a high score on constructive thinkilrg, he or she was implementing this

stance in the classroom. There was only one instance out of the eight in which there was a

rnismatch between instructor perspectives as levealed in the inteliew and questiomaire

scores. This instructor indicated that although he did see the difference between critical

and constructive thinking, he was not stressing constructive thinking in his classroorn.

His responses to the close-ended questionnaire items nonetheless indicated that he had a

higher constructive thinking score cotnpared to critical thinking.

Stttdent and Instructor Perceptions of Critical/Constructive Thinkíng

The findings pertaining to the question related to student and instructor

perceptions of critical and constructive thinking indicated that instructors do exhibit a

particular stance with certain levels of both critical and constructive thinking. As a result

of their emphasis, students obtain a particular perspective on how to develop research

writing. It was also found that students exhibit varying degrees of critical or constructive

thinking based on their individual backgrounds.

Constructive Thinking From Theory to Practice in a 099.11I Classroom Setting

Even though these instructors did not take part in a fonnal research intervention

on constructive thinking and how to implement constructive thinking in the classroom,

there were three who were unconsciously integrating strands of the constructive thinking

definition into their instruction. While teaching the process of writing a research paper,

these instructors indicated to their students how constructive thinking allows thern to

value experience, incorporate and integrate different ways of knowing, look at going

beyond the analysis of a situation through action, build caring relationships and cary out
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inductive research. There was one instructor who indicated that he thought he did not

have time to ernphasizethe elements associated with constructive thinking, but showed in

his responses to the close-ended questionnaire items that he valued constructive thinking

as part of teaching students how to write a research paper. This seemed remarkable,

because at the time that he cornpleted the questionnaire he had not been fonnally

introduced to the concept of constructive thinking. There were no differences related to

gender, age or experience in the instructor data regarding who would more readily use

constructive thinking in their classroorns.

Study Three: Exploring Constructive Thinking

(Professors frorn Other Disciplines)

Data Analysis

Study Three extended Studies One and Two in exploring whether constructive

thinking has practical application for professors in other disciplines in which the major

focus was on teaching content rather than on teaching the writing process. The rnain

question for Study Three was: How are professors, who had previously participated in a

University Teaching Services (UTS) workshop entitled Transþrming Critical Thinking

to Constntctive Thinking, using constructive thinking within their courses? Three related

questions were: (1) How do these professors view critical and constructive thinking? (2)

What did they identify as the challenges and concems they faced while integrating

constructive thinking into instructional practice? and (3) Were there any different

philosophies regarding constructive thinking according to Faculty or instructional level

(und ergrad uate / gr aduate)?
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Ten professors from selected disciplines on the University of Manitoba calïipus

agreed to participate in individual 30-45 minute interviews (See Appendix E.) These

disciplines included Anthropology, Architecture (specifically City Planning), Dental

Hygiene, Engineering, Management, Nursing, Philosophy, and Soil Science. Responses

were analyzed qualitatively by making repeated searches thlough the transcript data using

grounded theory (Padgett, 1998) to identify thernes associated with assurning a

constructive thinking stance at the post-secondary level. After several re-readings of the

transcripts and coding recurring themes in the right hand rnargin, four main categories

emerged. These were themes associated with teaching philosophy and practice, use of

constructive thinking, and differences between constructive and critical thinking. Charts

with each of these main themes were created as a framework for sub-themes contained in

transcripts. (See Appendix O.)

The question was: How are professors, who had pret iously participated in a

University Teaching Services @fÐ workshop entitled Transfornting Critical Thinking to

Constructive Thinking, using constructive thinlcing within their courses? Of the ten

professors who participated, one was in his first year of teaching, four had three to four

years or experience, and five had taught from seven to thirty years. There was almost an

equal distribution of gender, four fernale and six male. The main theme charts were then

used to compare and contrast responses frorn those who were experienced and

inexperienced in the field of teaching, as well as those who were female and those who

were male.
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Imp o r tance of P rofes s iona I D ev e lopment

All of the respondents spoke about the irnportance of developing professionally.

As practitioners, they enjoyed discussing what they were teaching and how they taught

their rnaterial. They were eager to discuss university teaching with others frorn different

fields to find out what they could be doing differently, or what they shared in comrnon.

All indicated the impofiance of being able to go beyond technical knowledge to be able

to draw on student strengths and abilities.

Teaching Philosophy

Eight of the ten participants had created their own personal philosophy of

teaching and seven were in the process of implementing what they valued into their

teaching practice. The disciplines of the participants in this group of eight ranged from

teaching Soil Management to teaching Engineering, Nursing, Philosophy, Dental

Hygiene and Architecture. They believed in the irnportance of being cunent in their

subject area and preferred to use a case study/problem solving approach to instruction.

They emphasized how much they appreciated the diverse abilities and strengths of their

students and they valued diverse points of views from students.

Three participants fiom this group of eight were considered to be mentors or

instructional models in their respective disciplines and had been recognized for teaching

excellence both by their students and by their colleagues. Their teaching experiencing

ranged from 20 to 30 years, being the most experienced compared to other participants.

Their students and colleagues come to them for assistance or advice, valuing the

knowledge they had in their areas, and contacts in the network. One of the respondents in

Design Engineering mentioned that he particularly enjoyed experimenting with new ideas
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and concepts and created an interactive classroom leaming environment. He believed that

establishing teams of students to discuss content stimulated higher learning and higher

levels of thinking.

Another participant frorn this group of three mentioned that she wanted her

students in the Faculty of Dental Hygiene to rcalize that it is impossible to know

everything about the profession and to always ask questions. As a tnentor, she promoted

learning as never-ending. If her students had a question, she reinforced the idea of the

impofiance of opening up a book and researching the answer. She served as a role rnodel

by telling students that she had a file that she has collected to help her grow

professionally. She explained to students that she has never met anyone who has all of the

answers even though she works with rnany wonderful, intelligent, great individuals.

The two participants, who were not part of this cluster of eight, had not developed

their teaching philosophy but relied on rnentors in their discipline of Management and

Nursing to guide them. One of the two participants was not sure what an instructional

philosophy was and the other parlicipant had written a philosophy but was unsure about

how to implement it. These two had the least experience of this participant group in the

field of teaching. They were in their hrst or second year of teaching and relied on

gathering effective procedures and teaching infonnation from esteemed mentors.

Several people had helped them in acquiring teaching ideas, lesson plans, and

assessment and management strategies. Even though these two informants were from

different faculties, Management and Nursing, they spoke of similar concerns; the

importance of earning the credibility of their audience by being knowledgeable about

their subject area, keeping cuffent, and being highly prepared. Both indicated how they
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felt particularly challenged because they taught rnature students who had vast experience

in their disciplines.

Outside of the group of eight, these two respondents also stressed how they had to

be very open rninded when they taught. Some of the their students had already been

practicing in the field for over 20 years and had had excellent experiences. They

indicated that because they were novices in the area, being able to draw on student

backgrounds during the teaching and learning process was an asset. They found that

incorporating student experiences into their lectures was invaluable.

Drawing Out Students

All of the participants fiom this sarnple spoke about how they emphasized the

learning process as opposed to the final product or perfonnance. Their philosophy was;

"It isn't really the teaching that matters, it is the leaming." They spoke about how they

attempted to draw out their students during the learning joumey. Each participant had a

unique way of describing how he or she enabled their students.

The Anthropology professor appealed to her students by attempting to engage

their senses. Providing students with opporlunities to use different faculties while

learning was, for her, the most irnportant way to reach students. As a strong proponent of

experiential learning, she had her students study artifacts from the past and re-enact

events from content by role-playing situations.

A Nursing professor believed that the role of the teacher should be to instill a love

for leaming. She wanted to irnpart to her students the values of leaming, that "Learning is

fun. Learning is enjoyable. Learning rnakes you a better person and it makes you a better

nurse. And that every day you learn something no matter what you do. And you learn
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from everyor1e... ." For her, learning is always active, social, and life-long. whe¡

students learn, "It tnakes a difference to you and everybody that sunounds you. And

leaming is really away of connecting with people."

She believed that she learued so much when she listened to her students. And she

described how they helped her to make her teaching better. They would come to her and

tell her what difficulties they were having. She gave an example of what a student might

say, "Oh when I was studying this part you know I decided to do it this way and this is

how I remember this hard patt." She tried to remember what her students told her and

incorporated their feedback into her lessons as they usually "connect with the complexity

fof the subject] and simplifii it." Exciting moments for her in teaching were the,.aha

moments" she witnessed. "That makes me feel so good! The simplest little thing in that

they can now put that key in and the door now opens and they can see the whole world."

These professors expected their students to leam more than just facts and figures.

In their view, the ability to go on learning, to see what could be offered to the world, and

how students view themselves as learners was paramount. This group of professors asked

themselves: "What expectations would I have as a student coming into this class?

Objectives were created to meet student expectations, but realistically, these professors

indicated that they are unable to give students a lifetime of knowledge in one sernester.

They reinforced how important it was to know where to go to find more information. One

of their favorite instructional strategies was to create hypothetical questions about real

life scenarios so that their students experienced how to "dig up information to find

answers."
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For example in Soil Management, a question rnight be, "should this guy build a

hog barn in a certain location?" The professor wanted his students to justify their

answers. He deliberately posed the problem so that the class realized there was no right or

wrong answer.

There will be time when they all conìe up in the n-riddle during their class
discussions of this scenario. They look at the size of this bam, how natly
acres the farmer has, how much rnanure he has from the bam, and the crops
he has gro\Mn.

The key factor in this scenario was that students had to think about what they were

studying. When they had gathered all of the relevant information, they had to evaluate it

and make a judgement call. This professor wanted his students to value the process of

discovering what was important in this situation and to learn how to find optimal

solutions.

As a professor from Architecture suggested, "It [instruction] is very much a

process of drawing out rather than a cramming in. Drawing out, by providing

frameworks, so students can make sense of past experiences that they might have

otherwise overlooked or devalued." He encouraged his students to make connections to

what they know and what they were learning in class. He individuahzed.his assignrnents

so students could express their perspective and voice their opinion on an issue.

His desire was to have students see "education as ultimately as a kind of

consciousness raising and broadening movement." He believed that he had never had any

plagiarism problems because students could not go to another source for this. "It always

involves them inventing something out of their own experience. It makes for a lot of

openness, a lot of flux." He had great difficulty quantiflzing his students' work, however,
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and indicated that he "still hasn't figured out what is reasonable." He mentioned how

imporlant it was for him that his students had a grounding in the field before he taught

them. Most of his students already had undergraduate degrees.

One of the professors fi'orn Nursing found herself in the same situation as the

professor from Architecture. Many of her students had previous experience in the field,

sonre with more than 20 years, and were coming to her classroorn with an extensive

background about the subject. She felt her role was to be open-minded while teaching so

that she " dra\¡/s out that information and incorporates that into the lectures." Even though

she felt pressure to cover her course syllabus and specific perfomance skills related to

the field, she insisted that "there is also room to incorporate what people have leamed and

what they coÍle in with.... I am quite a big proponent of interaction with students and

trying to, as much as possible, incorporate what they know through discussions."

The professor from Management also emphasized the role of experience in

student leaming. He described how he tried to improve upon the student experience base

by having thern relate to real life problerns. If students did not have experience with a

particular problem, he had them work in problern-solving tearrs. He has found that

students with little experience find it rnore difficult to relate to the situation. He believed

that "the thinking process is probably different for them and the approach fto take] may

be different for them in developing certain thinking skills.,,

One of the Nursing professors described how he had to teach his students one of

the rnost abstract concepts in cardiovascular physiology. He had to explain to them

"muscle stretching, volume, pressure, physics and looking at an individual trying to

optimize cardiac function by manipulating fluid or medications... For a lot of people there
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are a lot of different concepts to grasp and to understand." An advocate of Meyers-

Briggs, he tried to address the multiple ways students used to fonnulate knowledge. By

attempting to reach the diversity of student strengths and needs, he helped students to

bring their ways of knowing together, to help thern to think differently. They must learn

to "process multiple things all at the same time to come up with a corect answer. That is

what I find rewarding when soüteone says you know I get it!',

An Engineering professor also enjoyed having students look at other ways of

knowing during the learning process to capture areas of discovery. He parlicularly liked a

course curriculum that enabled students to "dernonstrate their creativity, their ability to

respond to the unknown, to react to the undefined." What was very important for him was

to convey to his students what it would be like to be an Engineer. He wanted to parallel

his way of teaching to the way he wanted his students to leam. The challenging part was

not the tests and the assignments, that was the easy part for the students, but to give thern

a sense of wondering, an awe for the field. His students have often returned to tell hirn

after they have completed their degrees that he has given them a lot to think about. "As

an Engineer, you spend most of your time figuring out what the question is. So I kind of

got the impression that they were telling me that I was teaching them about Engineering."

One of the courses he had to teach was a prerequisite course for students entering

Engineering. The Engineering curriculum, as he described it, can be "mundane scientific

foolishness... The subject matter would be like watching paint dry.', To engage his

students, he developed a team learning process using team mini-tests and individual

mini-tests. He believed that it was essential for students, not only to perform

independently but also to work together to leam the content. If students had difficulties,
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they could work together to get the answers they needed and if they felt they had been

unfairly evaluated, they could appeal as a tearn to the Engineering professor. If the team

presented the position in a reasonable and respectful lnanner to the authority, everyone

"gets an apple pop" and a change ofgrade on their test. Throughout the years, he has had

only one conrplaint about the"apple pops".

A professor from Dental Hygiene described how irnportant it was for her to be

able to see and assess her students from a holistic perspective. During clinical situations,

she spent time conferencing with each of her students discussing, addressing questions,

and seeking answers. She deliberately put them in a position where they were engaged in

dialogue. She described how intimidated students felt when they were expected to do this

and indicated that "not everybody is used to that!" To evaluate her students, she asked

thern to reflect on their practice using different ways of knowing from the O.R.I.D. model

(objective, reflective, interpretive, decisional). She found this assessment tool helped

students to identify various dimensions of the learning process.

One philosophy professor, who taught critical thinking, highlighted how he had

his students look critically at arguments, assess thern and present arguments in a

convincing manner. Even though his classes were held in a theatre style room, he had

classes of 100 students, he explained how irnportant it was that his students see all

elements of an argument. He did not want them to walk away from his classes thinking

critical thinking was just a series of reasons, but to be able to see how an argument is

supported and to defend their personal opinions. For assignments, he detailed how he

encouraged his students to visit him in his office to discuss problerns related to the

lectures and offered students opporlunities for one-to-one conferencing and to turn in
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draft work before due dates. He stated that he did not offer class tirne for students to talk

with their peers about their assignments, but that he posed class questions that were like

the assignrnent. "So I know there is discussion both between ûre and the class, but there is

also discussion amongst the people in the class about the questions." He stated three 
'rain

challenges associated with drawing out students in large compared to srnall classes. He

found it difficult to (1) develop personal rapport with 100 students or more, (2) deal with

the constraints of a theatre style room for rnoving students into groups as well as (3) cope

with time constraints associated with offering detailed feedback.

Paralleling Learning to Real-Life Scenarios

Nine of these ten professors atternpted to stirnulate student intellectual growth,

not just by providing them with the knowledge of the specific subject but also by creating

a process for their students to leam how to problem solve using real life scenarios. They

hoped to inspire their students to develop practical professional skills. They believed that

learning will continue after the course has finished.

Two professors from this group of nine, one from Management and the other from

Engineering used teams to develop optirnal solutions. The professor from Management

indicated that he wanted to improve upon his students' experiential base and have them

relate issues to real life problems. He introduced sirnple problems that becarne gradually

more complex as they neared the end of the course. He set up competitions between two

teanis or between different teams in the class. The team that developed the best

"maximum profit solution" was the winner.

Teams were also created in Engineering to simulate work scenarios. Students

were expected not only to work together to analyze content, but also to arrive at optimal
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solutions to solve real life problerns. if students were unable to work as a team, they were

not allowed to continue in the program. "A student who lacks interpersonal skills in

Engineering is like a hockey player who has no skates." The teams that win were given

positive reinforcement and the teams that lost had to find out where they went wrong so

that they would be able to approach authorìty with a better case scenario. This professor

believed that it was very irnportant for the tearns to understand how to approach authority

in a non-threatening and respectful manner so that they were able to convey their point of

view in a professional way.

This professor also wanted students to realize that in the field of Engineering

company authorities do not have to listen to their employees. He still felt, however, that it

was imporlant for students to learn how to approach the company so that authority figures

could see other perspectives. In Engineering, it is essential for students to be able to show

management that there is another way to be right and how to docurnent their position.

The whole point of having students deal with authority is that there will be times during

their professional life when they will run into problerns with professional codes. Most of

the professional codes are imprecise and have been created for specific scenarios. Fire

codes, for example, often have to been customized to suit a building.

Learning to Be Humble

Two of the professors, one from Dental Hygiene and the other from Engineering

spoke about how students needed to be hurnble professionals. They wanted their students

to appreciate that although they may have excelled in high school, they were going to be

up against many things in life. In Dental Hygiene, there are many questions still to be
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answered about the profession. As a mentor, this professor modeled professionalism as an

ongoing aspect irnporfant for success in her field.

An added issue for Engineers was that the students must face the challenge of

dealing with inanimate objects. The Engineering professor tells his stude¡ts that

"Engineering stafts with: I wonder if this will f,rx it?" He wanted students to appreciate

that they have to be creative and they must keep leaniing even when they becorne old. He

hoped to instill the idea that students are perfectly capable of learning things that many

people would see as confounding. Yet Engineers should be humble enough to appreciate

that as much as they can learn they will not have it all. As a profession, Engineers have

the potential to cause great harm. Students must realize that they are not going to lead

with arrogance and ignore others during the process of construction, and to learn that,

when all is done, it is very exciting to walk into a building they have designed.

The Question Wy?

All ten professors wanted their students to tell themwhy they believed in relation

to a certain position, idea or concept. They also asked their students "Why?" to help them

sort through their knowledge base or their feelings. At this point, their students might say,

"I don't know!" and seek the professor's help. And the professor would reply, .,I don,t

know either!" These professors wanted their students to know that it is impossible to

know everything. So they tried to be open and honest. To be able to answer "Why?" a

professor from Philosophy, who teaches critical thinking, has his students form

arguments. He wanted them to be better at analyzing arguments and assessing them, and

at presenting arguments that were convincing.
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Active Learning

All of the participants agreed that an active approach to leaniing was essential.

They valued discussion, social interaction and questioning during class tirne. They

explained that when they were attempting to cover content in class, they hoped to have

students either ask questions or answer questions. They suggested that when it comes to

the point where students are not asking or answering questions, then they realizethat they

must "back up a couple of steps and try again.,,

All parlicipants wanted their students to think actively about the material they

were learning and understand that learning should not be just about finding the correct

answer. "Everybody gets at least an optimal opportunity to participate." These professors

believed that participation in group discussion empowers students to find solutions to

problerns. In making problems incrementally more comprehensive and cornplex, one

professor from Management explained that he did this "so that students would learn the

interpersonal skills necessary fto find] solutions.',

Eight out of the ten participants indicated that due to time constraints in covering

technical knowledge about the field, they did not use discussion as much in their

introductory courses. They preferred to use more discussion to draw out background

knowledge and experience when they were teaching clinical or practical courses. The two

who did not wait until students were enrolled in post graduate degrees to engage students

through discussion and social interaction in introductory class settings were recognized

teachers of excellence. They spoke about how important it was for students to share their

basic knowledge with each other, understand, experience what worked, what didn,t work,
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and why solneone chose to use a ceftain approach. These two professors ranged in

teaching experience from fìve to thirty years.

One professor from Engineerìng indicated that he enjoyed keeping his class

active. To illustrate, he shared this experience. When the fire inspector came into class to

check the detector, all students were so busy in their groups discussing course content

that they never noticed him. The fire inspector was so surprised that he asked the

professor if they were having a class. The professor said he believes students leam

through peer interaction. "If [he] stood up in front of the class and lectured to them for

the whole period, lhel could be replaced by a C.D."

Building Relationships with Students

Six participants, from Nursing, Dental Hygiene, Engineering, Soil Management

and Anthropology, stressed how essential it was for them to build collegial relationships

with students. They appealed to diverse student needs by using a variety of different

formats such as lectures, small and large group discussions, individual oral interviews,

films, actual artifacts, and other forms of art. Once these professors had attracted student

attention, they really tried to reach out one step further to facilitate student commitment

to learning about their subject matter. They believed that developing a learning

commitment comes down to developing trust and rapport with students. Students are not

just engaging in a subject matter, but are participants in a learning community made up of

the professor and their classmates.

One professor from the Faculty of Nursing, who was one of this group of six,

indicated that he believed that the desire to educate comes from the heart. He appealed to

both student intellect as well as heafis. in doing so he attempted to draw from their
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different experiences, abilities, and thought processes. He wanted his students to be

successful and encouraged thern throughout their learning.

The philosophy of this gïoup of six was to give students opportunities to discover

themselves and to provide guidance. one of the professors from Dental Hygiene

elaborated on how she shares her expedences with her students and tells them, ,,This is

what rny experience has taught me and I arn sharing it with you. It rnay lead you there or

it may not." These professors believed that what is essential was to help students,

encourage thern to go in a particular direction, and to stop thern, as the Engineering

professors put it, "if they see students heading towards a brick wall.,,

They wanted their students to be successful. They tried to explain things in

different ways because they are awate that people process things differently. They

wanted their students to take that one step frorn mediocrity to a little higher plane. one of
the professors from Engineering described what this higher plane was for him. He hoped

"to instill [the notion] that although there was the fundarnental issue of technical

competence, there fwas] a much softer, fuzzier issue, call it understanding.,, This

understanding comes fi'orn being able to relate to others and to being able to contribute to

society' His students learn that "they are no more important than the people that are

working on the shop floor or the construction site. Engineers are a partof a system, not a

system in themselves." There were four participants who spoke about valuing the whole

person as opposed to only the intellect. They believed that there were more dimensions to

a person than the ability to obtain knowledge.
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Valuing the Wole Person

Of the four respondents who viewed valuing the whole person as important, two

were fi'om the field of Nursing. They believed that the aft of empathy and the

development of intuition were key to understanding patient needs. Benner, a popular

theorist in the field of Nursing, was cited for her theory on how to develop intuition frorn

the novice to the expeú. One Nursing professor described what can be attained in the

field if students achieve expeft status on this continuum.

They are able to just look at something and just know. It is an intuitive
rnoment. For example, you can observe sonìeone who is new
in the intensive care unit. It is like a deer in the headlights because it is the
nurse's first tirne. They are standing there wondering where do I start versus
the nurse who now colnes in, and boom starts rnultitasking and can do several
things at the same time.

A professor frotn Anthropology commented on the importance of engagement,

attracting student attention experientially by presenting something that stirnulates, but on

all levels. This professor's goal was to involve her students in leaming by providing thern

with diverse ways of looking at the content, thereby capturing both their enthusiasm and

attention. She believed that artifacts stirnulate student interest and had them work in pairs

and groups to develop visual literacy skills.

Malcing Tinte to Discuss Content

Four professors fiom this group of ten made time to discuss content with their

students not only during class time, but also during scheduled office periods. They

wanted to be available so that they could have individual oral interviews, tirne to

conference over assignments or lessons, or respond to questions about mid-term or final

exaÍìs. They felt it was necessary to be available for their students to help them

understand how their students perceived the content they were teaching.
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Recognizing " Aha " Montents

Three respondents spoke about watching their students leam and appreciating

those "aha" mornents. They wanted to capture the creativity of their students and they

found it rnost rewarding when they witnessed this. One participant from the Faculty of

Dental Hygiene described this rnoment as an awakening of student spiritually, an

epiphany. The Engineering professor in this group of respondents enjoyed how student

engaged with the content and formed questions that excited their curiosity. His students

often retutned to tell him that "He gave thern a lot to think about." The professor from

Soil Management reported that he listens carefully to students on an individual basis to

see if they understand what they are leaming. He loved when they share what they are

learning and how they feel they have developed as leamers.

Receiving Feedback

Two professors, one frorn Soil Managernent and the other from Engineering,

stressed the importance of feedback. The professor from Soil Management found

individual interviews essential in learning how students were processing the content,

while the Engineering professor provided written feedback on every assignment, weekly.

These professors hoped that by giving feedback to students, they were building a

knowledge base as well as confidence, and were encouraging students to want to learn

more about their subject area.In their view, feedback provides students with many

opportunities to reflect upon and edit their work.

Both ofthese professors also enjoyed receiving feedback about their teaching

practice. Theyhave been recognized as teachers ofexcellence and have been told they
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have made a difference in their students' lives. One of them particularly appreciated a

student editing the text that he was cunently writing.

D iffer ent i a t i n g A s s i gnmen ts

One participant fi'om the Faculty of Architecture gave an example of how he used

differentiated assessment. He spoke about how he did not have any plagiarisrn problerns

because his assignments were individualized.In developing assignments, he required that

students invent sornething frorr their own experience. He then provided a set of

customized grading criteria that helped students work and meet expected standards.

Maintaining An Objective Stance

There were two participants, either in their first or third year of teaching, who

stressed the importance of maintaining an objective grading stance by making certain that

assessment was quantifiable. They believed that by being objective, they would be

considered by their mentors and their students as lnore credible. Interestingly, these same

two participants were in the process of either identifying a personal philosophy or in the

process of implementing a newly created personal philosophy. A professor from this

pairing reinforced the axiom: "You cannot manage what you cannot measure....,, He

elaborated on the importance of management in this axiom:

Even though it is difficult to rneasure all things in a quantifiabre
manner, an attempt must be made. If it cannot be and it remains
an abstract concept than we can address or debate it, but we have
really no idea about the progress.

Seeking Truth

Four professors from the Faculty of Anthropology, Architecture, Management

and Philosophy spoke about how knowiedge for some students is a process of seeking
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truth. One professor from Management indicated that students need to be aware that

people "Do experience reality in different ways and that implies that their perception of

reality is different. For people, perception is truth. Perception is reality." He indicated

that he was aware that there were those who say that we can never know the absolute

truth. He takes heed of that and is ready to debate the issue because he believes that there

is an absolute truth.

St'tmmary o.ffindings. All of the professors from selected disciplines indicated

how they used consttuctive thinking within their courses. Although eight out of ten

pafiicipants had created their own personal philosophy of teaching and seven were in the

process of implernenting what they valued into their teaching practice, there were two

parlicipants who had not examined their personal values and beliefs regarding teaching

and leaming before this interview. Several characteristics of constnrctive thinking

emerged from the qualitative data: the irnportance of establishing teams of students to

discuss content stirnulated higher leaming and higher levels of thinking, promoting

asking questions and life-long leaming, emphasizing the learning process as opposed to

the final product or perfotmance, drawing out student abilities, paralleling learning to

real-life scenarios, learning to be hurnble, questioning why in relation to a certain

position, idea or concept, active leaming, building relationships with students, valuing the

whole person, making time to discuss content, recognizin g"aha,'moments,

providing feedback during learning and teaching process, differentiating assignments,

and seeking truth.
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Dffirences in Critical and Constructive Thinlcíng

The question was: How do these pro.fessors view critical and constructive

thinlcing? All of the participants believed that there was a difference between critical and

constructive thinking. A professor from Anthropology identifìed three main areas where

critical ancl consttuctive thinking differ. She described critical thinking as:

an outmoded concept of objectivity, whereas constructive thinking atternpts
to move toward a more appropriate, post modem epistemological base. Secondly,
critical thinking is often associated with a male sect view of social relationships
which is an authoritarian hierarchical model whereas constructive thinking
integrates as a more feminist perspective building caring relationships and a
community of learning. Critical thinking does not explicitly have the emphasis on
social value that this definition of constructive thinking does. And thirdly, critical
thinking typically is linked to a rnind focus approach in leaming, whereas
constructive thinking is incorporating all different ways of knowing.

One professor from Management indicated that critical and constructive thinking

were different in that critical thinking can be perceived as a way of carrying out merely

an analysis, without an end solution, but constructive thinking "enables students to come

up with a process to come up with a solution." To him, the whole process of thinking did

not stop in the break down of the analysis of the problem. It went beyond that in coming

up with a solution to the problern at higher levels. He believed constructive thinking had

a broader scope than critical thinking.

A professor, who taught a course entitled Critical Thinking in the department of

Philosophy, agreed with the professor frorn the Faculty of Management. The professor

from Philosophy indicated that he believed critical thinking was more about the study of

argumentation and was a subset of constructive thinking. Constructive thinking is a

holistic perspective that takes into account building a better society, better relationships,
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and different ways of knowing. To him, "Constructive thinking is an internal process that

drives the whole motor."

Professors from Soil Management and Engineering believed that they have

subconsciously used constructive thinking when they teach introductory or graduate

students. They have not, however, consciously irnplemented these elements into their

course syllabi. They found constructive thinking appealing because it rnoved from the

critiquing of things to more progressive thought. The Soil Management professor

elaborated, indicating that "Critical thinking does not really go anywhere. It is more

explicit than irnplicit." The teaching experience of these participants ranged from five to

twenty-six years but their perspective was not restricted to a particular age.

Transþrming Critical Thinking To Constructitte Thinking

Constructive thinking values critical thinking but goes further in that constructive

thinking tries to seek new ideas and concepts that benefit society. One professor from the

Faculty of Nursing and one frorn the Faculty of Architecture spoke about the importance

of integrating and valuing both critical and constructive thinking and to think about what

kind of integration and balance was required when applying the constructs in different

areas of education. All of the participants mentioned how they wanted to give their

students the skills or technical knowledge to be successful in their profession, but also

help students to find solutions to problems as part of a multidisciplinary team. The

professor from Architecture described the implementation of constructive thinking as

being "very much the cutting theoretical edge in our discipline right now" and "usually

couched in terms of forms of cornmunicative action theory."
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All three professors from the Faculty of Nursing ernphasized the role of critical

thinking and how critical thinking enabled then-r to deal with problerns fi'om a scientific

perspective. In their view, however, constructive thinking enabled thern to teach the

subjective side of their practice. To them, constructive thinking allowed for the

development of understanding, and helped focus on empathy, build caring relationships,

and view a problem from different ways of knowing. Nursing students learned how to

understand the diverse needs of their patients frorn both an objective and subjective

perspective.

These three Faculty of Nursing professors believed, nevedheless, that

constructive thinking carne later, once students had had more technical infonnation. They

thought that constructive thinking provided an umbrella for their program, but not

necessarily all the way through. In their view, constructive thinking played a fundamental

role in the rniddle part of their nursing education program, once students had some sort of

knowledge base.

The professor from Dental Hygiene used the philosophy of constructive thinking

to view her students in a holistic manner. She valued the affective, cognitive and

psychornotor piece of leaming and believed that all of these dimensions of leaming added

up. "The synergy of all of those comes with a sort of eureka moment!" For her,

constructive thinking enabled students to become inspired and to focus on the humanistic

side of leaming. She also believed that constructive thinking became more evident as one

matured.
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The Strands of Constructitte Thinlcing

Strand I: Reflective and AcTive Process Valuing Experience

All participants agreed with the first strand of the definition of constructive

thinking: "That it is a reflective and active process valuing experience." They particularly

rernarked on valuing experience and believed that learning often comes from reflection.

One participant in the Faculty of Nursing said that "Learning is like rricrowave cooking.

You just need stand tirìe."

The professor from Architecture remarked that words like "reflective" and

"active" for him conjured up the work of Donald Schon (1983). He believed that Schon

had been a key theorist in the architectural profession for the last 20 years and had a

perspective that was still embraced, especially when trying to get students to think about

the relationship between theory and practice. In his view, architects "still have a

tendency, as practitioners, to dichotornize theory and practice. Schon helps them to see

that there is an interrelationship that is more dialectic and that as practitioners they

themselves will be developing theory."

A professor in the Faculty of Nursing particularly liked the words "valuing

experience." He recognized the role of experience as being very important in his field.

He wanted to be a nurse "who could look at a situation and think about everything and be

able to put it all together, but at the higher level bring personal experience into the

situation." Through classroom discussions, he used student background knowledge and

experience to build on their learning. He would begin by giving students a scenario about

being shorl of breath and then ask students to visualize the cause. He draws on student

experience and then builds on the complexity of the scenario by asking them to think
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about soûreone who has chest pain. He will say, "Now that you have dealt with someone

who has shortness of breath, from your past experience what are you going to do about it

when you throw chest pain into the mix?" Students have to be able to process rnultiple

things at one tirne. In his mind, there is a progression that goes beyond Bloom's

Taxonomy. "At the highest level of Nursing practice is intuition, a gut feeling." He

believed that, in this way, he was building on his students' basic understanding and

helping them to transition from novice to expeft.

Strand II: Integrating Dffirent Ways of Knowíng

All of the participants believed that integrating different ways of knowing, such as

reason, irnagination, emotion and intuition were necessary and should be part of the

learning process. The professors all agreed that critical thinking represented reason.

Imagination, however, was viewed as a way of knowing that has not been emphasized as

much or fostered as much during teaching and leaming. However, participants hoped to

capture student creativity. The Nursing and Dental Hygiene professors spoke about

emotion as the psychosocial element of learning. One participant from the field of

Nursing indicated that students need to realize that "when they fwere] stressed, they

fwere] wearing eamuffs." To these professors, the role of intuition was very irnportant in

the field of Nursing "... Benner's theory ranks the intuitive nurse as the expert."

Strand III: Building Caring Relationships with Others

The third strand of the constructive thinking definition: building caring

relationships with others, became controversial for one participant in the group of ten, a

professor from the field of Anthropology. She indicated how building caring relationships

with others, especially the word caring "runs the danger of putting the instructor into an
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ethical judgement role which could caffy some dangerous irnplications." She recalled,

however, that the university she is going to for her next professorial assignrnent, has a

similar mandate. There are eight characteristics the Southern Illinois University in

Edwardsville has explicitly written into their mandate for professors. These selve as

criteria in tenns of being evaluated for tenure track positions and involve building such

student characteristics as cornrnunication, critical thinking, problem framing and solving,

knowledge, integration and application of knowledge, self development, citizenship, and

life-long learning (SIUE, 2005). As parl of their assessment of citizenship, professors

rnust encourage their students to "pafiicipate in the local, national, and global

community; be sensitive to the welfare of others; appreciate democratic values; [and]

acquire a sense of personal and collective responsibility for the social and natural

environment" (SIUE, 2005, p. 2).

One parlicipant from the Faculty of Architecture viewed caring relationships as

very much orientated to societal rather than individual needs. He believed that these kinds

of relationships would lead to consensus-building scenarios.

In the field of Nursing, all three professors described the importance of caring.

They believed that their job was not just to teach their students to be better nurses, but to

care for patients as if the patient were their own mother, aunt or uncle. In their view, it

was important that students realize that they "have to want to do the caring part of

nursing, as one would treat a family member, so that everyone receives." In fact, one

participant from the Nursing faculty indicated that he believed that it was those types of

caring individuals that set high standards for the profession. "There is a difference

between having someone who is skilled as a nurse and practices the role of nursing duties
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[and] a nurse who looks at the patient from a holistic view (body, mind and spirit) and

believes in providing the best possible caÍe."

Strand IV: Creating New ldeas and Concepts to Benefit Society

All of the participants believed that this strand of constructive thinking, creating

new ideas and concepts to benefit society, separated constructive from critical thinking.

They thought that the emphasis on thinking changes as students learn how to extend

nursing concepts for the benefit of society. One participant from Nursing believed that

this part of the consttuctive thinking definition represented not only an emphasis, but also

a commitment on the part of the individual. "It comes down to the professional who has a

commitment, those who want to professionally develop, and those people who are happy

where they are at and they do not want to put that extra effort into it."

Sutnmary of./indings. All of the professors believed there was a difference

between critical and constructive thinking. Critical thinking was associated with a variety

of characteristics: objectivity, male sect view of social relationships which is an

authoritarian hierarchical rnodel, linked to a rnind focus approach in learning, a way of

carrying out merely an analysis without an end solution, and the study of argumentation.

In cornparison, constructive thinking was described as: an attempt to rrove toward a more

appropriate post-modem epistemological base, an integration of a more feminist

perspective building caring relationships and a community of learning, and aholistic

perspective that takes into account building a better society, better relationships, and

different ways of knowing. When professors were asked how they implemented strands

of constructive thinking into their teaching practice, they spoke about the importance of

valuing experience during the learning process, integrating different ways of knowing,
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building caring relationships with others, and extending learning beyond the parameters

of the classroom to benefit society.

Challenges and Concerns Integrating Constructive Thinlcíng

The question was: What did participanrs identify as the challenges and concerns

they .faced while integrating cons truclitte thinlcing into Ìns tructional practice ?

Respondents believed that measuring constructive thinking was parlicularly challenging.

All of the participants were curious as to whether constructive thinking could be fonnally

measured. One participant frorn Nursing described how he believed it could be assessed

qualitatively. He thought that constructive thinking could be observed in practice, heard

during individual conferences, and seen in reflective journal entries.

His conclusion from observing and discussing nursing with his students was that

practitioners who use constructive thinking just understand and implement all four

strands of the definition. As suggested earlier, he compared nurses who were "standing

there wondering where do I start to the nurse who now comes in, and "boom" starts

multitasking and can do several things at the same time." During individual conferences,

he finds out how nurses are able to process information. For instance, he will give a

student the patient's chafi, pull a snippet of infonnation from it, and ask the nursing

student "what he or she thinks about that?" Through such interactions he believes that he

can hear how the student is thinking and seeing. He finds out through such responses

whether or not "the student is able to handle the first level of care because the student

can only think about that one piece of information and can not put the big picture

together."
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He f,rnds students are hesitate to write down how they feel in journal entries and to

be reflective about their practice. "There is a fear that if they write something down the

instructor will photocopy it. And it will be a big discussion. They are afraid they rnay not

be doirig a good job." In his view, other individuals enjoy making joumal entrees and it is

possible to see the different levels of practice in their writiug. When he provides feedback

to joumal entries, he questions his students further by asking them:

Now that you have identified this priority patient problem, tell me now
what you think is causing that problem. The novice individual will say, "Well
the problem is related to the patient having had open heart surgery." The
rnore advanced student will be able to process all of the information and
go back "Yeah, they had open heart surgery but they had an interropt heart
attack. They had a long clarnp tirne (when they stop the heart for the process)
and it was technically diffrcult," and that "they had problems with bleeding
during the surgery"... considering all of the other aspects. They might
even taken into account the patient's state of mind before going into surgery...

the family support surounding that patient, depending on what the parlicular
problern was. There are these other different things. You know that is another
way of looking at the situation.

The professor fiom Soil Management indicated that even if constructive thinking

were not rneasurable, he still believes it provides choice to the practitioner. The

opportunity is provided and the students take the opportunity.

Maybe that is all professors should really care about. If they decide not
to take it, well then it is not a black and white thing either. It is just different
levels and degrees of constructive thinking to which they lrisel ...if fstudents]
do any, at all or something in between."

Summary offindings. Based on the findings frorn this question, the

professors found constructive thinking to be particularly challenging to measure. One

respondent compared constructive thinking to qualitative methodology suggesting that

constructive thinking could be observed through practice, individual conferences,

dialogue, and journal entries. Another professor mentioned that maybe it was not so
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important to measure constructive thinking and suggested that it still provided choice to

the practitioner.

Dffirent Philosophies Regardíng Constrtrctive Thinlcing

The question was: Iilere there atry dffirent phílosophies regarding constructitte

thinking according to Faculty or ínstructional level (undergradttate/graduate)? A

corllnon theme that ernerged frorn interviewing the professors was that constructive

thinking was viewed ÍIore as an umbrella encompassing all forms of knowing, while

critical thinking was more related to technical knowledge. For the undergraduate

programs, eight out of ten professors felt rnore comfortable using constructive thinking

later in the program as opposed to the beginning of the program. Two professors out of

eight did not wait to use constructive thinking in undergraduate classes and incorporated

elements of it in their teaching at all levels from the beginning of the course. Among the

professors who taught graduate courses, six out of ten, were iraplernenting both critical

and constructive thinking in their instruction and interaction with students.

Summary of Findings (Study Three)

Findings associated with Study Three focused on how professors frorn selected

disciplines who had participated in a workshop entitled Transforming Critícal Thintcing

to Constructive Thinkitxg'use constructive thinking within their courses. Other areas that

were addressed in Study Three were professor views of critical and constructive thinking,

challenges and concerns integrating constructive thinking into instructional practice, and

different philosophies regarding constructive thinking.
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Integrating Constructitte Thinking into Practice

All of the professors from selected disciplines indicated how they used

constructive thinking within their courses. Several characteristics of constructive thinking

emerged frorn the qualitative data: the impoftance of establishing teams of students to

discuss content stirnulated higher leaming and higher levels of thinking, prornoting

asking questions and life-long learning, ernphasizing the leaming process as opposed to

the fìnal product or perfonnance, drawing out student abilities, paralleling learning to

real-life scenarios, leaming to be humble, questioning why in relation to a celtain

position, idea or concept, active leaming, building relationships with students, valuing the

whole person, rnaking tirne to discuss content, recognizing "aha" mornents,

receiving feedback during learning and teaching process, differentiating assignments, and

seeking truth.

Dffirences in Critical and Constructíve Thinking

All of the professors believed there was a difference between critical and

constructive thinking. While the professors believed in general that constructive thinking

needed to be tempered by critical thinking, one professor from Architecture believed that

constructive thinking was "very much on the cutting theoretical edge ...couched in tems

of communicative action." Professors from the Faculty of Nursing linked critical thinking

to the scientific side of the profession and constructive thinking to the hurnanitarian side.

Critical thinking was associated with a variety of characteristics: objectivity, male

sect view of social relationships which is an authoritarian hierarchical model, linked to a

mind focus approach in learning , a way of carrying out merely an analysis without an end

solution, and the study of argumentation. In comparison, constructive thinking was
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described as: an attempt to move toward a more appropriate post-modern episternological

base, an integration of a more feminist perspective buildirig caring relationships and a

community of learning, and aholistic perspective that takes into account building a better

society, better relationships, and different ways of knowing. When professors were asked

how they implemented strands of constnrctive thinking into their teaching practice, they

spoke about the irnporlance of valuing experience during the leaming process, integrating

different ways of knowing, building caring relationships with others, and extending

leaming beyond the parameters of the classroom to benefit society.

When operationalizingthe first strand of the definition of constructive thinking

that centered on constructive thinking as being a reflective and active process that values

the role of experience, one Nursing professor used the analogy of a microwave oven. In

leaming, "You just need stand time." While one professor from Anthropology suggested

that building caring relationships might lead to ethical dilerrmas, a professor from the

Nursing faculty thought that caring distinguished between nurses who were dutiful and

efficient, and nurses who were, in addition, also concemed with the overall welfare of

patients. In discussing the last strand of constructive thinking, creating new ideas and

concepts that benefit society, the professors suggested that this element rdistinguishes

between professionals who make a commitment to develop professionally and those who

are content to maintain the status quo.

Professors felt that there needed to be time spent on examining how constructive

thinking could be incotporated into their programs. Many of the professors in this gïoup

of ten identified with particular strands of the constructive thinking definition and
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believed that they were cuffently implernenting aspects of constructive thinking into

classroom practice.

Challenges and Concerns Integratíng Constructive Thinking

When asked if they believed constnrctive thinking could be measured, one

professor fi'om Nursing indicated that he thought he could nìeasure constructive thinking

by exarnining qualitative data, through: observations, individual conferences, and journal

entries. For two of these professors, recognized teachers of excellence, just bringing what

they did from the subconscious to the conscious level was imporlant to thern. They were

going to examine their practice further based on the study of constructive thinking.
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CHAPTER V

Finclings and Conclusions

This study explored the concepts of critical and constmctive thinking in order to

discuss how consttuctive thinking relates to and extends critical thinking and to identify

challenges and concerns associated with integrating constructive thinking at the post-

secondary level. This chapter provides a sumÍrary and discussion of findings, followed

by conclusions, as well as implications for instruction, limitations, and suggestions for

fuither research.

Study One, Two, and Three explored whether or not constructive thinking, as

defined in this study, could be captured in a theoretically-based definition applied to

specific teaching and learning practice, for example, (a) in an undergraduate university

course focusing on writing a research paper? and (b) in other selected disciplines. The

findings frorn Study One, Two, and Three investigated how critical thinking was

distinguished from critical thinking, examined similarities and differences between both

fonns of thinking, how critical and constructive thinking affected student performance as

well as differed across student dernographics.

Summary of Findings

Distinguishing Constructive Thinking From Critical Thinkíng

The questions were: Is constructive thinking distinguishøble from critical thinking

as defined in this study? Are there similaríties/dffirences between bothforms of

thinking? Based on the findings from the quantitative and qualitative data in Studies One

and Two, as well as in the qualitative data frorn Study Three, it was found that, as defined
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in this study, constructive thinking was similar to critical thinking in particular areas and

different in others.

As indicated in Table 5.1, constructive thinking was related to critical thinking on

three out of five of the subset pairings: (1) problern/question at issue and reflective

process valuing experience; (2) assumptions and other ways of knowing; as well as (3)

supporting data and active process valuing experience. There were, however, two subset

pairings that showed that constructive thinking was independent of critical thinking:

perspectives/position and caring relationships as well as consequences/conclusions and

concepts benefiting society.

Table 5.1

Matching Subsets of Critical and Constructive Thinking

To detennine whether consttuctive thinking was distinguishable frorn critical

thinking as defined in this study, the instructors were interviewed to find out what they

believed were the similarities and differences between both fonns of thinking. Although

all of the instructors viewed critical thinking as essential to teaching students how to

write a research paper, three of the eight could see differences between critical and

constructive thinking and saw benefits in both types of thinking. They identified five

main differences. Constructive thinking values experience, incorporates and integrates

Critical Thinlcins Constructive Thinkine
xproblem/question at issue *reflective process valuing experience
*assumptions *other ways of knowing
*perspectives/position *caring relationships
*supporting data *active process valuing experience
xconsequences *concepts benefiting society
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different ways of knowing, looks at going beyond the analysis of a situation through

action, builds caring relationships and enhances inductive research.

All of the professors in Study Three saw a difference between critical and

constructive thinking. They tried to incorporate aspects of constructive thinkilig into their'

classes, in either gtaduate or undergraduate classes. Critical thinking was perceived to be

different from constructive thinking. Whereas critical thiriking was believed to embody

an "outmoded concept of objectivity" associated with authoritarianisrn, as well as being

hierarchical in nature with little emphasis on social values, constructive thinking was

thought to extend critical thinking, be broader in scope, enhance divergent thinking and

help resolve issues through a process that "does not stop" at analysis, builds caring

relationships and incorporates different ways of knowing. To one professor, constructive

thinking was, theoretically speaking, on "the cutting edge". Constructive thinking was

understood as being more holistic in that it helps students discover different ways of

knowing, find creative solutions to problems, and build better societies and better

relationships.

Various Levels of Critical and Constructive Thinking

The question was: Are there various let els of crítical and constructive thinking?

To fìnd out if there were various levels of critical and constructive thinking related to

teaching practice in a 099.1 i 1 writing course, instructor scores from the open-ended

responses were compared to the qualitative data. It was important to trace the congruency

between the instructor close-ended questionnaire scores, the interview and open-ended

questionnaire responses. When qualitative interview data was compared to close-ended
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instructor questionnaire items, critical and constructive thinking stances became more

evident.

Findings showed that instructor critical and constructive thinking scores on the

close-ended items matched their stances revealed in both the open-ended questionnaire

iterns and the interview data. Of the eight respondents who cornpleted all of the

questionnaire items, seven scores coresponded with instructor viewpoints. If an

instructor had a high score on constn¡ctive thinking, he or she was implementing this

stance in the classroom. There was only one instance out of the eight in which there was a

rnismatch between instnrctor perspectives as revealed in the interview and questionnaire

scores. This instructor indicated that although he did see the difference between critical

and constructive thinking, he was not stressing constructive thinking in his classroom.

His responses to the close-ended items indicated, however, that he had a higher

constructive thinking score colrpared to his critical thinking score.

Findings pertaining to the question related to student and instructor perceptions of

critical and constructive thinking indicated that instructors do exhibit both critical and

constructive thinking as they interact with students. As a result of their emphasis,

students obtain a particular perspective regarding how to develop research writing. It was

also found that students exhibit varying degrees of critical or constructive thinking based

on their individual backgrounds.

Critical and constructive Thinking In Relation To student Performance

The question was: How do critical and constructive thinkíng, as defined ín this

study, affect student performance øs reflected in research paper andfinal grades, as well

as portþlio ratings? Critical and constructive thinking, as defined in this study, affected
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student perfonnance as reflected in research paper and frnal grades. Perfonnance

differences between students with high critical and high constructive thinking based on

research paper and final grades indicated that students with high critical thinking scores

perfonned better in tenns of both research paper and final grades than students with high

constructive thinking scores. Thus, critical thinking was rnore connected to student

success than constructive thinking as substantiated by the statistical and descriptive

analysis.

When the scores from the close-ended items were compared to the open-ended

responses, both critical and constructive thinking students tended to learn and value the

same outcomes and had similar goals regarding writing lesearch papers. There seemed to

be little distinction between the critical and constructive thinking groups based on the

open-ended questionnaire responses. Portfolio ratings were also not connected to critical

and constructive thinking questionnaire scores.

Differences in Critical and Constructive Thinking Across Student Demographícs

The question was: Are there dffirences in critical and constructive thinking

across student demographics (gender, language, international status, age, and high

school grade point average)? Findings indicated that there were differences in critical

and constructive thinking across student demographics (gender, language, and

international status).

Gender. Females tended to have higher constructive thinking scores than males on

three of the five subsets: reflective process valuing experience, integrating different ways

of knowing and building caring relationships.
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Langttage and culture. Language also seerned to affect thinking stance scores.

Two unexpected findings frorn the quantitative data analysis suggest that language and

cultural background may play arole in thinking stance. Students whose first language

was not English compared to English speakers had higher scores on the critical thinking

subset, quality of supporting evidence. Students whose first language was not English

also scored higher on three of the five constructive thinking subsets: different ways of

knowing, building caring relationships, and concepts benefiting society. When the

questionnaire data for international students were compared to that of English speakers,

English speaking students had significantly higher scores on two of the five critical

thinking subsets: problem/question at issue and consequences/conclusions.

I nt e g r ating C o ns t ntc tiv e Thínking

The question was: Can constructive thinlcing be integrated along with critical

thinlcing in the 099.1I I writing course and other selected disciplines? If so, how?

Findings showed that constructive thinking can be integrated along with critical thinking

in the 099.1 1 1 writing course and other selected disciplines. Based on findings from

Study One and Two, the possibility that critical and constructive thinking could partner in

developing student writing ability appeared. The instructional ernphasis in the 099.1 1 1

writing course is, nonetheless, on how to develop critical thinking skills related to

research paper writing. Both quantitative and qualitative analysis supported this finding

by showing that high critical thinking scores were related to better student performance

based on research paper and final grades. The question remains, however, whether

constructive thinking is a worthwhile implementation goal? To determine if constructive
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thinking can be integrated along with critical thinking in the 099.1 1 I writing course, an

iri-depth look into the classroom was required, hence Study Two.

Even though these instructors did not take part in a formal research intervention

on consttuctive thinking and how to implement constructive thiriking in the classroorn,

there were three who were unconsciously integrating strands of the constructive thinking

definition into their instruction. While teaching the process of writing a research paper,

these instructors indicated to their students how constructive thinking allows thern to

value experience, incotporate and integrate different ways of knowing, look at going

beyond the analysis of a situation through action, build caring relationships and carry out

inductive research. There was one instructor who indicated that he thought he did not

have time to emphasizethe eletnents associated with constructive thinking, but showed in

his responses to the close-ended questionnaire items that he valued constructive thinking

as part of teaching students how to write a research paper. This seemed remarkable,

because at the time that he completed the questionnaire he had not been formally

introduced to the concept of constructive thinking. There were no differences related to

gender, age or experience in the instructor dataregarding who would readily use

constructive thinking in their classrooms.

Study Three focused on how professors from selected disciplines who had

participated in a workshop entitled Transforming Critical Thinking to Constructive

Thinking use constructive thinking in their courses. Other areas that were addressed in

Study Three were professorial views on critical and constructive thinking, challenges and

concerns associated with integrating constructive thinking into instructional practice, and

different philosophies regarding constructive thinking. While the professors believed in
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general that constructive thinking needed to be ternpered by critical thinking, one

professor frorn Architecture believed that constructive thinking was "very much [on] the

cutting theoretical edge...couched in tenns of cornrnunicative action." Professors frorn

the Faculty of Nursing linked critical thiriking to the scientific side of the profession and

constructive thinking to the humanitarian side.

When operationalizingthe first strand of the definition of constructive thinking

that centered on constructive thinking as being a reflective and active process that values

the role of experience, one Nursing professor used the analogy of a microwave oven. In

leaming, "You just need stand time." While one professor from Anthropology suggested

that building caring relationships rnight lead to ethical dilemmas, a professor from the

Nursing faculty thought that caring distinguished between nurses who were dutiful and

efficient, and nurses who were, in addition, also concerned with the overall welfare of

patients. In discussing the last strand of constructive thinking, creating new ideas and

concepts that benefit society, the professors suggested that this elernent distinguishes

between professionals who make a commitment to develop professionally and those who

are content to maintain the status quo.

Professors felt that there needed to be time spent on exarnining how constructive

thinking could be incorporated into their programs. Many of the professors in this group

of ten identified with particular strands of the constructive thinking definition and

believed that they were cuffently irnplementing aspects of constructive thinking into

classroom practice. When asked if they believed constructive thinking could be

rneasured, one professor from Nursing indicated that he thought he could measure

constructive thinking by exarnining qualitative data, through: obseruations, individual
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conferences, and joumal entries. For two of these professors, recogrlized teachers of

excellence, just bringing what they did fi'orn the subconscious to the conscious level was

irnportant. Their aim was to examine their practice further based on the study of

constructive thinking.

Dis ct tss ion o.f Findings

D i s t ingui s hin g C o ns tr uc t iv e fr o m C r í t i c ct I Thinlcing

Similarities. Based on a review of the questionnaire items constructed from a

synthesis of the literature on critical and constructive thinking, it is not surprising to find

that three of the five subset pairings overlap (problem/question at issue and reflective

process valuing experience, assumptions and other ways of knowing, supportin g data and

active process valuing experience). An examination of the questionnaire shows that

problern/question at issue and reflective process valuing experience are counterparts of

one another in that they both require the writer to be clear about the problern or research

question and to possess an in depth understanding of the topic. But as John Dewey

observed, and as set out in the definition of constructive thinking, irnagination leads

leamers to meanings derived from past experiences and brings those meanings to the

present, providing new insights and a more conscious understanding of what is being

learned (cited in Greene, 1995). The items in this section of the questionnaire failed to

identify this facet of constructive thinking and the items in this section of the

questionnaire may not, therefore, have discriminated between the two forms of thinking.

Where assumptions and different ways of knowing interconnect are in using

reason to formulate a position. The focus of a research paper from a critical thinking

perspective is to build an argument in order to persuade the reader that the position is

justified (Ennis, 1987; McPeck, 1981; Paul, L992;Pascarella &Terenzini, 1991). The
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constructive thinking section of the questionnaire also ernphasized fonnulating a cTear

argument. It is not sutprising, therefore, that the questionnaile did not discliminate

between the two tenets, critical and constructive thinking, on these dimensions.

Supporling data is necessary in taking a position regardless of thinking stance. From a

constructive thinking point of view, there is sirnilarly, the need to review factual

information and the qualification that a position be based on evidence. Constructive

thinking also attempts to have students develop inner voice through the integration of

different ways of knowing (reason, irnagination, intuition, and emotion) (Belenky et al.,

1997 ; Cambourne, 2000; Palmer, 1999 ; Piaget, 79 66, Schon, 1 983 ; Thayer-Bacon, 2000).

It seeks to expand upon the justified position to create optimal or progressive solutions to

problems, looking for answers that may not yet have been explored or pursued (DeBono,

2000). Differences between these two forms of thinking on this dirnension (assumptions,

different ways of knowing) wele not captured in this subset pairing.

The critical thinking dimension of quality of supporting evidence (persuading

your audience that your stance on the issue is well-supported) is related to the

constructive thinking element of active process valuing experience (drawing on

references and experience, making personal connections, internalizing intrinsic values,

and learning something new). The critical thinking dimension, however, is more external

in that it attempts to draw from other references, while the constructive thinking

dimension is more internal, seeking understanding frorn the integration of different ways

of knowing. The distinction between extemal and internal learning in conducting

research was not captured by the questionnaire as it currently stands.
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Differences. Correlational analysis findings on two of the five subset pairings

(perspectives/position and caring relationships and consequences and concepts benefiting

society) indicated differences between critical and constructive thinking. Students were

asked about the value of including opposing positions on their topic in their research

papers. While critical and consttuctive thinking reinforce the imporlance of acquiring

references and assuming a position, constructive thinking differs frorn critical thinking in

that constructive thinking endeavors to have students build caring relationships. Students

are encouraged to share their ideas with others, receive feedback on their research papers

from a peer or a professor during class time, listen respectfully to other points of view

and, in the process, develop sensitivity as well as new insight. According to Noddings

(2003), when we teach morality from a rational cognitive approach, "We fail to share

with each other the feelings, the conflicts, the hopes and ideas that influence our eventual

choices. We share only the justification for our acts and not what motivates and touches

us" (p. 8). The questionnaire did, therefore, discrirninate between these two separate

dimensions of critical and constructive thinking. The writing course instructors captured

these differences aptly when they referred to the linear nature of critical thinking,

assessing heafts, not just heads, and the place of intuition or "Faye" in constructive

thinking.

The questionnaire also discriminated between the critical thinking dimension

associated with consequences and the importance ofjustifying an argument in

comparison to constructive thinking which emphasizes concepts that benefit society--

how the research impacts a farnily member, an organization, the community, the

environrnent or society as a whole. A paper written from a critical thinking perspective
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reflects well-suppofied research and is rewarded as a complete and graded product. To

use constructive thinking demands that students look within and beyond the parameters

of the research literature, and apply their insight and creativity to imagine new

possibilities in their own lives and the lives of those in their community (Cunningham &.

F itzgerald, 1 996 ; DeBono, 2000; John-Stein er, 7 997 ; Manzo, 1 99 8 ).

Although all of the 099.111 writing instructors viewed critical thinking as

essential in teaching students how to write a research paper, three participants perceived a

difference between critical and constructive thinking and associated benefits with both

types of thinking. They identified five main differences between critical and constructive

thinking. From their perspective, constructive thinking values experience, incorporates

and integrates different ways of knowing, looks at going beyond the analysis of a

situation through action, builds caring relationships and develops inductive approaches to

research. There were no differences related to instructor gender, age, or years of teaching

experience and views on constructive thinking.

Critical thinking was viewed by instructors as one form of knowing and way of

interacting with the world, often reinforced in the western university setting as a tradition

borrowed from the Greeks. Critical thinking was matched with the use of logic and

reason, to deductive research, to the ability to create a well-formed argument and to

Bloom's Taxonomy. Critical thinking was described as more of an evaluative and linear

process as well as being more theoretical than constructive thinking. Three instructors

thought that critical thinking should be the focus of instruction when writing a research

paper. These three instructors felt students required critical thinking skills to form a solid
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knowledge base before they were introduced to constructive thinking. These convictions

were goveffted, in paft, by course time constraints and perceived language barriers.

Findings frorn this qualitative analysis are substantiated by the literature on

critical thinking. Students in post-secondary classes dominated by critical thinking are

conditioned to believe that they rnust use their logical reasoning skills to ask and answer

questions, identify issues and assumptions, differentiate fact frorn opinion, engage in

rnaking assertions, make correct inferences, and analyze arguments. Clarifying,

defending, challenging, or judging the positions of others based on logic is what is valued

(Beck, 2000; Galotti, 1 998; Halp em, 7993 ; McWhorter, 2000, Novelli, 2000 Tsui, I 998 ;

wilson, 1998:- zeidler & Duplass, 2002). Thus, students leam that in developing a

university assigrunent, an objective, neutral voice is preferred. Reporting research

findings supported by both facts and documented research is, in many cases, a sign that a

high degree of academic excellence has been attained. The relationship between research

paper, final course grades and critical thinking revealed in Study One confirmed this

assumption.

When the instructors had an opportunity to think about the operational definition

of constructive thinking, they were able to relate the strands to their teaching practice and

explain how those strands differed from critical thinking. In contrast to critical thinking,

there is little infonnation on how constructive thinking translates into instructional

practice at the post-secondary level. Constructive thinking attempts to have students look

at themselves as a whole (mind, body, and spirit) (DeBono, 2000; Thayer-Bacon, 2000),

while critical thinking is restricted mainly to the use of the intellect (Beck, 2000; Galotti,

1998; Halpem, 1993; McWhorter, 2000; Novelli, 2000; Tsui, 1998;Wilson, 1998;
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Zeidler & Duplass, 2002). Constructive thinking extends critical thinking in that

constructive thinking ernphasizes: a reflective and active process valuing experience

(Belenky et al. 1997; Canbourne, 2000' Pahner, 1999;Piaget,7966; Schon, 1983;

Thayer-Bacon, 2000; Vygotsky, 193411962); different ways of knowing, integrating

reason, irnagination, emotion and intuition (Cambourne, 2000; Belenky et aI.,1997;

Palmer, 1999; Schon, 1983; Thayer-Bacon, 2000); developing caring relationships

(Lipsitz, 1995; Noddings, 1984, 7992,7995,2003); and creating new ideas and concepts

that benefit society (DeBono, 2000,}y'ran2o,1998). Thus, constructive thinking seerns to

go beyond critical thinking.

Levels of critical and constructitte thinlring. A comparison of the views of

students who scored high on critical thinking with the views of students who scored high

on constructive thinking indicated few differences. Both groups of students seemed to

have the same intent: to complete the research paper as a final product to be subrnitted for

grading. Gibson (1985) indicates that rnost of the time students are perfonning tasks that

require the repetition of facts for no more apparent objective than to rneet minimal

requirements and pass. They then repeat the process in the next class.

Insttuctors who had high critical or constructive thinking questionnaire scores

indicated a similar thinking stance in their interviews. There was only one out of the eight

cases in which there was not a match. Even though the instructors were not farniliar with

the concept of constructive thinking until they were interviewed, their responses reflect

tacit knowledge or latent understanding of how it could relate to research paper writing.

Critical and constructíve thinking in relation to student performance ie. research

paper, final grades, and portfolio ratings. A further examination of the constructs of
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critical and constructive thinking that colnpared close- and open-ended responses to

research paper and final grades, as well as portfolio ratings, revealed that there were

differences in student perfonnance for those with high critical and high constructive

thinking scores. Students with high critical thinking scores perfomred better on both

research paper and fìnal grades than high constructive thinking students. These findings

suggest that critical thinking is reinforced and rewarded in the university setting, while

constructive thinking is not. The focus in assessing research assignrnents appears to be

on the use of reason and forming a logical argument (Ennis, 1987; McPeck, 1 981 ; Paul,

7992;Pascarella &.Terenzini, 1991). There were wide discrepancies among raters in the

assessment of the writing portfolios. As discussed fuither in "Limitations" section,

findings based on porlfolio evaluations were therefore deemed inconclusive.

Gender. Based on questionnaire findings, there was also a statistically significant

relationship between student gender and critical and constructive thinking. Compared to

males, fernale students tended to have higher scores on constructive thinking with higher

scores on the following constructive thinking subsets: reflective process valuing

experience, integrating different ways of knowing, and developing caring relationships.

There were no other significant critical/constructive thinking relationships related to

gender.

A qualitative research study conducted by Belenky et al. (1997) supports this

gender-related finding for the subset pairings reflective process valuing experience and

integrating different ways of knowing. After interviewing 145 women, Belenky and her

colleagues (1997) found the following themes regarding knowing emerged: silence,

received knowledge (listening to the voice of others), subjective knowledge (the inner
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voice), procedural knowledge (the voice of reason), and constmcted knowledge

(integrating the voices). Constructed knowledge shares some of the characteristics of

constructive thinking in that constructed knowledge is an attempt to integrate knowledge

felt intuitively with knowledge learned from others. Belenky and her colleagues (1991)

describe this process of corning to know as weaving together the strands of rational and

emotive thought and integrating objective and subjective knowing, allowing individuals

to look from the inside out and the outside in. When individuals look within, they are

reflecting on what their different ways of knowing (reason, imagination, emotion,

intuition) are telling thern. This integration of different ways of knowing is their inner

voice. If individuals are aware of their inner voice, they act with irnmediate insight into

the situation in which they find themselves.

For wotnen to have scored higher than men on the subset of building caring

relationships is not an unexpected finding. Noddings (1954;2003) believes that caring is

a feminine approach to ethics and moral education. It is "more typical of women than of

Íren." (p.2). She explains that:

An ethic built on caring is, I think, characteristically and essentially
ferninine - which is not to say, of course, that it cannot be shared by
lren, any more than we should care to say that traditional moral
systems cannot be embraced by women. But an ethic of caring arises,
I believe, out of our experience as women, just as the traditional
logical approach to ethical problems arises more obviously frorn
masculine experience (p. 8).

In our society, it is traditionally wornen who have assumed the role of caring for others

(Noddings, ß8a;2003).

Language and culture. Two unexpected findings from the quantitative data

analysis suggest that language and cultural background may play arole in thinking
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stance. Students whose first language was not English had higher scores on the critical

thinking subset of quality of supporting evidence compared to students whose first

language was English. Students whose first language was not English may examine the

evidence and source of evidence more closely to look for precision, relevance and

completeness, observe cause and effect and address existing or potential consequences.

Perhaps because Eriglish is not their first language, they were taking more time to check

or verify the meaning of what they were reading and writing. It is unclear whether or not

an awareness of another language and culture impacts the critical or constructive thinking

process as the close-ended items require further refinement.

Students whose first language was not English also scored significantly higher on

three out of the five subsets of constructive thinking: different ways of knowing, building

caring relationships, and concepts benefiting society. Those students whose first language

was not English thus seemed to internalize the importance of providing evidence to

support their research as was ernphasized in their classes, but cultural values may also

have factored into their responses. Findings were different, however, when the

critical/constructive thinking responses of national and intemational students were

compared. A one-way ANOVA indicated that national students had higher scores on two

subsets of critical thinking; problern/question at issue and conclusions/implicating

consequences. This finding suggests that national students are more familiar with taking

time to develop a thesis statement and formulating arguments based on research. Further

in depth research to establish how thinking stance rnay be influenced by language and

culture is required.
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Integration of constrttctive thinking along with critical thinlcing in the 099.1 I I

writing course and other selected disciplines. In exploring how constructive thinking

could be translated frorn theory into practice in the 099.111 writing course cornpadsons

were made between student and instructor questionnaire data and follow up instructor

interviews for each course section.

There is still a question rernaining as to whether these instmctors influenced the

thinking stance of their students. The quantitative findings did not indicate a significant

statistical relationship between instructor/student thinking stance. This result was not

unexpected. The instructor and student questionnaires were administered approximately

midway into the course. Unfortunately, there was no end-of-course questionnaire

adrninistered to allow comparisons to determine growth or developrrent in thinking

stance over the course of instruction.

Based on the findings from both the open-ended questionnaire responses and the

interuiew transcripts, instructors exhibited a particular thinking stance while teaching the

process of writing, and these expectations were part of their instructional style. They

emphasized critical thinking as part of the course curiculum.

The cornposition of each class section was different for each of the nine

participating course sections and had different numbers of students with high critical and

high constructive thinking scores. It was interesting to note that the instructor who had

the highest constructive thinking score also had the second highest critical thinking score.

He had the highest response rate for portfolio submissions among the group of eight

instructors. On the extreme end, the instructor who had the lowest constructive thinking

score had an average critical thinking score. Based on the number of students in his class,
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he had the lowest number of portfolios subrnissions. Any findings from this data,

however, would need to be substantiated in further studies with a larger number of

participants.

Professors from selected disciplines wanted to balance elements of critical and

consttuctive thinking in their instruction. They were able to distinguish the difference

between both fonns of thinking, and in doing so encouraged their students to: find

optimal solutions to problems by working together with peers, rcalize that learning is an

ongoing process that extends into their professional life, and know that they will

ultirnately be placed in situations where there is no immediate right or wrong answer.

Students were given hypothetical real-life situations and asked to find optimal solutions.

They also hoped to draw on student knowledge and experience and have thern share their

ideas as they studied course content. They believed that when students are not sure about

answers or solutions to problems, they tnust, as active learners, find out more about the

subject area and ask questions. Explaining "Why?" was perceived as particularly

irnportant to learning. The professors constructed a leaming environment in which

students had opportunities to discover how knowledge about a topic can be pieced

together like a puzzle, with each student adding a dimension (Greene, 1995; Pahner,

1998; Thayer-Bacon, 2000). The professors also asked their students to go beyond the

parameters of their classroom and apply their insight and creativity to imagine new

possibilities in their own lives and in their comrnunity (Cunningham &,Fitzgerald,1996;

DeBono, 2000; John-Steiner, 7997 ; Manzo, 1 998).

For two professors, it was important that students learned to be humble, open to

other perspectives and make learning a lifetime process. Students must know that it is
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necessary to work with others. They are pafi of a system where every one is

interconnected. By serving as role models, they wanted their students to becorne more

aware of the needs of others as well as their own. According to Noddings (1992),there

are four rnajor components to moral education: modeling, dialogue, practice and

confinnation. When students are shown and told that they matter and this is modeled

while they leam, they feel valued for who they are and know what it means to be cared

for. Through open-ended dialogue, students connect with each other as they search for

colrlnon understanding, ernpathy, or appreciation and they build substantial knowledge

fiom one another as they listen (Noddings, 7984,1992,7995,2003).

All of the professors who were interviewed indicated that they were using

constructive thinking in their disciplines. They felt crjtical thinking enabled them to

create a solid technical knowledge base, whereas constructive thinking extended student

leaming to include building interpersonal relationships and applying their knowledge to

real-life scenarios. This f,rnding reinforces the difference between critical and

constructive thinking by highlighting the need to build caring relationships as well as new

concepts and ideas to benefit society (DeBono, 2000; Thayer-Bacon, 2000).

These professors also employed a variety of instructional fonnats, including

lectures, small and large group discussion, use of fihns and artifacts, and individual

interviews, films. In contrast to earlier studies (Goodlad, 1983; Karp, 1985), who

reported finding minimal student-teacher interaction and little or no emphasis on higher-

order thinking, professors described how important it was to consider the different

abilities and interests of their students. These findings fit with the tenets of effective
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teaching that encourage taking student diversity and the dynarnic interplay of rnotivation

and cognition into account in college classrooms (Chisrn, 1998; Pintrich, 1998).

When the findings from interview transcripts were coffipared to the theoretical

characteristics of constmctive thinking classrooms, as described in Chapter Two, there

were many sirnilarities between practice and theory:

a) a safe, encouraging atrnosphere for students to express themselves,
b) differentiate instruction that appeals to the diverse backgrounds and gifts of

students,
c) tirne to share ideas, reflect, revise and edit woLk,
d) opportunities for students to choose topics that are intrinsically motivating
e) ongoing formative assessment, interaction, and conferences with peers,

instructors/professors and others about what is being leamed,
Ð the development of self-efficacy,
g) lessons connected to students' lives and comrnunity and
h) a curiculum that is centered around caring.

When these characteristics were compared to professional practice as shown

through the interviews, almost all were evident. A curriculum that is centered around

caring, was perhaps, least developed, although three participants from the Faculty of

Nursing spoke about how essential caring is to their profession. From the transcript

analysis, three more characteristics emerged: creating a process for discovery, capturing

the"aha" trtoûtents, and drawing out students' interests, abilities, and experiences as

opposed to cramming in content.

Constructive thinking enables professors to draw upon student interests, abilities

and experience and engage them during the learning process by creating a cornmunity of

leamers. If students are taught to value different ways of knowing and to build caring

relationships with others, the learning emphasis changes. Students are not just thinking

about attaining high grades but how they can help others and benefit society. Critical
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thinking draws upon student intellect and individual perfonnance. If critical and

constructive thinking were partners in the learning process, students' caring side would

begin to be nurtured. Constructive thinking asks students to think about how ideas and

concepts can be applied in a progressive manner so that society as a whole benefits. If

students were taught that constructive thinking was imporlant at the university level, they

could take what they learned and apply these principles in their career. They would be

able to incotporate different ways of knowing into their practice, focus on caring, develop

initiative, and balance deductive with inductive research.

Conclusions

The definition of constructive thinking used in this exploratory study is new. It is

a synthesis of combined works and defined as a reflective and active process valuing

experience that integrates different ways of knowing including reason, irnagination,

intuition, and emotion, builds caring relationships with others, and creates new ideas and

concepts that benefit society (Hewlett, 2003). While the student/instructor questionnaire

did differentiate between critical and constructive thinking on two dimensions

(perspectives/position and caring relationships, and consequences and concepts

benefiting society), further refinement of the questionnaire is required to capture the

differences between problern/question at issue and reflective process valuing experience,

assumptions and other ways of knowing, as well as quality of supporting data and active

process valuing experience. While some pafiicipants felt the wording of the definition of

constructive thinking was too "touchy, feely" and objected to the use of words having to

do with emotion, intuition and caring, participants who supported the constructive

thinking definition believed that it had merit. They appreciated the inclusion of other
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ways of knowing, the ethic of caring as well as the progressive and humanistic direction

ofcreating new ideas and concepts to benefit society.

Thirteen of the eighteen respondents, even those who had not seen the definition

before being interviewed, were able to articulate how they applied critical and

constructive thinking to their classroom practice and were able to distinguish the

difference between both fonns of thinking. When participants reviewed the definition,

instructors and professors were able to explain how they applied strands of constructive

thinking in their practice and assessrrent citing the importance of:

l) integrating different ways of knowing as part of the leaming process,
2) demonstrating caring so that students in turn would rnodel caring to others,
3) connecting student learning to real life scenarios so that students could see

beyond the parameters of the classroom,
4) drawing on student abilities and strengths through differentiated instruction as

opposed to cramming in content,
5) facilitating and valuing collaboration during class time,
6) rnodeling active listening during one-to-one conversations and class

discussions,
7) discovering that leaming is more than right or wrong answers that need to be

justified but incorporates exploring new possibilities
8) looking at going beyond the analysis of a situation through action,
9) making an analogy between constructive thinking and inductive research,
10) creating ideas and concepts to benefit society and
11) valuing students for their experiences as well as for who they are, as opposed

to valuing only their academic performance.

Even though the questionnaire data from students indicated that strands of

constructive thinking were gender specific, with female scores higher on certain

subsets, the qualitative data from the interuiews seemed to suggest otherwise. Both

women and men viewed either all or some of these constructive thinking strands as

important and were integrating elements of constructive thinking into their classroom

practice. The number of interviews was too srnall to make any inferences, however.

Further research into gender and constructive thinking is required. Findings regarding
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differences in thinking stance related to language and culture also opens new avenues

for future research.

Parlicipants who were interested in constructive thiriking did not seem

constrained by faculty. There appeared to be interest at the post secondary level in

finding ways to balance critical and constructive thinking within instructional practice.

Some participants mentioned that there was a particular challenge associated with

using constructive thinking in undergraduate classrooms. They honored the

development of a solid, technical base on critical thinking before introducing concepts

related to constructive thinking. There were, however, two professors, recognizedby

the university as teachers of excellence, who did focus on constructive thinking at the

undergraduate as well as the graduate level.

The overall question was: Can constructive thínkíng, as defined in this study,

be captured in a theoretically-based definition and applied to specific teaching and

learning, for example, (a) in an undergraduate universìty course þcusing on writing a

research paper? and (b) in other courses in selected disciplines? This study attempted

to develop and assess an operational definition of constructive thinking. Constructive

thinking is an abstract concept, that is challenging to quantify. The more efforts are

made to talk to practitioners, and to link theory to practice, the more elements

regarding constructive thinking arise from the subconscious to the conscious level.

From a qualitative perspective, participants in this sfudy believed that constructive

thinking can be measured through dialogue, observations, joumal entries, and

individual interviews. These measures of constructive thinking require further study.
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The rubric to assess the presence of constructive thinking in student writing portfolios

also needs refinement.

Based on the findings frorn this study, there was overlap from constructive

thinking theory to instructional practice in a variety of disciplines. The irnplications of

these findings may (1) help students to extend their leaming beyond critical thinking;

(2) assist instructors in teaching students through new methods that embrace

constructive thinking, and (3) guide future researchers in refining the assessment of

critical thinking and constructive thinking. The challenge of future research is to

continue and further identify the various components of constructive thinking and how

these components apply or relate to student learning and instructional practice across

levels and disciplines.

Implications for Clas sroom Instruction

When professors use constructive thinking, they are incorporating many teaching

behaviors used by exemplary teachers. Parris and Block (2004) and Ruddell (2004)

identify behaviors that charactenze influential teachers from primary to secondary grade

levels. In their view, exemplary teaching includes the ability to interact with students

using a wide variety of instructional approaches and activities, incorporate critical

thinking skills, ask questions, provide choice in negotiating assignments, and appeal to

the diverse needs of leamers.

Parris and Block (2004) and Ruddell (2004) emphasize the relationship between

teachers and students and the importance of caring personally. They also cited as

important qualities "being prepared and organized with a clear plan for achieving goals,
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willing to take risks and experiment, being creative, and having high expectations of self,

as well as fostering a love of learning" (Paris & Block, 2004, p. 20).

Implications for Future Research

There are many irnplications for further research that spring from this exploratory

study. Three main areas to consider include refining the def,rnition of constructive

thinking to fui1her delineate it fi'orn critical thinking, conducting an item analysis of each

of the close-ended questionnaire items to establish construct validity and reliability, and

developing better measures of student performance related to critical and constructive

thinking. The portfolio rating rubric and in depth training of raters using exemplars from

this study to establish better inter-rater reliability requires further exploration.

If critical and constnrctive thinking are interrelated but differ according to certain

subset pairings (perspectives/position-caring relationships and consequences-concepts

benefiting society), there are opportunities to explore fuither how these dimensions

operate together, how they differentiate and how they can be measured. Critical thinking

appears to be basic in the developrnent of academic knowledge and is reinforced in a

university setting. Constructive thinking, however, is challenging to measure. It is

connected to different ways of knowing, experience, caring, and concepts that benefit

society.

There may be other elernents of constructive thinking that were not measured by

the questionnaire. While the five subsets of constructive thinking used in this study were

developed from a review of the literature, the fact that the final number of constructive

thinking subsets in the definition was five was also governed by the need to correspond

with the five subsets of critical thinking. Given the early developrnental stage of the
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definition atld the questionnaire, the present items atternpting to delineate and define

constructive thinking are at best limiting. A thorough approach to construct validity and

reliability is required through further itern analysis that focuses on both the quality and

number of test items, as well as administration procedures.

When critical and constructive thinking scores from the close-ended responses

were analyzed, an interesting pattern emerged. The response ratlge between critical and

constmctive thinking scores for the rnajority of student participants on the close-ended

questionnaire items was from six to forty-six points. When students' scores were equal

for both fonns of thinking, research paper and the final grade perfonnance differences

were minimal. Questions that arise from this frnding include: Does this range indicate an

intangible related to perfomance? Is a quantitative methodology the best way to rteasure

the presence/absence of constructive thinking? Perhaps more unobtrusive and long term

fonns of tneasurement would yield more definitive results by observing class interaction,

by assessing writing for tone, by reading joumal entries, or by evaluating long tenn

relationships between instructors and students after graduation.

Based on the quantitative data, it appears that constructive thinking does not

enhance grade performance. The question is, however, if instmctors and professors were

involved in an instructional intervention that ernphasized the value of constructive

thinking would conventional performance levels be improved? Questions that remain

unanswered are: Do instructors with a constructive thinking stance influence students to

become more constructive thinkers? Or, alternately, do critical thinking instructors

influence students in that direction? Or does it matter? Will students adopt a particular
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learning stance regardless and is their perfonnance better when taught by a similar-

rninded instructor?

Furlher, if constructive thinking in addition to critical thinking were to be fostered

and nurtured in the university setting, would students discover other aspects of

thernselves about which they were not aware? Would there be aptitude changes related to

the drive for extrinsic rewards in the fonn of high grades to an appreciation of learning

for the sake of learning?

Limitations

Construct Validity of Close-Ended ltems on the Questionnaire

For this study to be replicated, the close-ended items on the questionnaire need to

be re-examined. The replication would involve a further item analysis to determine

whether items were measuring the respective critical and constructive subsets. If

participant perceptions on each item were sirnilar, then the itern would be worth

retaining. Each of the items needs to be reviewed separately to find out which items

correlate and which items do appear to measure the subset pairings: problerr/question at

issue-reflective process valuing experience, assumptions-other ways of knowing,

supporting data-active process valuing experience, perspectives/position-caring

relationships, and consequences-concepts benefiting society. There were 4ó participants

out of the 165 who did not answer all of the questions. Those questions may have to be

reworded or deleted frorn the questionnaire.

There were 21 unanswered questions that occurred during the adrninistration of

the close ended questionnaire items. These items need to be reviewed separately to

discover whether they were worded in such away that the question was difficult to
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understand or whether students did not have suff,rcient experience writing research papers

to respond. These items would have to be either deleted from the questionnaire or

reworded. To find out if students do not know how to respond to a parlicular item, an "I

don't know" response could be added to the Likerl scale. Once the modifications of the

questionnaire items were made, the questionnaire could be piloted further. Instructions

would direct participants to respond to all items. Should the questionnaire contain a

sirnilar number of items after the item analysis, sixty minutes should be allotted to allow

for completion. Questionnaire pilot testing in this study would have been extremely

beneficial to improve construct validity and reliability.

Many of the questionnaire items are related to the quality of good research writing

and have also been associated with critical thinking skills. Some of the items and

associated values remain to be justified. As this was the first time the definition and the

questionnaire were administered, there are still many areas of the questionnaire to revise.

Reversals. Reversals were included within each subset of the questionnaire to

detect those respondents who were simply checking items without reading and thinking.

Some items require fuither refinement due to a problem with reversal foils. For example,

in the Critical Thinking Subset: Problem/Questíon at Issue: Item#7 "In writing their

research papers, to what extent do you encourage your students to: arrive at a thesis

immediately" was contrasted with Itern #I "In writing their research papers, to what

extent do you encourage your students to: take the time to state the thesis." Itern #7 was

meant to reinforce the premise that time should be taken to "state clearly the thesis" and

"to adjust their thinking regularly" (p. i28) from Paul (1992) Intellectual Standards to

Assess Student Thinking (p.127).
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Another example occurred in item #8 in the Critical Thinldng Subset;

Problem/Question at Issue, "In writing their research papers, to what extent do you

encourage your students to: focus on one main question?" was meant to be a foil or

reversal for Item #3 "In writing their research papers, to what extent do you encourage

your students to: break the question into sub-questions?" This itern should be omitted. If

it is reworded as a revetsal, the itern should capture the idea that the paper focuses only

on one dimension. Washington State University's Critical Thinlcing Rubric (Kelly-Riley

et al., 2001) indicates that for a substantially developed paper, the writer should include

"subsidiary, embedded, or implicit aspects of the main problem."

Item#72 in the Critical Thinking Subset: Assumptions, "In writing their research

papers, to what extent do you have your students: create an argument found in their

research?" was meant to be a foil or reversal for itern #18: "In writing their research

papers, to what extent do you have your students: draw on infonnation not available from

assigned sources." This item attempted to capture the essence of Washington State

University Critical Thinking Rubric regarding position or stance in a research paper, that

is: "fails to clarify the established or presented position relative to one's own."

Further regarding itern # 9, Constructive Thinkíng Subset; Reflective Process

Valuing Experience, that stated, "In writing their research papers, to what extent do you

encourage your students to: choose a topic that has limited research resources?" This item

was not supposed to be a reversal, even though it is coded as such in the coding key.

Item #18 Constructive Thinking Subset: Active Process Valuing Experience rcad

"In writing their research papers, to what extent do you have your students choose an

assigned topic?" This item was a foil or reversal for item #72 "|n writing their research
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papers, to what extent do you have your students choose a research topic that is

meaningful to them." Even though it was rneant to be a reversal for #12, it does not

adequately reflect the scenario offered in the 099.1 I 1 writing course. The 099.1 I 1

students are allowed to choose fiom a variety of assigned topics or design a proposal to

develop a topic that is more meaningful and purposeful to ther¡. This itern should be

worded differently to reflect this scenario.

Many items may not be clearly related to the concept of constructive thinking

such as two question items in the constructive thinking section that were reversals:

'oFocus on the research paper as a means to an end" (Item 49) and "View the research

paper as a completed product" (Item 50). These items should be deleted frorn the

questionnaire as they reflect attitude toward the assigrunent as opposed to interest in the

subject.

The coding key also needed to indicate all of the reversals. Two items that did not

show the reversal of critical thinking "to accept public information without question"

(Itern 26) and "automatically dismiss positions different from your own" (Item 34). Why

should it be anti-constructive to choose a topic that has limited research resources (ltem

9) or to choose an assigned topic (ltem 18)? In addition, many items rnay not be clearly

related to the concept of constructive thinking. These question items would have to be

discussed, analyzed and evaluated in order to determine their relevance. In particular,

there were two question items in the constructive thinking section that were reversals:

"focus on the research paper as a means to an end" (Item 49) and "view the research

paper as a completed product." For these problems to be addressed, dialogue arnong the

099.1I1 instructors would have to occur to create a more refined rubric to delineate the
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differences between the two fonns of thinking and how they would be represented in

resealch writing.

Range of Scores Between High and Low Critical and Constructive Thinking

The low and high scores were dernarcated by l-12 > 13. The difference between

12 and 13 is questionable because there was little difference between the low and high

ranges of critical and constructive thinking. The high and low levels were created to

detemine whether there was another way to examine student performance and instructor

practice qualitatively. It was interesting to obserue how many points there were between

the critical and constructive thinking scores for each participant. As there are many

concerns regarding the instrurnent used to measure critical and constructive thinking, the

associated values remain to be justified. (See Appendix G.)

Portfolio Ratings

After revisions have been made to the constructive thinking rubric, it is

imperative that all of the reviewers be trained on how to use the constnrctive thinking

rubric. If the constructive thinking rubric is to develop better inter-rater reliability scores,

it would be irnportant to follow The Washington State University Writing Project model.

Over the last three years, the Washington State University has provided its faculty with a

one thousand dollar incentive to become involved in their writing project and refine the

critical thinking rubric (Kelly-Riley,2005). For faculty members to receive one thousand

dollars, they must attend a two to three day workshop on how to use the critical thinking

rubric with their students. Once training has been completed, participating faculty

tnembers instruct their students on the evaluation criteria used in the rubric and assess

student research papers based on the rubric. These faculty members, however, do not
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mark the research papers independently. They assess the papers using the critical thinking

rubric together with exernplars with a group of faculty members until all of the student

work has been graded. New exemplars of the critical thinking rubric are collected over

each semester. Portfolio raters in any future study could be trained to identify critical and

constructive thinking elements using exemplar portfolios frorn the cunent study. The

Washington State University Writing Project also offers "brown bag" information

sessions over lunch periods during the semester so that students and faculty can review

the critical thinking rubric anchors, ask questions, clarify misunderstandings and receive

feedback.

Instructor Feedbaclc Related to Constructive Thinlting Definition

Some of the instructors had diffrculty with the definition of constructive thinking

and reacted with surprise when asked how to respond. It would have been beneficial to

hear more about what they had to say. Unfortunately the instructors only had time to react

to the definition on paper during the interview. In Study Three, the responses were

lengthier because the professors were already farniliar with the concept.

Measurability of Constructive Thinking

A question remains as to whether or not constructive thinking needs to be

fonnally measured by quantitative means. Perhaps more unobtrusive and long tenn forms

of measurement would yield more definitive results. For example, a writing course

instructor who was a participant in Study Two suggested that constructive thinking could

not be quantified but could be measured qualitatively by observing relationships and by

examining different ways of representing knowledge, such as art. Two felt that elements

of constructive thinking could be analyzed by evaluating writing in terms of tone. One of
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the professors in Study Three who believed he had unconsciously irnplemented strands of

constructive thinking during his classroom practice over the years, knew hirnself to be

successful when students sought hirn out after earning their university degrees in

Engineering. Another professor from Soil Management wondered if it was necessary to

measure constructive thinking at all as long as it was a choice of emphasis for teaching

practitioners. One Nursing professor believed qualitative data (observation, dialogue,

journal entries) reflected strands of constructive thinking.

Constructive thinking is an elusive concept. The most important question is

whether or not further examination of the concept would be valuable. For students to be

able to integrate different ways of knowing, build caring relationships, and create new

ideas and concepts are, in and of thernselves, irnporlant. Through constructive thinking,

students learn that their inner voice plays an essential role in their lives and helps them to

grow and develop as an intrinsic leamer. What motivates and touches their hearts is what

inspires them to want to leam and help others. The beauty that lies within each of the

participants does not have to be measured, but nurtured. If post-secondary teachers instill

these values, this exploratory study has investigated the heart of learning and teaching.

Epilogue

Many of the characteristics that exernplify influential teaching parallel the

characteristics related to constructive thinking classrooms. When professors balance

critical thinking with constructive thinking, they appeal not only to objective, scientific

views of the world, but also incorporate humanistic elements related to teaching and

learning. They are viewing student strengths and abilities from a holistic perspective.
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So rnuch of our world has disconnected us from our souls. Our growth and

development is not through material gain, it is through the nourishment of students'

minds, hearts, and bodies that we create an investment for the future and the next

generation. When we are able to show caring in everything we say and do, we are

conveying what everyone so desperately needs--a caring for the mind, body, and spirit of

every living thing within the environment in which we live.
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Questionnaire For 099.111 Student

Section A: Demographícs

Please circle the appropriate category:

1 How many credit hours are you taking this year'? (Note: half courses:
3 credit hours, fulI courses : 6 credit hours)

a)3 b)6 c)9 d)t2 e)15

2. If more than l5 credit hours, how many credit hours are you taking this year'?

a) 18 b) 2l c) 24 d) 21 e) 30 or more

3. Gender: a) Fernale b) Male

Please answer 4 or 5:

4. Your age if between 17-26:

a) 17-18 b) 19-20 c) 21-22 d) 23-24 e) 25-26

5. Your age if 27 or older'l

a) 27-30 b) 3l-35 c) 36-40 d) 4l-45 e) older rhan 45

6. Your grade point average (%) in your last year of high school:

a) 50olo orless b) 51-55% c) 56-60% d) 61-65% e) 66-70%

If lrigher thanl}Yo go to the next question

1. Your grade point average (%) in your last year of high school:

a)71-75% b)76-80% c) 81-85% d)86-90% e)91-100%

8. What percentage (%) do you expect to get in 099.1 1 I Introductory to University at the end?

a) 50 % or less b) 51-5s% c) 56-60% d) 61-65% e) 66-70%

If higher thanT0o/o go to the next question

9. What percentage (%) do you expect to get in 099.I 1 1 Introductory to University at the end?

a)1t-75% b)76-80% c) 81-85% d)56-90% e)91-100%

Note: Questions l-9 are fro¡n Dr. Schonwetter's Questionnaire FYEO2X-l
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Section B: How to Use Critical Tltinking in the Process of Building A Research Pøper

Problem/Question At Issue

When writing your research paper, to what extent did you:

Ncvel Seldom...Sonretimes...Olten...Very Oftcn

L Take the time to state the thesis
2. Try to be clear about the question you are

atternpting to settle
3. Break the question into sub-questions
4. Find solutions to the problem
5. Be clear about the thesis
6 Have unanswered questions about the topic
1. Arrive at the thesis immediately
8. Focus on one main question
9. Answer all questions about the topic
10. Choose a significant problem to research

Assumptions

When writing your research paper, to what extent did you:

12345
12345
12345
12345
r2345
12345
12345
12345
12345

Never Seldom Solnetirnes Olten Very Oftelt

I 1. Take the infonnation source as truth
72. Create an argument as found in the research literature
13. Make reasonable assumptions
14. Judge background facts
15. Consider the evidence supporting your argument
16. Spell out the implications of your reasoning in as

clear and precise a way as possible
17. Question the validity of the information source

Draw on information not available from assigned
sources

19. Address pros and cons that underlie the issue
20. Identify the key assumptions that underlie the issue

1

1

I
1

I

2

2

2

2
2

3

J

3

J

3

4
4
4
4
4

5

5

5

5

5

2

2

J

.J

5

5

I
1

1

2

2

2

J

J

J

4
4

4

5

5

5

*: This questionnaire format will change when administered to the students. The critical and constructive
thinking items will be randomized and subsets will not be indicated.

4
4

K.HewlettO2003
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When writing your research paper, to what extent did you:

Constructive Thinking 23 I

Never- Seldom Sonretinles Ofìen Verv Often

21. Repeat infomration provided in research
22. Question the evidence for accuracy
23. Persuade your audience that your stance on the

issue is well-supported
24. Focus on information relevant to the question

at issue
25. Distinguish between fact and opinion
26. Accept public information without question
27. Add information not described in the research review
28. Create an argument based on opinion
29. Assirnilate information in an organized manner
30. Deny evidence without adequate justification

2

2

J

J

4
+

5

5

P ersp ectiv es /P o s iti on

When \ryriting your research paper, to what extent did you:

Nevel Seldom Sonretinres Often Very Often

31. Present your own perspective in the analysis of
the issue

32. Support your perspective from experience
33. Try to persuade your audience that yourposition

is right
34. Automatically dismiss positions different from

your own
35. Discuss other possible perspectives in your

research
36. Actively search for information contrary to your

position
37. Exclude your point of view from the issue
38. Include academic research only
39. Focus on one point ofview found in research
40. Address additional diverse perspectives drawn

from outside information

2

2

J

J

5

5

I
1

1

1

2

2

2
2

J

J

J

J

4

4

4
4

5

5

5

5

12345
r2345
12345
12345
t2345
12345
12345

4

4
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Conclusions/ Implicating Cons equences

When developing your conclusion, to what extent did you:

41. See rvhere the issue could create further problems
42. Draw all points of the argument together
43. Use facts to assert your argument
44. Study the irnplications of your research
45. Write your personal opinion
46. Discuss how the evidence supports the argument
47. Focus only on what is found in the research
48. Not corutect research together
49. Mention possible ramifications
50. Explain the consequences ofthe issue

12345
12345
12345
r2345
12345
12345
12345
12345
r2345
t2345
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section c: How to use constructíve Thinking In The Process of Building A
Research Pøper

Reflectit e Process Valuing Experience

When writing your research paper, to what extent did you:

Nevel Seldorn Sometinles Often Very Ofterr

l. Take time to plan the writing of your ideas in class
2. Assess the quality of your writing as you are

making your drafts
3. Deepen yourunderstanding about the topic from

your readings
4. Select a topic that has a broad range of information
5. Choose a thesis that is already supported through a

wide range of publications
6. Come up with new questions to further research

your topic
1 . Take time to plan the writing of your ideas outside

of class
8. Submit a final copy of your paper without having

completed draft(s)
9. Choose a topic that has linrited research resources
10. Focus on a research issue without asking questions

Active Process Valuing Experience

1

1

I
I

I

I

1

1

I
I

2

2

2

2

2

2

J

J

J

3

3

J

J

3

J

3

4

4
4

4

4

4

4
4
4

5

5

5

5

2

2

2
2

5

5

5

5

5

5

When writing your research paper, to what extent did you:

Never Seldom Sometimes Often Very Often

1L Learn something new
12. Choose a research topic that is meaningful to you
13. Collect a variety oftext references
14. Build a logical argument
15. Support your personal opinion
16. Draw upon your personal experience to comect

with your research topic
17. Collect a variety of internet sources
18. Choose an assigned research topic
19. Focus only on facts from research
20. Negotiate your topic to research

12
12
t2
12
12

12
12
12
t2
l2

J

3

J

J

-t

4

4

4

4
4

4
4
4
4
4

3

J

J

J

-t

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5
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D ilJèr ent'tilay s of l{nowing

When writing your research paper, to what extent do you:

Nevel Seldonl Sometir¡es Often Vcry Oflcn

21. Hypothesized "What if?" or "Supposing That'1"
22. Feel passionate about the issue
23. Listen to your intuition
24. Know the topic is right for you
25. Fonrrulate a clear argument
26. Convey the feeling you have in the tone of your

research paper
27. Remain facfual about the issue
28. Make your approach to research creative
29. Choose a topic based on the amount ofresearch

available
30. Write personal opinion about the issue

Caring Relationships

1

I
1

2

2

2

2
2

When writing your research paper, to what extent do you:

12345
12345
12345
12345
12345

J

J

J

J

3

4
4
4

5

5

5

5

5

4
4

31. Share your research ideas with others
32. Receive feedback on your research paper from the

instructor before you turned it in for grading
33. Listen respectfully to other points of view
34. Have a peer review your research paper
35. Appreciate the points of view of others
36. Discuss your research thesis with your peers

during class time
37. Not share you research paper ideas with others
38. Submit your final paper without having had

feedback
39. Submit your final paper without having had peer

feedback
40. Not bother to collaborate with your peers

I
1

1

I

2

2
2

2

2
2

J

3

J

J

J

3

4

4

4

4

4
4

5

5

5

5

5

5
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New ldeas and Concepts To Benefir Society

When writing your paper, to what extent did you create a research

Nevel Seldonl Sorletilncs

paper that helps:

Often Vcry Ofien

41 . Afarnilymember
42. An organization
43. Someone
44. The environment
45. A community member
46. Society

To what extent was your motivation to:

12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345

Neve¡' Seldoln Sonretimes Often Verv Often

47. Obtain a higher grade
48. Reflect well-supported research
49. Focus on the research paper as a tneans to an end
50. View the research paper as a completed product

r2345
12345
12345
12345
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Section D: Open-Ended Questions

1 . What did you know about writing a research paper before you began the 099.1 1 1

course?

2. What have you learned about writing a research paper while attending the 099.1 I I
course?

3. What do you think is the most itnportant thing about writing a research paper?

4. What factors or conditions help you to write your very best? Please describe in detail.

5. What do you hope to accornplish when you write a research paper?

6. What faculty are you hoping to attend next year after you complete the University
One program? Please indicate why you wish to attend this particular faculty.
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Coding Key Jbr Questionnaire (099.111 Student)

Note: Wlten each subset is scored, there will be a rønge of I0 to 50 points. For eøclt
reversal, aformula of (6 - x) : _ will be used, ( r ) índicates a reverssl.

S ection A: Demogrøphics

Please circle the appropriate category:

1. How many credit hours are you taking this year?
(Note: half courses: 3 credit hours, full courses: 6 credit hours)

a)3 b)6 c)9 d)12 e)15

2. If more than 15 credit hours, how many credit hours are you taking this year?

a) 18 b) 21 c) 24 d) 27 e) 30 or more

3. Gender: a) Female b) Male

4. Your age ifbetween ll-26:

a) 17 -18 b) I 9-20 c) 21-22 d) 23-24 e) 25-26

5. Your age if 2l or older?

a) 27 -30 b) 3 I -3 5 c) 36-40 d) 41-45 e) older rhan 45

6. Your grade point average (%) in your last year of high school:

a) 50%o or less b) 51-55% c) 56-60% d) 6t-65% e) 66-10%

If higher than70%o go to the next question

7 . Your grade point average (%) in your last year of high school:

a)71-75% b)16-80% c) 81-85% d)86-90% e)91-100%

8. What percentage (%) do you expect to get in 099.1 11 Introductory to University at the end?

a) 50 % or less b) 51-55% c) 56-60% d) 61-65% e) 66-70%

If higher thanT0o/o go to the next question

9. What percentage (%) do you expect to get in 099.1 11 Introductory to University at the end?

a)71-75% b)76-80% c) 81-85% d) 86-90% e)9t-100%

Note: Questions 1-9 are from Dr. Schonwetter's Questionnaire FYEO2X-1
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Section B: How to Use Criticøl Thínking in the Process oJ'Building A Reseørch Paper

P r o b lem/Ques tion At I s sue

When writing your research paper, to what extent did you:

Never Seldom. . . Sorrretinles. . . Ol'ten. . . Verv Ofter.r

L Take the time to state the thesis
2. Try to be clear about the question you are

atternpting to settle
3. Break the question into sub-questions
4. Find solutions to the problem
5. Be clear about the thesis
6 Have unanswered questions about the topic
7 . Arrive at the thesis immediately ( r )
8. Focus on one main question ( r )
9. Answer all questions about the topic ( r )
10. Choose a significant problem to research

Asstmtptions

When writing your research paper, to what extent did you:

12345
\2345
r2345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345

t6.

I l. Take the information source as truth ( r )
72. Create an argument as found in research ( r )
13. Make reasonable assumptions
14 Judge background facts
15. Consider the evidence supporting your

argument
Spell out the implications of your reasoning
in as clear and precise a way as possible

Question the validity of the information source
Draw on information not available from assigned
sources
Address pros and cons thaf underlie the issue
Identify the key assumptions that underlie the issue

12345
12345
12345
12345

2345
2345

2345
2345
2345

17.
18.

19.
20.
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Qttality of Supporting Data/Ettidence

When writing your research paper, to what extent did you:

Nevel Seldonr Sonletintcs Ofìcu Vcry Oftcrr

21. Repeat information provided in your literature
review ( r )

22. Question the evidence for accuracy
23. Persuade your audience that your stance on the

issue is well-supported
24. Focus on inforrnation relevant to the question

at issue
25. Distinguish between fact and opinion
26. Accept public inforrnation without question ( r )
27. Add infonnation not described in your literature

review
28. Crea|e an argurnent based on opinion
29. Assimilate information in an organized manner
30. Deny evidence without adequate justihcation ( r )

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

P ers p ec tiv es /P o s iti on

When writing your research paper, to what extent did you:

5

5

5

5

5

5

3

J

J

J

J

J

J

J

)
1

2

2

2

4
4

4
4
4

4

4
4
4

5

5

5

5

Nevel Seldom So¡¡retilnes Often Veru Often

31. Present your own perspective in analyzing the
issue

32. Support your perspective frorn experience
33. Try to persuade your audience that your position

is right
34. Automatically dismiss positions different from

your own ( r')
35. Discuss other possible perspectives in your own

research
36. Actively search for information contrary to your

position
37. Exclude your point ofview from the issue (r )
38. Include academic research only ( r )
39. Focus on one point ofview found in research ( r )
40. Address additional diverse perspectives drawn

from outside information

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
2

2

3

J

J

J

J

J

J

J

J

3

4
4

4

4

4

4
4
4
4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5
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Conclusions/ Implicating Cons equences

When developing your conclusion, to what extent did you:

Nevel' Seldom Sonlctinlcs Olten Vcry Oftcn

41. See where the issue could create further problerus | 2
42. Draw all points of the argument together I 2
43. Use facts to assert your argument I z
44. Sfudy tire irnplications of your research l 2
45. V/rite your personal opinion 1 2
46. Discuss how the evidence supports the argument I 2
47. Focus only on what is found in the research ( r ) I 2
48. Not connect research together ( r ) I 2
49 Mentionpossiblerarnifications(r) I 2
50. Explain consequences ofthe issue I 2

345
345
345
345
345
345
345
345
345
345
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sectíon c: How to use constructive Thinking In The process of Buitding A
Researclt Paper

RefI e c tiv e P r o c es s Voluíng Exp erienc e

When writing your research paper, to what extent did you:

Never Scldotn Sontetintcs Ol'tcn Very Ofìen

1. Take tinie to plan the writing of your ideas in class
2. Assess the quality of your writing as you are ruaking

your drafts
3. Deepen your understanding about the topic frorn

your readings
4. Select a topic that has a broad range of inforrnation
5. Choose a thesis that is already suppor-ted

through a wide range of publications
6. Come up with new questions to further

research your topic
I . Take time to plan the writing of your ideas outside

class
8. Submit a final copy of your paper without having

completed a draft(s) ( r )
9. Choose a topic that has limited research resources ( r )
10. Focus on a research issue without asking questions ( r )

ActÌve Process Valuing Experíence

2

2

I
I
1

2

2

2

When writing your research paper, to what extent did you:

J

J

4
4

5

5

J

J

J

4
4
4

5

5

5

Never Sometimes Often

I l. Learn something new
12. Choose a research topic that is meaningful to you
13. Collect a variety oftext references
14. Build a logical argument ( r )
15. Support your personal opinion
16. Draw upon your personal experience to corulect

with your research topic
17. Collect a variety of internet sources
18. Choose an assigned research topic ( r )
19. Focus only on facts from research (r )
20. Negotiate your topic to research

I
1

1

I
I

2

2

2

2

2

3

J

J

3

t

4
4
4
4
4

5

5

5

5

5

1

I
1

I
I

2

2

2

2

2

3

J

J

J

-1

4
4
4
4
4

5

5

5

5

5
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Different Ways of Knowing

When writing your research paper, to what extent do you:

Nevel' Seldonl Souretinres Often Ve¡v Often

21 . Hypothesized "What if?" or "supposing Thaf?"
22. Feel passionate about the issue
23. Listen to your intuition
24. Know the topic is right for you
25. Formulate a clear argument
26. Convey the feeling you have in the

tone ofyour research paper
27. Remain factual about the issue ( r )
28. Make your approach to research creative
29. Choose a topic based on the amount ofresearch

available
30. Write personal opinion about the issue

1

I
1

I
I

2

2

2

2

2

I
I
I

2

2

2

2

2

Caring Relationships

When writing your research paper, to what extent do you:

J

J

J

J

J

4
4
AI

4
4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

J

3

J

4
4
4

4
4

J

3

Nevel' Seldonl Sonretimes Often Verv Often

3 1. Share your research ideas with others
32. Receive feedback on your research paper

from the instructor before you turned it in for grading
33. Listen respectfully to other points of view
34. Have a peer review your research paper
35. Appreciate the points of view of others
36. Discuss your research thesis with your peers during

class time
37. Not share your research paper ideas with

others ( r )
38. Subrnit your final paper without having had any

feedback ( r )
39. Submit your hnal paper without having had peer

feedback ( r )
40. Not bother to collaborate with your peers ( r )

I
1

I
I

2

2

2

2

J

J

J

J

4
4
4
4

5

5

5

5
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New ldeas and Concepts To Benefit Society

When writing your paper, to what extent did you create a research paper that helps:

Nevel Scldon Sonretinres Oltcn Verv Often

41. A family member
42. Anorganization
43. Someone
44. The environment
45. A community member
46. Society

To what extent was your motivation to:

12345
12345
12345
t2345
12345
t234s

Never Seldom Sometimes Often Very Often

47. Obtain a higher grade ( r )
48. Reflect well-supported research ( r )
49. Focus on the research paper as a means to an end (r )
50. View the research paper as a completed product ( r )

r2345
12345
12345
12345
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Section D: Open-Ended Questions

1. What did you know about wrìting a research paper before you began the 099.1 1 1

course?

2. What have you learned about writing a research paper while attending the 099.1 I 1

course?

3' What do you think is the most imporlant thing about writing a research paper?

4. What factors or conditions help you to write your very best? Please describe in detail.

5. What do you hope to accomplish when you write a research paper?

6. What faculty are you hoping to attend next year after you complete the University
One program? Please indicate why you wish to attend this particular faculty.
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Questíonnaíre For 099. I I I Instructor

Sectíon A: How to Use Critical Tltínking in tlte Process of Building A Reseørch Pøper

Problem/Question At Issue

In writing their research papers, to what extent do you encourage your students to:

Nevcl Seldonr..-Sonletinres...Often...Very Oltcn

1. Take the tirne to state the thesis
2. Try to be clear about the question they are

attempting to settle
3. Break the question into sub-questions
4. Find solutions to the problern
5. Be clear about the thesis
6 Have unanswered questions about the topic
1. A¡rive at the thesis immediately
8. Focus on one main question
9. Answer all questions about the topic
10. Choose a significant problem to research

Assttmptions

In writing their research papers, to what extent do you have your students:

Never Seldonr So¡netinres Often Very Often

1 1. Take the information source as truth
12. Create an argument found in research
13. Make reasonable assumptions
14. Fudge background facts
15. Consider the evidence supporting their

argument
16. Spell out the implications of their reasoning

in as clear and precise a way as possible
17. Question the validity of the information source
18. Draw on information not available from assigned

sources
19. Address pros and cons that underlie the issue
20. Identify the key assumptions that underlie the issue

2

2

J

J

4
4

5

5

2

2

2

J

J

3

4
4
4

5

5

5

+This questionnaire format will change when administered to instructors.
thinking items will be randomized and subsets will not be indicated.

The critical and constructive

12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
t2345

r2345
12345
t2345
12345
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Quality of Supporting Data/Ettidence

In writing their research papers, to what extent do you encourage your students to:

Never Seldonl Sometilres Ofteu Very Often

21. Repeat information provided in their literature review
22. Question the evidence for accuracy
23. Persuade their audience that their stance on the

issue is well-supported
24. Focus on information relevant to the question

at issue
25. Distinguish between fact and opinion
26. Accept public information without question
21 . Add information not described in their literature review
28. Create an argument based on opinion
29. Assimilate information in an orgaruzed manner
30. Deny evidence without adequate justification

4
4

4

4

4
4
4
4
4

Perspectives

In writing their research papers, to what extent do you have your students:

Never Seldor.¡r Sornetimes Often Very Often

123
r23

123

123
r23
123
123
123
123
123

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

31. Present their own perspective in the analysis of
the issue

32. Support their perspective from experience
33. Try to persuade their audience that their position

is right
34. Automatically disrniss positions different from

their own
35. Discuss other possible perspectives of their

issue
36. Actively search for infonnation contrary to their

position
37. Exclude their point of view from the issue
38. Include academic research only
39. Focus on one point ofview found in their review of

the research
40. Address additional diverse perspectives drawn

from outside infonnation

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

4

4
4
4

J

J

J

J

3

12

12

12
t2
12

12

12

2

2
3

J

J

J

-)

4

4
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Conclusions/ Implicating Consequences

In developing their conclusions, to what extent do you

Never

have your students:

Seldonl Sometinres Oficn Verv Often

41. See where the issue could create further problems I
42. Draw all points of the argument together I
43. Use facts to assert their arguments I
44. Study the irnplications of their research 1

45. V/rite their personal opinion I
46. Discuss how the evidence supports the argument I
47. Focus only on what is found in the research l
48. Not connect research together 1

49 Mention possible ramifications I
50. Explain the consequences ofthe issue I

2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
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Section B: How to Use Constructive Tltinking In TIte Process of Building A
Researclt Paper

Reflective Pro cess Valuing Experience

In writing their research papers, to what extent do you encourage your students to:

Nevel' Selclom Sometiurcs Often Very Often

i. Take tirne to plan the writing of their ideas in class | 2

2. Assess the quality of their writing as they are making
their drafts 1 2

3. Deepen their understanding about the topic
from their readings

4. Select a topic that has a broad range of infornation
5. Choose a thesis that is already supported through a

wide range of publications
6. Come up with new questions to further research

their topic
1 . Take tirne to plan the writing of their ideas outside

ofthe classroom
8. Submit a final copy without having completed a draft(s)
9. Choose a topic that has limited research resources
10. Focus on a research issue without asking questions

Active Process Valuing Experience

In writing their research papers, to what extent do you have your students:

Never Seldom Sornetinres Often Very Often

t2
12

34

34

34
34

1234

1234

t234
1234
1234
r234

I 1. Learn something new I 2 3 4
12. Choose a research topic that is meaningful to them 1 2 3 4
13. Collect a variety oftext references 1 2 3 4
14.Buildalogicalargument I 2 3 4
15. Support their personal opinion | 2 3 4
16. Draw upon their personal experience to connect

with their research topic I 2 3 4
17. Collect a variety of intemet sources I 2 3 4
18. Choose an assigned research topic 1 2 3 4
19. Focus only on facts from research I 2 3 4
20. Negotiate a topic to research I 2 3 4
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Dffirent Ways of Knowing

In writing their research papers, to what extent do you encourage your students to:

Nevel Scldom Sornetimes Often Ve¡v Often

21 . Hypothesize "What if?" or "Supposing That?" 1

22.Feel passionate about the issue they are researching I
23. Listen to their intuition I

24.Know the topic is right for them l
25. Fonnulate a clear argument I
26. Convey the feeling they have in the

tone oftheir research papers 1

27. Remain factual about the issue I
28. Make their approach to research creative I
29. Choose a topic based on the amount ofresearch

available
30. Include personal opinions about the issue

Caring Relationships

In writing their research papers, to what extent do you have your students:

Nevel Seldom Sometir¡es Often Very Often

2345
2345
2345
2345
2345

2345
2345
2345

12345
12345

31. Share their research ideas with others
32. Receive feedback on their research paper

from you before they turn it in for grading
33. Listen respectfully to other points of view
34. Have a peer review their research paper
35. Appreciate the points of view of others
36. Discuss their research thesis with their peers during

class time
37. Not share their research paper ideas with others
38. Submit their final paper without having had

your feedback
39. Submit their fìnal paper without having had peer

feedback
40. Not bother to collaborate with peers

2345
2345
2345
2345

2345
2345

45
45

23
23
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New ldeas and Concepts To Benefit Society

T'o what exte¡aË do yow exÈcour age your súmde¡aÉs Éo cneaÉe a research paper fheÉ
heÄps:

Never Seldom Sometimes Often Very Often

41. A family member
42. Atorganization
43. Someone
44. The environment
45. A community member
46. Society

åm wniting thein nesearah pa4lers, to whaÉ extemf do your exaeourage your stwde¡lts Éo:

Never Seldom Sometimes Ofren Very Often

2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345

47. Obtalrl' a higher grade
48. Reflect well-supported research
49. Focus on the research paper as a means to an end
50. View the research paper as a completed product

12345
12345
12345
12345
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S ectí.ova C : tpew-Eraded Qwestiovas

1. Why do you teach writing?

2. What do you think is the most important thing about writing a research paper?

3. How do you develop your students' writing?

4. What factors or conditions help you to teach writing? Please describe in detail.

5. Describe the type of relationship you like to have with your students?
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Coding Key for Questionnaíre (099. 1 I I Instructor)

Note: lVhen eøch subset is scored, there will be a range of 10 to 50 points. For eaclt
reversø\, aformula oÍ (6 - x) : _ will be used. ( r ) indicates a reversøL.

Section A: How tu ase Critical Thinkíng in the Process of Building A Reseqrch Pøper

Problem/Ques tion At Issue

In writing their research papers, to what extent do you encourage your students to:

Ncvel Seldom...Sometinles...Oftcn...Very Ol'ten

l. Take the time to state the thesis
2. Try to be clear about the question they are

attempting to settle
3. Break the question into sub-questions
4. Find solutions to the problem
5. Be clear about the thesis
6. Have unanswered questions about the

topic
1. A¡rive at the thesis immediately (r )
8. Focus on one main question ( r )
9. Answer all questions about the topic ( r )
10. Choose a significant problern to research

Assumptions

I
I
I
1

2

2
2

2

J

J

3

J

4
4
4
4

5

5

5

5

In writing their research papers, to what extent do you have your students:

Nevel Seldonr Souretinres Ofteu Verv Ofteu

12345
t2345
12345
12345
t2345

1 1. Take the information source as truth ( r )
12. Create an argument found in their research ( r )
I3. Make reasonable assumptions
14. Judge background facts
15. Consider the evidence supporting their argurnent
16. Spell out the implications of their reasoning

in as clear and precise a way as possible
17. Question the validity of the information source
18. Draw on information not available from assigned

sources
19. Address pros and cons that underlie the issue
20. Identify the key assumptions that underlie the issue

I
1

I
I
I

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

J

3

J

3

J

4

4
4
4
4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

I
1

I

2

2

2

J

3

J

J

J

5

5

5

4
4
4
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Quality of Supp o r ting D at a/Et,i denc e

In writing their research papers, to what extent do you encourage your students to:

Never Seldom Sometimes Ofien Verv Õflen

21. Repeat information provided in literature review (r )
22. Question the evidence for accuracy
23. Persuade their audience that their stance on the

issue is well-supported
24. Focus on information relevant to the question

at issue
25 Distinguish between fact and opinion
26. Accept public information without question
27. Add information not described in their literature review
28. Crea|e an argument based on opinion
29. Assimilate information in an organized manner
30. Deny evidence without adequate justification ( r )

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Perspectives

In writing their research papers, to what extent do you have your students:

Never Seldom Sontetintes Often Very Often

123
123

123

123
123
123
123
123
t23
123

4

4
5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

3 I. Present their own perspective in the analysis of
the issue

32. Support their perspective from experience
33. Try to persuade their audience that their position

is right
34. Automatically dismiss positions different from

their own
35. Discuss other possible perspectives in their

own research
36. Actively search for information contrary to their

position
37. Exclude their point of view from the issue ( r )
38. Include academic research only ( r )
39. Focus on one point ofview in their review ofthe

research ( r )
40. Address additional diverse perspectives drawn

from outside information

I

I
1

I

2

2

2

2

2

J

J

J

J

3

4
4

4

4

4

4
4
4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

23
z)
¿J

23
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C o nclus io ns / Imp li cating C ons e quenc es

In developing their conclusions, to what extent do you have your students:

Nevel Seldonr Sometinres Ofte¡t Vely Often

41. See where the issue could create further problems I 2 3 4 5
42. Draw all points of the argument together 1 2 3 4 5
43. Use facts to assert their arguments I 2 3 4 5
44. Sfudy the implications of their research l 2 3 4 5
45. Write their personal opinion I 2 3 4 5
46. Discuss how the evidence supports the argument I 2 3 4 5
47. Focus only on what is found in the research ( r) | 2 3 4 5
48. Not connect research together ( r) 1 2 3 4 5
49 Mentionpossibleramifications(r) 1 2 3 4 5
50. Explain the consequences ofthe issue | 2 3 4 5

K.Hewlett@2003
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Section B: How to Use Constructive Thinking In The Process of Buildíng A
Reseørclt Pøper

Refl ec tÌv e P r o c es s Valuing Exp eri enc e

In writing their research papers, to what extent do you encourage your students to:

Nevel Seldom Sometil¡res Ofien Vcry Olten

L Take tirne to plan the writing of their ideas in class
2. Assess the quality of their writing as they are

making their drafts
3. Deepen their understanding about the topic from

their readings
4. Select a topic that has a broad range ofinfonnation
5. Choose a thesis that is already supported tlrough a

wide range of publications
6. Come up with new questions to further research

their topic
7. Take time to plan the writing of their ideas outside

ofthe classroom
8. Submit a fìnal copy without having completed a

draft(s) ( r )
9. Choose a topic that has limited research resources ( r )
i0. Focus on a research issue without asking questions ( r)

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
2

2

J

)

J

J

J

J

3

J

3

)

4

4

4
4

4

4

4

4
4
+

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

Actitte Process Valuing Experíence

In writing their research papers, to what extent do you have your students:

Nevel Seldorn Sometirnes Often Very Often

1 l. Learn something new
12. Choose a research topic that is meaningful to them
13. Collect a variety oftext references
14. Build a logical argument ( r )
15. Support their personal opinion
16. Draw upon their personal experience to connect

with their research topic
17. Collect a variety of internet sources
18. Choose an assigned research topic ( r )
19. Focus only on facts from research (r )
20. Negotiate a topic to research

t2
12
12
12
12

12
l2
t2
I2
t2

J

J

J

3

)

J

J

J

J

3

4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5
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Dif/'erent Ways of Knowing

In writing their research papers, to what extent do you encourage your students to:

Nevel Seldom Sornetimes Often Verv Often

21. Hypothesize "What if/" or "Supposing That?"
22. Feel passionate about the issue they are researching
23. Listen to their intuition
24. Know the topic is right for them
25. Fonr,ulate a clear argument
26. Convey the feeling they have in the

tone oftheir research papers
27. Remain factual about the issue ( r )
28. Make their approach to research creative
29. Choose a topic based on the amount ofresearch

available
30. Include personal opinions about the issue

i
I
I

2

2

2

J

J

l

4

4

4

2
2

J

J

4
4

Caring Relationships

In writing their research papers, to what extent do you have your students:

Nevel Seldom Sometintes Oftcn Very Often

12345
12345
r2345
12345
12345

5

5

5

5

5

31.
32.

33.
34.
35.
36.

Share their research ideas with others
Receive feedback on their research paper
from you before they turn it in for grading
Listen respectfully to other points of view
Have a peer review their research paper
Appreciate the points of view of others
Discuss their research thesis with their peers during
class time

37. Not share their research paper ideas with others ( r )
38. Submit their final paper without having had

yourfeedback(r)
39. Submit their final paper without having had peer

feedback ( r )
40. Not bother to collaborate with their peers ( r )

2

2

2

2

2
2

J

3

J

J

3

J

4
4
4
4

5

5

5

5

5

5

4
4
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New ldeas and Concepts To Benefit Society

To what extent do you encourage your students to create a research paper that
helps:

Neve¡' Scldom Sontetimes Often Vetv Ofìeu

41. A family mernber
42. Anorganization
43. Someone
44. Theenvironrnent
45. A comlnr-rnity member
46. Society

In writing their research papers, to what extent do you encourage your students to:

Nevel Seldont Sornetintes Often Verv Often

4T.Obtainahighergrade(r) \ 2 3 4 5
48. Reflectwell-supportedresearch(r) | 2 3 4 5
49. Focusontheresearchpaperasameanstoanend(r) I 2 3 4 5
50. View the research paper as a completed product (r ) 1 2 3 4 5

12345
12345
t2345
12345
12345
12345

K.HewleuO2003
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Section C: Open-Ended Questions

1. Why do you teach writing?

2. What do you think is the rnost important thing about writing a research paper?

3. How do you develop your students' writing?

4. What factors or conditions help you to teach writing? Please describe in detail.

5. Describe the type of relationship you like to have with your students?
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Professor Interview Guide

Introduction

Thank you very much for taking the tirne to participate within this research project.
Before we begin this interview, I just wanted to let you know that I will be taking the
following ûìeasures to protect the confidentiality of your responses:

-all individual interr¿iews will be tape-recorded, transcribed
and transcriptions retumed to individuals for approval before
being analyzed as data,
-no citations that identify the individual parficipants will be used,
pseduonyns will be used instead,

-tapes will be destroyed upon completion of the study,
-the tapes and transcripts will be stored in a secured filing cabinet
within rny office at home.

Any questions before we begin the interview?

Questions During The Interview

Note: Sorre prompting rnay be used to have the participant elaborate fuither

1. What are you currently teaching?
2. How long have you been teaching?
3. What is your philosophy of education?
4. What do you enjoy the rrost about teaching this course?
5. What do you least enjoy about teaching this course?
6. What do you use to assess your students?
7. Do you use formative assessment?
8. Do you use surntrative assessment?
9. When you are instructing, how do you meet the diverse needs of your students?
10. How do you give your students' feedback during the learning process?
1 1. Is social interaction important within the learning process? If so, why or

Why not?
12.Do you encourage discussion and exchange of ideas? If so, how?
13. Do you lecture or do you have group activities?
14. What do you do when you have students who seem withdrawn?
15. Is it important to know the students' names and their personalities?
16. When you are teaching your students, do you focus on their strengths or their

weaknesses? What do you consider effective instruction?
17. What do you do when you have a student who does not spell well or does not

use grammar well but is very creative?
18. How would you describe the atmosphere within your classroom?
19. How would you describe your students?
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20. Describe what kind of research papers you would like to see from your students?
21. How do you have your students use critical thinking within their research

papers?
22. After reading the definition of constructive thinkingx, do you think that

constructive thinking can be used within the process of building a research
paper?

23. After reading the definition of constructive thinking,x do you think that
constructive thinking can be used within your discipline?

Definition of Constructive Thiriking: is a reflective and an active process, that
values expedence, integrates different ways of knowing (r-eason, emotion, intuition,
and irnagination), builds caring relationships with others and creates
new ideas and concepts to benefit society.

Conclusion

Once again, thank you very much for participating in this research study!
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Letter of Consent For Students
For 099.111 Research Project

This letter is called a consetrt fonn and its purpose is to ensure that you have
voluntarily agreed to participate in this research knowing in general what it is about and
what will be asked of you. There are three separate agreements regalding your
participation in this study which includes: (1) cornpletinga questionnaire which will take
approximately 30 minutes of time, (2) sharing personal information including your high
school grade point average and first tenn at university grade point average as well as
releasing both your research paper and final course grades to the investigator and (3)
agreeing to have your writing portfolios (peer-reviewed paper, self-reflection, and final
graded paper with instructor feedback identified only by student nurnbers) photocopied
by the University of Manitoba Copy Center without having to pay the cost of copying
your work. Please read this fonn, and if you agree to participate, please sign it in the
appropriate places before proceeding with the questionnaire.

Consent To Participate

Description of This Research Study

I, I(irn Hewlett, am conducting a study in partial fulfillment for my doctoral
degree in Language and Literacy within the Faculty of Education. This research seeks to
understand elements of critical and constructive thinking which arepart of the process of
writing a research paper. Once your responses to elements of thinking have been
collected, the data from this research will be compared to see: (1). how they relate to each
other, and (2) whether they are related in any way to the grades obtained, high school
grade point average and first year grade point average.Your participation in this study
will require you to complete the following questionnaire. Completing this questionnaire
will require approxirnately 30 minutes of class time. After this course has been
completed, I would also like to ask your pennission to access your grades for your
research paper and final grade from your 099.111 instructor.

To exarnine how different ways of knowing and thinking influence the writing
process itself, I would like to review a selected number of portfolios (N:6) chosen by
either 099.1 1 1 instructor or by the 099.1 1 1 instructor and rnyself. These portfolios will be
examined for what they reveal about the concept of writing as a process (drafts, re-drafts,
revisions, and product). If you are interested in having the steps of completing the course
research paper assignment monitored by me, please indicate at the bottom of the consent
form that you give pennission for me to look at your portfolio. Students who give
petmission to have their writing portfolio photocopied, may go to the University of
Manitoba Copy Center. You will be able to have your writing portfolio photocopied
without having to pay. The ernployee at the University of Manitoba Copy Center only
requires your student number. You would white out your name before copying your
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work. The student number is all that is required. Once your writing porlfolio has been
copied, the ernployee of the University of Manitoba Copy Center will put your writing
portfolio into a sealed envelope and indicate your student number on the envelope. I will
pick up the portfolios when the University of Manitoba Copy Center indicates that they
are ready.

Your parlicipation is cornpletely voluntary. You rnay withdraw from this study at
any time, without penalty of any kind. Be assured that all of the infonnation you provide
will be kept confidential, and used only by the researcher. The final results of this
research will only be reported in aggregate fonn (e.g. average rating, general group
trends, etc.). No individual student will ever be identified. Pseudonyrns will be used and
data will be handled in a way to protect the identity of individual parlicipants. All of the
data will be shredded upon completion of this study. An executive sumrtary of the study
will be posted in the main offìce in Room 205 Tier. If you have access to the Intemet,
you wìll also be able to view the results on the University I website. Results are usually
posted approximately eight months after the study has been cornpleted.

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and
reference, is only part of the process of infonned consent. It should give you the basic
idea of what the research is about and what your parlicipation will involve.

Your signature on this fonn indicates that you have understood to your
satisfaction the infonnation regarding participation in the research project and agree to
participate as a subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the
researcher from their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to withdraw
without penalty from the study at any time, and/ or refrain from answering any questions
you prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence. Your continued participation
should be infonned as your initial consent, so you should feel free to ask for clarification
or new infonnation throughout your participation.

This research has been approved by the Education/Nursing Research Ethics
Board. If you have any concerns or complaints about this project you may contact me at

, my advisor, Dr. Beverley Zakaluk at 474-7070 or the Human Ethics
Secretariat at 474-7I22. A copy of this consent fonn has been given to you to keep for
your records and reference.

Sincerely,

Kim Hewlett

Please note that there are three separate consent forms. Sign only those facets of the
project in which you agree to participate:
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OPTION TO CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE BY FILLING OUT THE
QUESTIONNAIRE (please complete blank areas)

I, (please print narne) , have read and understand the
above description of the study, and agree to participate. I understand that I will be asked
to fill out one questionnaire. This questionnaire should take approximately 30 rninutes to
cornplete during 099.111 class-time. I also understand that my identity and data that I
provide to the researcher will be kept confidential, and that any repofts of the finished
resealch will report only aggregate results. I also understand that my participation is
cornpletely voluntary and that I may withdraw from the study at any time, without
penalty, if I decide that I no longer wish to participate. The questionnaire will be
shredded upotl completion of the study.

Student Number Date

OPTION TO CONSENT TO RELEASE 099.111 GRADES TO RESEARCHER

A very irnporlant aspect of the 099.1 1 i Research Project is to determine the effects of
different ways of knowing and thinking that are called into play while writing a research
paper and how they are related to grades. Because of this, we are asking for your
pennission to obtain your 099.1 1 i test scores and grades from your instructor at the end
of the course. As with all other information collected, your grades will also be kept
confidential, and any results reported only in aggregate fonn (e.g. class averages). Please
indicate below as to whether you additionally consent to the researchers obtaining your
099.1 I 1 research paper and final course grades from your instructor.

I, (please print narne) (circle only one) GRANT / DO NOT
GRANT the researcher permission to obtain my 099.1 1 i course grades from my 099.1 1 1

instn¡ctor.

Student Number:

Signature:

Name of My 099.111 Instructor:

Section Nurnber of 099.111 Course: L

Date:
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OPTION TO CONSENT TO RELEASE PORTFOLIOS FROM 099.111 COURSE
WORK TO RESEARCHER

Students who are interested in having the steps they follow in completing the course
research paper assignment monitored by the researcher, are invited to participate. A small
number of students (N : 6) will be invited to subrnit copies of their research paper drafts
and samples of some of their course work selected by the researcher. Students who
participate in this atea aÍe able to take their writing portfolios to the University of
Manitoba Copy Center and have their work photocopied without having to pay. The
employee at the University of Manitoba Copy Center will ask that you give your student
number and then the writing portfolio will be photocopied. You would white out your
names and indicate only your student number for identification. The photocopied writing
porlfolio will be placed in an envelope, sealed and your student number will be placed on
it. The researcher will pick up the photocopied writing porlfolios frorn the Univèrsity of
Manitoba Copy Center. You will submit your copied portfolio to your course instructor.
Your identity would be protected in the following ways:

-pseudonyns will be used in reporling and,
-no citations that identify individual participants will be used.

Please indicate as to whether you give additional consent to the researcher to obtain
samples of your 099.1i 1 course work from your instructor. Upon completion of the
study, the copies of your portfolio will be shredded.

I, (please print your name) (circle only one)
GRANT / DO NOT GRANT the researcher permission to obtain samples of my course
work within 099.111 from rny 099.111 instructor.

Student Number:

Signature:

Name of rny 099.111 instructor:

Section Number of 099.111 course: L
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Letter of Consent For 099.111 Instructors

July 6,2003

Dear
(Narne of Instructor)

I am conducting an exploratory study in partial fulfilhnent for my doctoral degree
in Language and Literacy in the Faculty of Education at the University of Manitoba. This
research will investigate how the theory of constructive thinking can be put into practice
within the context of the University 1 writing course. The purpose of the study is to
define constructive thinking, compare critical thinking with constructive thinking,
describe the role of constructive thinking in enhancing student engagement and detennine
ifconstructive thinking can be used as a predictor ofstudent success. The research
questions associated with this study are predicated at three levels:

Level One: Constructive Thinking Defined

1. What is constmctive thinking?
2. How can constructive thinking be measured?

Supplernentary Questions :

3. Is constructive thinking independent of critical thinking?
How does constn¡ctive thinking compare with critical thinking?

Level Two: Constructive Thinking As A Predictor of Student Success

Does constructive thinking enhance student success?

Level Three: Constructive Thinking Across Disciplines

How are instructors or professors using constructive thinking within their
courses?

How is constructive thinking best taught? What are the challenges?

To determine elements of constructive thinking and critical thinking during the
research writing process, a questionnaire has been developed for you to complete. This
questionnaire will be administered towards the end of February. It will take
approximately 20 minutes to complete this questionnaire. Be assured that all of the
information you provide will be kept confidential, and only used by the researcher. The
final results of this research will be reporled in aggregate fonn (eg. average rating,
general trends, etc.). No individual participant will ever be identified, and data will be
handled in a way to protect the identity of individual participants. Questionnaires will be
shredded upon completion of the study.
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Personal interviews will be scheduled for 30 to 45 rninutes. These interviews will
be audio-taped so that the transcripts can be used as the data. Notes will also be taken
during the interview to ensure that your answers have been heard in case the audio-taping
does not record adequately. You will have an opportunity to review your answers before
the data is fonnally analyzed. Your identity will be protected in the following ways to
ensure confi dentiality:

-all individual interviews will be audio-taped, transcribed and
transcriptions, retumed to individuals for approval before being analyzed as data
member-check),
-no citations that identify individual participants will be used,
pseudonyrns will be used instead,
-audio-tapes will be destroyed upon completion of the study,
-during the study, the tapes and transcripts will be stored in a secured
filing cabinet within my office at home.

To augnent the interview data, a copy of your course syllabus would be greatly
appreciated. This syllabus would only be used to determine what kind of summative and
formative assessment you are using with your students. It will be kept confidential and
will be used only by the researcher.

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and
reference, is only part of the process of infonned consent. It should give you the basic
idea of what the research is about and what your participation will involve. If you would
like rnore detail about something rnentioned here, or infonnation not included here, you
should feel free to ask. Please take the time to read this carefully and to understand any
accompanying information. I may be reached by telephone at 832-6215. You might wish
to contact my advisor Dr. Beverley Zakaluk at 474-7070.

Your signature on this fonn indicates that you have understood to your
satisfaction the information regarding participation in the research project and agree to
participate as a subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the
researcher from her legal and professional responsibilities. You are fi'ee to withdraw frorn
the study at any time, and/or refrain from answering any questions you prefer to omit,
without prejudice or consequence. Your continued participation should be infonned as
your initial consent, so you should feel free to ask for clarification or new information
throughout your participation.

This research has been approved by the Education/Nursing Research Ethics
Board. If you have any concerns or complaints about this project you may contact the
Human Ethics Secretariat at 474-7122. A copy of this consent form has been given to you
to keep for your records and reference.

Yours sincerely,

Kim Hewlett
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CONSENT FORM FOR A PERSONAL INTERVIEW

I agree to participate in an interview to explore Constructive Thinking fi'orn
theory to practice.

(Participant's Name - Please Print) (Parlicipant's Signature) (Date)

(Researcher's Name) (Date)

CONSENT FORM FOR COMPLETING A QUESTIONNAIRE

ln addition, I agree to complete a questiomraire towards the end of the 099.1 I I
course.

(Participant's Name - Please Print) (Participant's Signature) (Date)

(Researcher's Name) (Date)

CONSENT FORM FOR SUBMITTING A COURSE SYLLABUS

In addition, I agree to submit a course syllabus of the 099.111 course.

(Participant's Name - Please Print) (Participant' s Signature) (Date)

(Researcher's Name) (Date)
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From Other Disciplines

July 6, 2003

Dear
(Narne of Professor)

I am conducting an exploratory study in parlial fulfilhnent for rny doctoral
degree in Language and Literacy in the Faculty of Education at the University of
Manitoba. This research will investigate how the theory of constructive thinking can
be put into practice within the context of the University 1 writing course. You are
being invited to take paft because of your previous enrollment in the University
Teaching Services (U.T.S.) workshop on Transforming Critical Thinking to
Constructive Thinlcing. Interview data from you will help identify the issues and
concerns that surround assuming a constructive thinking stance in your university
teaching. The purpose of the study is to define constructive thinking, cotrpare critical
thinking with constructive thinking, describe the role of constructive thinking in
enhancing student engagement and to detennine if constructive thinking can be used
as a predictor of student success. The research questions associated with this study are
predicated at four levels.

Level One: Constructive Thinking Defined

1. What is constructive thinking?
2. How can constructive thinking be measured?

Supplernentary Questions :

3. Is constructive thinking independent of critical thinking?
How does constructive thinking compare with critical thinking?

Level Two: Constructive Thinking As A Predictor of Student Success

Does constructive thinking enhance student success?

Level Three: Constructive Thinking Across Disciplines

How are instructors or professors using constructive thinking within their
4. How is constructive thinking best taught? What are the challenges?

Personal interviews will be scheduled for 30 to 45 minutes. These interviews will
be audio-taped so that the transcripts can be used as data. Notes will also be taken during
and directly following the interview. Your identity will be protected in the following
ways to ensure confidentiality.
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-all individual interr¡iews will be auditio-taped, transcribed and
transcriptions returned to individuals for approval before being
analyzed as data (mernber-check),

-no citations that identify individual participants will be used,
PseudonlT ns will be used instead,

-audio-tapes will be destroyed upon cornpletion of the study,
-during the study, the tapes and transcripts will be stored in a secured
filing cabinet within my office at home.

This consent fonn, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and
reference, is only part of the process of infonned consent. It should give you the basic
idea of what the research is about and what your participation will involve. If you would
like more detail about something mentioned here, or infonnation not included here, you
should feel free to ask. Please take the time to read this carefully and to understand any
accolnpanying infonnation. I may be reached by telephone at
to contact my advisor, Dr. Beverley Zakaluk at 474-7070.

You rnight wish

Your signature on this fonn indicates that you have understood to your
satisfaction the infonnation regarding participation in the research project and agree to
participate as a subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the
researcher frorn her legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to withdraw from
the study at any time, and/or refrain from answering any questions you prefer to omit,
without prejudice or consequence. Your continued participation should be informed. As
your initial consent, so you should feel free to ask for clarification or new information
throughout your participation.

This research has been approved by the Educationôtrursing Research Ethics
Board. If you have any concems or complaints about this project you may the Human
Ethics Secretariat at 474-7122. A copy of this consent fonn has been given to you to keep
for your records and reference.

Yours sincerely,

Kim Hewlett
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CONSENT FORM FOR A PERSONAL INTERVIEW

I agree to participate within an interview to explore Constructive
Thinking from theory to practice.

(Participant's Narne - Please Print) (Participant's Signature) (Date)

(Researcher's Name) (Date)

CONSENT FORM FOR SUBMITTING A COURSE SYLLABUS

In addition, I agree to submit a course syllabus from my course.

(Participant's Name - Please Print) (Participant's Signature) (Date)

(Researcher's Name) (Date)
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Explanation of Appendix G Tables

To read the tables that indicate the differences in constructive and critical

thinking, please note that the y-axis depicts the lange of difference scores (ds) where ds:

total critical thinking score - total constructive thinking score. The resultant matrix for

each course section showed that low scores clustered within arange of one to 12, and the

rernaining scores, designated as high, ranged frorn 13 to 46. The x-axis, shows how M:

males who cornpleted the questionnaire scores were represented and cornpared to F :

females who completed the questionnaire. The dividing line on the x-axis indicates a

separation fi'om those males and fetnales who cornpleted the questionnaire from those

who had not completed the questionnaire.
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High Critical Thinking Scores Profile Based On Open-Ended Responses

Srudent
No.

Research
Paper
Grade

Final
Grade

Critical
Thinking
Score

Constructive
Thinking
Score

Prior
Know-
ledse

Gained
K¡ow-
ledee

Impor-
tance

Hope To
Accornplish/
Future Interests

Section I
t5 64.06 125 06

2 16.1 86.1 159 46
J 161 46.5
4 t1.5 93.1 156 35 4 7 14 5-21
Section 2

5 13.4 11 r49 132 4 5 5t8 6-7
6 r 5.6 73.9 t67 t49 2 T̂ 6 --9
Section Htgh Crrtlcal l hrnkrns Scores
7 11 59 140 125
8 14 68.9 159 134
9 l6 84 162 139 I

10 14.5 71.1 164 150 2 8 5/l 6-12
t1 16 80. I 193 178.22 I 10 8tl t0-12
t2 16.5 87.7 164 142 2 I t4 9-7
Section 4: Hieh Critical Thinkins Scores
13 T7 89.5 166 153 4 1 l1 t4-7
t4 t7.5 85.4 20s.44 r83 4 2 1 5t10-12
l5 t9 89.3 174 158

Hlgh Cntrcal I hrn Scores
6 18.5 80.8 t67 141 21 t4-14
1 17 78 167 148 4 I 1t t2l6-12
I 19.3 19 t75 148 2 I 615-1
9 13.8 68.8 166.2s 136.22 I 6 615-7

20 15.5 77.4 169 142 4 5 11 5/14-3t/1
2t 15.5 11.4 111 149 4 1 11 14-10

Section

Section 6: Hieh Critical Thinkine Scores
22 8 61.1 50 l3l I 2 3 6-21
23 t2.6 64.6 56 149 I 20 3 3-t0
24 65 t49 I 6 4 6-7
25 13.6 74.5 67 t5l 4 2 3 4-11
26 l6 73.4 80.1 1 161 4 3 t2 416-6lt
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Student
No.

Research
Paper
Grade

Final
Grade

Critical
Thinking
Score

Constructive
Thinking
Score

Prior
Know-
ledge

Gained
Know-
ledse

Impor-
tance

Hope To
AccomplislV
Future Interests

Section H Critical Thinkins Scores
21 3.60 57.7 t69 t23 4 2 t0t22 6-7
28 4 64.3 143 t29 I 2 20 613-12

29 4.6 71.9 t54 t3'7.78 I l'l 1 N/a-7
30 9 90.8 1',76.78 148 22 I 8 3 317-24

31 8 73.7 180.78 150.03 4 t7 6-8

J¿ 8 86.8 186 16',7 78 5 22 20 l/

33 2 65.20 170.33 151 1 22 t 3-12
34 2 62 161 147 2 6 J 3/7-6
Section 8: Hish Critical Thinkins Scores

35 12.4 63.3s tl0 49 I 20 12l1 o-/
36 10.4 60.05 t51 43 I

37 12.4 67.6 166 52

38 t2 181 66 I 1112 l6 -7
Section 9 ,tltgh Crtttr a rnk Scores
39 6.4 65.3 58 17 I 1 4 6-14
40 2 64 53 35 1 5 6-23
41 'l 65.3 55.70 24 I I 4 6-1
42 1 89.2 90 69 4 I 3 6t4-7
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High Constructive Thinking Scores Profìle

Sectlon l: Hrgh Constructrve 'I hinkins Scores
Research
Paper
Grade

Final
Grade

Critical
Thinking
Score

Constructive
Thinking
Score

Prior
Know-
ledse

Gained
Know-
'lerise

hnpor-
tance

Hope To
Accomplish/
Future Interests

01 t2.6 12.78 141 169 4 516 2t13 3t5/6-18
02 r 6.8 86.14 169 14s
03 12.1 64.96 155 173

Secti Hi h Cons Thinki

Section 3: Construcl Thinkins Scores

OI mctlve n
04 0.20 49.10 39 58 4 t 8 7-14
05 4 54.s 56 70 4 I r/2 r-6lt
06 1.8 41.5 56 80 2 I 1 5-t
07 2 72.12 OJ 78 2 I J 4/5-14
08 4.4 63.4 69 99

ton onstructlve I n1

09 14.5 16.4 154.11 l 96.1 I l6 5- l6
010 t2 74.3 133 151 4t1/11 I 6-15

Sectlor 4: Hrsh Constructive Thinkine Scc rfeS

011 15.5 80.8 172.67 t81 J I r4lt0-9
012 13 66 t62 186 17 15 6-1

Section 5: Constructive Thinki

Sectior ó: Hieh Constructive Thinkine Scr res

0 4 t6.6 72.2 148 63 I t1 I 6-7
0 5 12 71.5 141 72 5 2 1 6/5-'l
0 6 t2 5t 150 73 I 2 t6 613-4
0 7 13.6 62.3 141.44 o/ 2 l5 3-24
0 I t6 73.5 16s.22 83
o 9 12 49.6 r59 80

Sectlor Hrsh Constructive Thinki Scc )res

020 154 tt2 I 22 4/20 N/a-14
021 T2 6t 1s6 182 2216 t3 6-1 I

Sectro 9 Hlgh Constructlve I hrnkrnq Sc( rres

022 r 5.8 63.35 149 174 4 I 12 5-2011
023 16.4 74.2 153 169 2 t5 4 2-10
024 15.9 161 189 2 20 20 N/a-7
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Open-Ended Responses From The Questionnaire

What did you know about writing a research paper before you began the 099.111

course?

When these students were asked about theil prìor knowledge of writing a research

paper, they replied often with "very little," "not much," "some," "the basics," a "strong,,

background. These responses were coded to a Likert scale from one to five to represent

their prior knowledge. One represented very little prior knowledge and five identified a

strong background. These values were entered into a table to corespond with student

numbers to develop a profile of the student with his/her peers in a particular course

section.

What have you learned about writing a research paper while participating in the

099.111 course?

The second question, on the open-ended iterns of the questionnaire, asked the

students to indicate what they had leamed about writing a research paper. Responses

were varied, there were being 21 themes derived. These 21 themes were assigned a

specific number as in:

1. Citing references,
2. Organizingthoughts into a specific format,
3. Gathering infonnation for academic research,
4. Developing an awareness of different styles of writing,
5. Expanding on prior knowledge about writing a research paper,
6. Receiving peer feedback about research paper,
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7. Wanting more direction from the instructor,
8. Developing an awareness of how to use the internet for research sites,
9. Finding sources frorn the library,
10. Writing a research paper for the first tirne/ completing the task,
1 1. Lnproving grammar,
12. Developing a fonnal tone of writing,
13. Selecting a topic,
1 4. Developing research questions,
15. Writing an outline for the resealch paper,
16. LearningaTot,
17. Going through the process of writing a research paper,
18. Editing,
19. Developing a love for the topic,
20. Creating a thesis statement,
21. Writing an abstract and,
22. Managing tirne to go through the steps of writing an research paper.

These number codes were assigned to each of the student numbers on a table to

learn rnore about how the students viewed themselves as they were learning how to write

a research paper in the 099.1 1 1 course.

What do you think is the most important thing about writing a research paper?

The third question the students answered related to what they thought was the

most impofiant thing about writing a research paper. Their responses varied but were

very similar to the themes found in question two. There were22 themes that emerged

from responses to question three and they were given a specific number for coding as

follows:

1. Enthusiastic about topic,
2. A desire to learn more,
3. A solid argument,
4. Current information from research,
5. A paper that matters/ is viewed as authentic,
6. A variety ofreferences,
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7. Persuasive stance - reaches the audience,
8. Peer/professor feedback,
9. Good grarnutar,
10. High mark,
11. Organization of infomation,
72. Clear thesis statement,
13. Awareness of writing a research paper, the process itself,
14. Editing drafts,
15. Understanding of the research,
16. Written in own words,
17. Discussion of ideas,
18. Read extensively,
19. Help others,
20. Stay focused,
21. Manage time effectively to accomplish steps in writing a research paper and,
22. Create quality work.

These number codes were placed by the students' numbers to leam about what

they viewed as irnportant during the writing process.

What factors or conditions help you to write your very best? Please describe in

detail.

The fourth question asked the students what kind of conditions they needed to

write well. Of the 137 students who replied, 65 required a quiet place without any

distractions, a good night's sleep and plenty of time to write. Fifteen students indicated

that they had to have an interest in the topic. Thirty students believed writing an outline

or creating webs when brainstonning proved to be helpful.
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What do you hope to accomplish when you write a research pâper?

When asked what the students wanted to accomplish when they wrote a research

paper, their responses were not as varied as in questions two and three. There were 14

themes that developed frorn their responses. A number was assigned to each of these

themes to code students' answers:

1. Good thesis,
2. Thorough research,
3. Persuasive stance - reach the audience,
4. Strong argurnent,
5. A desire to learn something new,
6. High rnark,
7. Understanding of the issue,
8. Beneficial research,
9. Cornpletion of writing a research paper,
10. Educate others,
1 1. Reference properly,
12. Write in an organized manner,
13. Feedback on writing style and,
i4. Improvement of writing skills.

The nurnber codes were placed by the student numbers in a table to obtain a

profile of what students wanted to accomplish when writing their research paper.

What faculty are you hoping to attend next year after you complete the University

One program? Please indicate why you wish to attend this particular faculty.

The final question asked students to indicate what faculty they hoped to attend in

the future. There were 28 different interests identified frorn their answers. These interests

were assigned a specific number for coding:
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1. Profession that would help people,
2. Profession involving social interaction,
3. Marketing,
4, AfiS,
5. Nursing,
6. Faculty of Social Work,
7. Faculty of Management,
8. Faculty of Science,
9. Phannacy,
10. Hurnan Ecology,
1 1. Agriculture,
12. Education,
13. Wants to be motivated to learn in whatever field he or she chooses,
14. Not sure,
15. Faculty of Medicine
16. Courses of personal interest,
17. Red River,
18. Dental Hygiene,
I 9. Physical Education,
20. Law,
21. Computer Science,
22. Recr eation Studi es,

23. Psychology,
24. Architecture,
25. Writing Courses,
26. O ccupational Therapist,
2J . Environnental Design and
28. Forensic Science
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The #ritiaal Thir¡king ffi,ubnic
printer frìe.ndly versicn

1) ìdentifies and sunrmarizes the problern/question ãt ¡ssue
iand/or the source's posrtion).

a.í iìici:'rir:

',;air':/';jirr:)

:'r,::].,,-,, iìl(:;ì)

,..,'l i:,Ii¿t :t, : ¡ :,t::-,

.-.r i I i::

i:)',;:l'J'i i.':,",1,,:i lli

; 4: l:i¡'.

' ." -,'| l''j
/,:j-J: 1:

iìr,crrr

Does not identify and summarize
the problem, is confused or
identifies a different and
lnappropriate problem.

Does not identify or is confused by
tire issue, ôr repi-esents the issue
inaccurately.

li i.r i:slantiaiì;,, l-)e'¡eìo Ðecj

ldentifies the main problem
and subsidiary, embedded, or
implicit aspects of the
problem, and identifies thern
clearly. addressing their
relationships to each other.

ldentifies not only the basics
of the issue, but recognizes
nuânces ofthe issue.

f| ldentifies and presents the STUDENT'S CWN persp€ctivê and
posltion as it is important to the analysis of the issue.

$calll
Addresses a single source or view
of the argument and fails to clarify
the established or presented
position relative to one's own. Fails
to establish other critical
distinËt¡ôns.

c.^.-^r

Deals only with a single
perspective and fails to discuss
other possible perspectives,
especÍally those salient to the
issue.

SLrilsianìiolly De,¡eloped

ldentifies, appropriately, one's
own position on the issue,
drawing support from
experience, and information
not available from assigned
sourçes.

SLrbsfai:iìaily Deveioped

Addresses perspectives noted
previously, and additionat
diverse perspectives drawn
from outside information.

3) ldentlfies and considers OTHËR safient pêrsp€rtives and
positions thai are important to the analysis of ihe issue.

4) ldentifies and assesses the key assumptions.

Scant

toes not surface lhe assumptions
and ethical issues thât underlie thÊ
issue, or does so superficially.

Substantialiy Develnped

Identifies and questions the
validity of the assumptions
and addresses the ethical
dimensions that underlie tlre
issue.

$) ldentifìes and assesses the qualìty of supporting
dataJevidence and provides additional data/evidence related to
the issue.

http://wsuctprñ; ççt.lvsu. cdr-i/ctr.htm 17tfi7/2AA



Scari

Merely repeats informatìon
provided, taking it as truth, or
denies evìdence without adequate
justification. Confuses associations
anci correlatic¡ns with cause and
effect,

Does not distinguish between fact,
opinion. and value judgntents.

5c:*r:t

Ðiscusses the problem onlY in
egocentric or sociocentric terms-

Does not present the problem as
having connections to other
contexts-cultural, politicat etc,
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3i: bsiar iiaì i'v i.i'¿\r Liri?¿ai

Ëxamines the evidence and
source of evidence; questions
ìts accuracy, precision,
relevance, completeness.

Observes cause and effect
artd addresses existing or
potential consequences.

Clearly distinguishes betvveen
fact, opinion, & acknowledges
value judgments.

Sr"rbsia rriial ly Develc¡:ed

Analyzes the issue with a
clear sense of scope and
context, including an
assessment of the audience of
the analysis.

Considers other pertinent
çontexts.

$) ldentifies and considers the influence of the context * on the
ì^^.,-.
i ðùuE,

T| ldentifìes and assesses soncl¡¡sions, implications and
ranseguenÈgs^

S;cal,-i

Fails io identify conclusions,
implications, and consequences of
the issue or the key relationships
between the other elements tf the
problern, such as context,
implications, assumptions, ordata
and evidence.

Substantiaiiy û*veloped.

ldentifies and discusses
conclusions, implications, and
çoñsequences considering
context, assumptions, daia,
and evidence,

Objeciively reflects upon the
their own assertions.

So*texts for tonsiderati<¡n

Caltirrai/Socrai
Group, national, etlrnic behavior/attitude

Scientífic
Conceptual, basic science, scientific rnethod

Educatíonai
Schooling, formal training

Econon.:ic
Trade, business concerns costs

-ia¡ir ¡rnio,r i¡ :l
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CONSTRUCTIVE THINKING RUBRIC

1) Reflective Active Process Valuing Experience

Scant Substantially Developed

Able to solve the problem Identifies optirnal solutions to
using one approach problerns

2) Building Caring Relationships

Scant Substantially Developed

Does not value the input Seeks and values feedback from
of others others. Shares ideas with the

reader and the reader is
persuaded to take action.

3) Different Ways of Knowing

Scant Substa¡tially Developed

cold, objective voice warm, engaging, interesting to
read. Demonstrates unique
perspective, creativity.

4) Active Process Valuing Experience

Scant Substantially Developed

Able to solve the problern Identifies optirnal solutions to
using one apploach problerns

5) Benefiting Society

Scant substantially Developed

Focuses on what has been found Identifìes ideas and concepts that
to be proven benefit society

K.HewlettO2003
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Topic:

Scoring Key for Writing Portfolios

Rubric For Critical and Constructive Thinking

Belorv Avclage Goocl Very Cood Substantially
Average De veloped

34s67

Critical Thinking Rubric

Student Number:

Scant

I

1. problern/questions
2. perspectives
3. assumptions
4. supporting evidence
5. conclusions/irnplications

Total:

Poor'

2

l7
l7
l7
/7
l7

Constructive Thinking Rubric

* l. reflective process valuing experience ll
2. canngrelationships
3. different ways of knowing
x4. active process valuing experience
5. concepts benefiting society

Total:

/35

l7
l7

/35

l7
/7

When evaluating #2 for constructive thinking, this infonnation helps to identify if the
student had input before submitting the final research paper

Peer review
Instructor Feedback
or No Feedback

*Note: For constructive thinking, items #l and #4 should have the same value out of
7.

K.Hewlett@2003
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Section l: Portfolios

Student
No.

Instructor
Feedback/
Grade

Peerl
Professor
Review

Constructive
Thinking
Score on
Essav

Critical
Thinking
Score on
Essav

Critical Thinking
Score on

Questionnaire

Constructive
Thinking
Score On
Ouestionnaire

+2

English
first
Male,
t9-20

16.7186.1
Topic:
Mneumonics
Rating: 5/6

Yes 26K
201
197
33P

28K
19 J
207
28P

159 146 (-13)

U1 12.U72
Topic:
Technology
Ratine: 4/6

No 4K
18 J
237
8P

13K
201
l9T
12P

*Ll
English
not
Male,
21-22

t3.4/7 5

Topic: Time
Management
Rating: 5/6

Yes 25K
251
267
32P

25K
19J
237
24P

188 r82.67

4
English
fìrst
Male,
19-20

11.5/93
Topic: Sleep
Rating: 5/6

Yes 15K
28J
317
23P

26K
30J
337
19P

156 135

E1
English
not,
Female,
21-22

13.4/67 .9
Topic: Keys
To Success
Rating: 5/6

No 5K
241
207
25P

12K
19J
207
25P

t5r l5l

L2
English
not,
Female,
19-20

15t63.6
Topic:
Cheating on
Tests

Yes 33K
22J
207
26P

24K
211
147
16P

156 153

0l
English
first,
Female,
t7-18

12.6112.7
Topic:
Common First
Year Issues

Yes 2lK
201
207
23P

4K
8J
4T
2P

141 169
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Sh¡dent
No.

Instructor
Feedback/
Grade

Prior
Knowledge

Gained hnportance Hope to
Accomplish

Future
Interests

2 r6.t 186.7

Topic:
Mneumonics
Ratine: 5/6

UI 12.U72
Topic:
Technology
Ratine: 4/6

LI 13.4t7 5
Topic: Time
Management
Ratins: 5/6

4 17.5193
Topic: Sleep
Ratine: 5/6

EI 13.4/61.9
Topic: Keys
To Success
Ratine: 5/6

L2 15t63.6
Topic: Cheating
on Tests

01 12.6/12.7
Topic:
Comrnon First
Year Issues

4 5t6 2lt3 3t516 t8

Section 2: Portfolios

Student
No.

Instructor
Feedback/
Grade

Peerl
Professor
Review

Constructive
Thinking
Score on
Essay

Critical
Thinking
Score on
Essav

Critical
Thinking
Score on
Ouestionnaire

Constructive
Thinking
Score on
Questionnaire

U2 10.4t54.5
Topic:
Insomnia
Rating:416

No 11K
25J
tlT
9P

14K
17 1
197
9P

158

L3
English
first
Male,
t7 -18

14.6166.2
Topic: Video
Games and
Society
Rating: 3/6

No t2K
24J
237

16P

21K
251
2tT
20P

t71 165

student
No.

Prior
K¡owledse

Gained hnportance Hope to
Accomplish

Future
Interests

U2
L3
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Section 3: Portfolios

Student
No.

Instructor
Feedback/
Grade

Peeri
Professor
Review

Constructive
Thinking
Score on Essay

Critical
Thinking
Score on
Essay

Criticai
Thinking
Score on
Ouestionnaire

Constructive
Thinking
Score on
Ouestionnaire

9

English
first,
Female,
41-4s

16184
Topic:
Scholarly
Research in
Higher
Education
Ratine: 5/6

Fronr
Proposal

31K
281
287
29P

31K
21 I
297
26P

162 r39

U3 Topic:
Academic
Race
Rating: 5/6

From
Proposal

18K
261
307
26P

30K
281
297
23P

U4 Topic: Goal
Setting
Rating: 5/6

From
Proposal

23K
20J
237
20P

26K
15 J
157
20P

Student
No.

Instructor
Feedbaclc/
Grade

Prior
Knowledge

Gained Importance Hope to
Accomplish

Future
Interests

9

U3

U4 I 2 5/10
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Section 4: Portfolios

Section 5: Portfolios

Student
No.

Instructor
Feedback/
Grade

Peer/
Professor
Review

Constlrrctive
Thinking
Score on Essay

Critical
Thinking
Score on
Essay

Critical
Thinking
Score on
Ouestionnaire

Constructive
Thinking
Score on
Questionnaire

LCONI
English
first,
Male,
4t-45

13t70
Topic:
Alcoholism
Rafing:216

No 9K
2lI
207
11P

18K
18 J
rlT
17P

162 172

Studeltl
No.

Instructor
Feedback/
Grade

Prior
Knowledge

Gained hnportance Hope to
Accomplish

Future
Interests

LCON] t1 5 6ts 18

Student
No.

Instructor
Feedback/
Grade

Peer/
Professor
Review

Constructive
Thinking
Score on Essay

Critical
Thinking
Score on
Essav

Critical
Thinking
Score on
Ouestionnaire

Constructive
Thinking
Score on
Ouestionnaire

t1
English
first
Female,
19-20

17 /78
Topic:Dance,
Education and
Youth
Ratine: 5/6

No 17K
30J
237
22P

20K
30J
227
2tP

167 t4t

Student
No.

Instructor
Feedback/
Grade

Prior
Knowledge

Gained Importance Hope to
Accomplish

Future
Interests

rl 4 I 11 12t6 t2
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Section 6 Portfolios

Student
No.

Instructor
Feedback/
Grade

Peer/
Professor
Review

Constructive
Thinking
Score on Essay

Critical
Thinking
Score on
Essav

Critical
Thinking
Score on

Questionnaire

Constructive
Thinking
Score on
Ouestionnaire

LCON2
English
not
Male,
.t 1 a1

13.6t64.9
Topic: Public
versus Private
Schools
Ratins: 3/6

No 23K
nI
207
26P

25K
18 J
217
28P

147 r53

E2
English
not
Male
23-24

1U60
Topic: Cost of
Working
While
Attending
Higher Ed.
Ratins: 3/6

No 19K
18 J
207
9P

20K
18 J
20 ^l

10P

119 l',19

U5
Topic:
Academic
Freedom
Rating;3/6

No
27K

211
227
19P

22K
221
217
24P

018
English
first
Male,
31-35

16.4/75.8
Topic: Writing
an Above
Average Paper
Ratine: 3/6

No 33K
23J
217
32P

36K
241
227
30P

t76 184

Student
No.

Instructor
Feedback/
Grade

Prior
Knowledge

Gained Importance Hope to
Accomplish

Future
Interests

LCON2
E2 4 2 J 4 1l
U5
018
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Section 7: Portfolios

student
No.

Instructor
Feedback/
Grade

Peer/
Professor
Review

Constructive
Thinking
Score on Essay

Critical
Thinking
Score on
Essav

Critical
Thinking
Score on
Ouestionnaire

Constructive
Thinking
Score on
Ouestionnaire

*29

English
first,
Female,
t9-20

t4.6171 .9

TopicDefining
ADHD
Rating: 3/6

No 10K
2sJ
247
2sP

20K
261
257
29P

154 137.18

+30

English
first,
Male,
19-20

19t90
Topic:
Validity of the
Mozarl Effect
Ratins: 3/6

No 27K
31J
327
33P

35K
291
357
3sP

I7 6.78 t48.22

Srudent
No.

Prior
Knowledse

Gained Importance Hope to
Accomplish

Future
Interests

29 I1 J 1
30 8 J 3/1 24
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Section 8: Portfolios

Studerlt
No.

Instructor
Feedback/
Grade

Peeri
Professor
Review

Constructive
Thinking
Score on Essay

Critical
Thinking
Score on
Essay

Critical
Thinking
Score on

Questionnaire

Constructive
Thinking
Score on

Questionnaire

U6
13.6/74.9
Topic: Mental
Health
Rating: 4/6

i6K
2rJ
247
30P

2sK
23J
217
i3P

U1 14.4t65.6
Topic: Stress
of
International
Students
Ratins: 4/6

15K
251
277
30P

25K
211
237
2tP

student
No.

Prior
Knowledge

Gained Importance Hope to
Accomplish

Future
Interests

U6
U1
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Section 9: Portfolios

student
No.

Instructor
Feedbaclc/
Grade

Peer/
Professor
Review

Constructive
Thinking
Score on Essay

Critical
Thinking
Score on
Essav

Critical
Thinking
Score on

Ouestionnaire

Constructive
Thinking
Score on
Questionnaire

U8 Topic:
Destination
Success

No
9K
2tJ
217
8P

20K
22J
207
7P

Student
No.

Instructor
Feedback/
Grade

Prior
Knowledge

Gained Importance Hope to
Accomplish

Future
Interests

U8
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APPBNDIX M



-lmportant way
of commu-
nicating.
Students that I
teach come with
various skills and
competencies. It
is up to me to
build on these
skills and
competencies

George Laura
-wntlng ls a
form of
communica-
tion needed by
educated
people. I want
my students to
develop these
skills and
strategies so

that they can
share their
ideas and
communicate
clearly.

Why These Instructors Teach Writing

Rickv
-honestly
because it was
assigned to
me.

Cameron
-very
important
commu-
nication and
learning skill

Caterina
-on the
curriculum and
most students
need to
develop their
skills in
writing. My
years of
experience
equip me to
teach it.

Robert
-I think ir's
significant for people
to be able to
effectively express
their thoughts,
feelings and
emotions. Today, it's
more crucial than
ever for peopie to be
able to critically
analyze our lives in
general and the lives
ofthose around us.
Misunderstandings
and confusion occur
far too easily, and the
consequences are
now, lnore than ever,
potentially
catastrophic

Larry
-to get students to
explore how they
think; critically
atalyze their thinking
and others; develop
argumentative skills;
show how to be
disciplined in their
thinking

Mark
-to provide sh¡dents
with a skill thar helps
them with any writing
task that is found at
university.



-doing the
research ofthe
topic of their
choice, planning
and organizing
and then sittiag
down to create,
edit, review, and
come up with a
hnal copy.

George Laura

what Instructors Believe Is Important in writing Instruction

-the process
for first year
students

Ricky
-the process is
what is being
taught, not the
content, the
methods, skills
and thought
process

necessary to
think outside
the box. With
international
students, they
seem to work
backwards
starting with
the research
and
developing the
thesis to agree
with their
research
findinss.

Cameron
-is the
thoughttul
evaluation
and analysis
ofa
particular
idea along
with the
ability to
present that
analysis to
others via
the paper

Caterina
-that the writer
develops a

thesis,
examines a

body of
evidence and
advances the
knowledge
base on a
particular
subjecl
topic.

Robert
-is the ability to state
in writing what
precisely the author is
thinking. The
medium of writing
requires a unique
skrll that enables the
author to express to
an audience his/her
specific thoughts on a
topic

Larry
-developing a

strongly supported
argument - having an
organized paper that
illustrates the rnajor
points of an issue
with coherent well
researched supporting
statements

Mark
-is obtaining
appropriate research
sources that can be used
in the fonnulation of
their ideas and to use
their ideas with that of
others into a well-
written paper.



-students are
encouraged to
read the book,
lectures on thesis
writing, using
the forms in the
BASS book,
sample pages of
previous
research papers
and review by
peer, friend,
educator, or
someone from
the LAC center.

-by
teaching
writing as

a process,
providing
examples,
and
answering
questions.

-we offer the
writing
workshop-
editing,
spotting errors,
formulating
solutions to
mistakes, and
the most
common
EITOTS.

How Writing Is Developed

-teach students to
ask significant
questions to
which they
attempt to
respond to. I try
to demonstrate
the various steps
good writers use
to produce good
papers. I also
make sure that I
interact with
their papers and
show them how
they can improve

Caterina
-it is a long
process

consisting
of many
stages that
result n a
finished set
of projects
ona
selected
topic.

-by categorizing some
of the most important
characteristics ofa
research paper. By
laying out these charac-
teristics in a direct
manner, sfudents are
then able to use these as

a template for
subsequent writings.

their writins.

-small assignments 1)
answers and writing
can range from two
sentences to long
paragraphs. My
feedback is given to
the students.
2) long answer
questions for each
chapter ofthe book.
Answers are given
feedback and marked
as a pass/fail.
Feedback and
assessment is either
by me or a fellow
student.

-is developed along
several stages. I have
str-rdents complete a
research proposal to
include a topic, research
questions, main idea,
thesis statement, and
paper outline. I also
have sfudents gather
sorne initial sources and
to docurnent it in APA
style.



-the new
essential
writing
textbook and
the BASS
outlines. The
use ofprevious
papers on the
overhead to
review
abstract,
introduction,
how to cite
and references
section.
Appendix at
the back of the
paper.

George Laura
a) students
who are
willing to
learn
b) through
the

availability
of approp-
riate courses
c) the
provision of
support and
guidance
d) classes
small
enough to
provide
individual
feedback
e) time to
meet with
students

Factors or Conditions That Help Teach Writing

Rickv
-have been
quite
dependent
on my
supervisor
and a
colleague
for help.
Help in
lesson
planning,
exercises,
marking
schemes,
syllabi, and
scheduling

Cameron
-need to have
smaller classes
and be able to
give students
immediate
feedback on their
writing. I would
also like to be
involved in all
aspects of the
writing process

on an individual
basis.

Caterina
-my years of
experience in
teaching it; my
constant study of
the best ways to
teach it-
experimenting
and changing
what does or does
not work; the
support for it at
the U ofM and
the 099.1 1 I
course; support
from the library
system; Bison
and Netdoc. My
editing ofbooks
on writing
methods.

Robert
a) my recollection of
being a new university
student with relatively
weak writing skills and
having few resources to
fall back upon
b) a level ofsatisfaction
I derive having from
current and former
students who have
acquired a level of
comfort in writing as a
result ofprevious
lectures.

Larry
-specific examples
are brought to class
from outside sources
to illustrate ideas.
Examples are hand
outs and discussions
on supporting
statements in a

paragraph, aruotated
bibliographies,
argument analysis.
Students email
multiple examples of
their writing tlrough
long and short tlpe
questions.

Mark
-teacher training
support(99.111)
monthly meetings to
discuss issues reiated to
the writing course



-l try to develop
a friendly
atmosphere in
the class where
students are
encouraged to
ask questions.
Str¡dents work in
pairs as well as a
group offour to
do a Powerpoint
presentation on a

faculty "Success
breeds more
success"

George Laura
-one of
mutual
respect.
We learn
from each
other.

Rickv
-would like
a

professional
relationship
...will do
anything in
my power to
help them
succeed,
often this
amounts to
helping
them help
themselves.

Type of Relationship With Students

Cameron
-wafin
relationship
where sfudents
feel free to
engage me in
conversations,
both about their
work and their
life in general.

Caterina
-a relationship of
trust and
confidence that I
will facilitate
their learning

Robert
-I like having a friendly
relationship with my
students. I derive great
satisfaction when my
students come to see me
in order to further
discuss sorne of their
ideas. I am particularly
pleased when I see my
students critically
analyzing something
that in the past they
may not have bee more
accepting toward.

Larly
-have a friendly
relationship that still
rnaintains a

professional
separation between
student and
instructor.
The relationship is
one where hopefully I
can be seen as a
facilitator to build
their knowiedge
about the course
material and how it
can be applied in the
future.

Mark
-focuses on student
centered learning. I
recognize that students
have varying learning
styles and I rnust
accommodate my
teaching style and
evaluation rnethods
accordingly.
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Overall Profiles of Class Sections
Cameron's CIass

Class makeup. There were 6 fernales and 14 males that responded to the close-

ended items on the questionnaire. They ranged in age from 17 to 22 as shown in

Appendix K. There was one student who was older than 45. The high school grade point

average for Cameron's class ranged from 56 to 90 percent. There were four students (all

rnale) who had high critical thinking scores. Their research paper grades ranged frorn 15

to 17.5 out of 20. Seven students (two females, five rnales) had low critical thinking

scores with research paper grades that ranged from 12.8 to 15.8 out of 20. Five students

(two fernales and three males) had low constructive thinking scores. Their research paper

grades ranged from 13 to 16.2 out of 20. Three students (one female, two rnales) had high

constn¡ctive thinking scores and their research paper grades ranged frorn 12.1 to 16.8 out

of 20. There was one female student who had equal scores on both types of thinking. She

received a mark of 13.4 out of 20 on her research paper. Of the eight students whose

language was not English, four had low to high constructive thinking scores.

Portfolios. A point of interest was that Cameron had the highest number of

portfolios retumed. There were seven portfolios mailed to the investigator fi'orn his

section of 20 students. All of the portfolios included instructor feedback, and five out of

seven had examples ofresearch paper peer feedback.

Of the seven students who submitted portfolios frorn Cameron's class, four

completed all of the critical and constnrctive thinking questionnaire items and, therefore,

had total scores. Only one of these four students had a high score on constructive

thinking. She also was the only student who completed the open-ended items on the

questionnaire to triangulate her stance and thereby create a profile of herself.
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She was a native speaker of English and was 17- I 8 years of age. She had an

extensive background in writing research papers before entering the 099. 111 course, but

believed that she had expanded her knowledge, and found that having a peer review her

paper was very helpful. When asked what was impoftant to her about writing a research

paper, she indicated that she wanted to leam more and review the writing process. In

writing her research paper, she hoped to persuade the reader, learn sornething new about

the topic, and attain a high mark. Her research paper grade was 12.6 out of 20, andher

final grade was 72.7 percent. She hoped to attend the Faculty of Dentistry as a student in

Dental Hygiene.

In contrast, one of Cameron's students who tumed in his portfolio had high

critical thinking questionnaire scores. His first language was English and he was 19 to 20

years ofage. He received a research paper grade of 17.5 out of20, and a final grade of93

percent. He did not, however, complete the open-ended questionnaire responses. As a

result, a profile of this student could not be developed.

Section 01: Cameron's Class: Students Completed

SSN M/F age hsgpa Þaþer f-srade critical con crilcon Ene-1
4 nl t9-20 86-90 1.5 93.1 56 35 -21 X
EI Ê 2l-22 3.4 61.91 5l 5l
CAMI m 2t-22 81-85 5.8 68.41 60 51 -9
L2 f 19-20 76-80 5 63.64 56 53 -3
CANT2 m l7-18 35.99 57 53 -4 X
CAMO3 m 2t-22 I l-8s t3.2 61.7 5 47 54 10
CAM4 m 27-30 71-7 5 65 54 tl X
CAMO5 m 19-20 66-70 5.6 64.82 58 60 2 X
CAM6 m 45olus 3.8 60.49 '72 61 t1
CAMOT f 2t-22 6.8 66.31 62 64 2 X
CAMOS m 7 -18 66-10 3 55.71 69 65 4 X
CAM9 r 7-18 7l-7 5 2.8 65.21 15 ot -8 X
01 f 1 -18 66-70 2.6 12.28 4t 69 28 X
03 m 9-20 6l-65 2.1 64.96 55 t1 18 X
02 m 7 -18 6.8 86.14 69 85 t6
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High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking Scores

High Critical
Thinking Scores

Total

3 4 6 I 15

01: Cameron's Class: Not Completed

Complete Profile of Cameron's Class

Section 1: High Constructive Thinking Scores

Section 1: High Critical Thinking Scores

SSN M/F age hsgpa paper f-grade critical con crilcon Ene- I
l1l t9-20 56-60 l5 64.06 25 06 -19 X

2 m 19-20 81-85 t6.1 86.7 59 46 -13 X
J m 3l-35 56-60 61 46.5 14.5 X
CAMOlO f 19-20 16.2 69.43 45 51.25 t2.25
LI m 2t-22 13.4 15.09 88 82.67 -5.33

High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking Scores

High Critical
Thinking Scores

Total

1 J 5

High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking Scores

High Critical
Thinking Scores

Total

3 5 7 4 20

Research
Paper
Grade

Final
Grade

Critical
Thinking
Score

Constructive
Thinking
Score

Prior
Know-
ledse

Gained
Know-
ledee

Impor-
tance

Hope To
Accomplish/
Future Intersts

01 t2.6 72.78 r4t 169 4 st6 2n3 3/sl6-18
02 16.8 86.14 t69 r45
03 12.1 64.96 155 173

1 l5 64.06 t25 06
2 t6.1 86.7 r59 46
J 161 46.s
4 11.5 93.7 156 35 4 7 t4 5-21
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Caterina's Class

Classroom makeup. There were nine fernales and ten males that responded to the

close-ended items on the questionnaire in Caterina's class. They ranged in age frorn 17 to

26. There were two students who were older than the rest of the students in the class and

their age was between 31 to 45. Two students (one fernale and one rnale) had high critical

thinking scores. Their research paper grades ranged frorn 1 3.4 to i 5.6 out of 20. Six

students (four females and one male) had low critical thinking scores and their research

paper grades ranged frorn 10.4 to 14.6 out of 20. There were also six students (three

females and three males) who had low constructive thinking scores. Their research paper

grades ranged from 10 to i6.8 out of 20. Five students (one female and four males) had

high constructive thinking scores and their research paper grades ranged from 10.2 to

14.4. Of the seven students whose first language was not English, five students had low

constructive thinking scores.

Portfolios. There were only two student portfolios submitted from Caterina's

class, both containing instructor feedback on draft versions along with the research paper

itself. Of the two portfolios that were turned in, one participant had not totally completed

either the closed or open-ended items on the questionnaire. As a result, there were no

critical or constructive thinking total scores or qualitative data available with which to

create a profile. The other student had low critical thinking scores on the close-ended

items, receiving a grade of 14.6 out of 20 on his research paper and a final grade of 66.2

percent. His first language was English and he was 17 to 18 years of age.
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02 Cateúna's Class: Cornpleted

02 Caterina's Class: Not Completed

02 Overall Profile of Caterina's Class

SSN M/F ase hsgpa paper f-srade critical con cri/con Ene-l
5 n] 17-18 9l - 100 13.4 '77 49 J¿ -17 X
CATI f 2t-22 s6-60 54 53 4'7 -6 X
6 f 23-24 6r-6s 1s.6 73.9 ot 49 -18 X
CaI2 ll't 4t-45 6r-65 I 9.10 50 52 2 X
04 m t9-20 66-10 0.2 49.10 39 58 t9 X
CATO3 f t9-20 71-7 5 r.60 69.3 52 o4 T2 X
CATO4 f t9-20 76-80 6.2 15.s 64 65 1

L3 m l7-18 81-85 4.6 66.2 11 65 -6 X
CAT5 m 17-18 91-r00 3.2 17.22 71 61 -4
06 f 19-20 16-80 4 54.5 56 70 14 X
CATO6 f 17-18 76-80 4.6 69 74 /U -4 X
CATOT m 3l-35 5 1-55 6.8 72.6 t3 74 I
CAT9 f 25-26 66-70 4.6 7 5.2 83 75 -8 X
07 m t9-20 76-80 2 72.12 63 18 l5 X
CATOIO m t9-20 66-70 0 49.5 66 18 12
06 m 23-24 66-70 I 1.8 41.5 56 80 24
08 m t9-20 76-80 14.4 63.4 69 99 30

Higlr
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking
Scores

High Critical
Thinking
Scores

Total

5 5 5 2 17

SSN M/F age hsgpa paper f-grade critical con crilcon Eng-1
CATII f l7-18 81-85 10.4 54.5 166.1r 158 -8.1 I
CATO12 f I7 -18 76-80 34.6 163 164 43 1.43 X

High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking
Scores

High Critical
Thinking
Scores

Total

I 1 2

High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking
Scores

High Critical
Thinking
Scores

Total

5 6 6 2 t9
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Section 2: High Constructive Thinking Scores

Section 2: High Critical Thinking Scores

Research
Paper
Grade

Final
Grade

Critical
Thinking
Score

Constructive
Thinking
Score

Prior
Know-
ledse

Gained
Know-
ledse

Impor-
tance

Hope to
Accomplish/
Future Interests

04 0.20 49.10 t39 58 4 8 7 -14
05 4 54.5 156 70 4 U2 r-6t1
06 1.8 41.5 r56 80 2 7 J-l
07 2 12.12 163 78 2 J 4/5-14
08 4.4 63.4 169 99

5 13.4 7"1 149 132 4 5 st8 6-7
6 15.6 73.9 t6l 149 2 4 6 --9

Mark's Class

Class malreatp.In Mark's class, there were nine females and five males who

responded to the close-ended items on the questionnaire. Their age ranged frorn 17 to 26.

There were also three students from this group who were older and their ages ranged

from 4l to 45. The high school grade point average for this group ranged between 66 and

100. Five students (three females and two males) had high critical thinking scores. Their

research paper grades ranged from 11 to 16 out of 20. Four students (three females and

one male) had low critical thinking scores and their research paper grades ranged from 9

to 13. Two male students had low constructive thinking scores, with research paper

grades of 16 and 16.9 respectively out of 20. There were also two students who had high

constructive thinking scores and their research paper grades were respectively 12 and,

14.5 out of 20. There were four students in this class whose first language was not

English. Three of them had low to high critical thinking scores and one had a high

constructive thinking score.
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Three portfolios were received fi'orn this class. These portfolios included research

proposals, outlines and inshuctor feedback along with copies of final research papers. Of

these three parlicipants, there was only one student who had totally cornpleted the close-

ended questionnaire items. He had a high critical thinking score. His research paper rnark

was 1 6 out of 20 and his final grade in the course was 84 percent. There were no open-

ended responses to cornplete a profile for this student.

03 Mark's Class: Cornpleted

03 Mark's Class: Not Cornpleted

SSN M/F age hssna paper f-erade critical con crilcon Ens-l
1 ln 41-45 86-90 59.7 40 25 -15 X
8 f 19-20 6l-65 4 68.9 59 34 -25 X
9 f 41-45 91 100 6 84.1 0 62 39 -23 X
M1 m 21-22 I t-15 2.5 69.1 0 43 40 -3
12 m 19-20 91-100 6.5 87.7 64 42 aa X
l0 f 17-18 7t-75 4.5 71 .1 64 50 -14 X
010 f 25-26 61-65 2 74.3 -tt 51 18 X
M2 f 2t-22 76-80 3 60.7 68 59 -9
M03 m 21-22 8 1-85 6 80.1 63 64 X

High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking
Scores

High Critical
Thinking
Scores

Total

I 2 5 9

SSN M/F age hsgpa Daoer f-grade critical con crilcon Ene-1
M4 f 17-18 76-80 9 62.10 156 r45 11 X
M0s m 21-22 25-26 t6.9 7 5.4 r45 149.22 4.22 X
M6 f t9-20 76-80 I] 68.1 168 160.11 -8.00
l1 f 25-26 66-10 16 80.1 193 t78.22 14.78 X
09 f 41-45 66-10 14.5 76.40 l54.ll 196.1 I 42

High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking
Scores

High Critical
Thinking
Scores

Total

I 2 I 5



High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking
Scores

High Critical
Thinking
Scores

Total

2 2 4 6 t4
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Overall Profile of Mark's Class

Section 3: Constructive Thinking Scores

Section 3:High Critical Thinking Scores

Laura's Class

Class makeup. There were 14 females and 6 males that responded to the close-

ended items on the questionnaire from Laura's class, with ages ranging from 17 to 26.

There were two older students. One fell between the age range of 31 to 35 and the other,

from 41 to 45. The high school grade point average of students in this class varied from

56 to 100. Three students (one female, two males) had high critical thinking scores and

their research paper grades ranged from 17 to 19 out of 20. Eight students (five fernales

and four males) had low critical thinking scores. Their research paper grades ranged from

72 to 78 out of 20. Six students (hve females, one male) had low constructive thinking

scores. Their research paper grades ranged from 13.5 to 18.5 out of 20. Two students

Research
Paper
Grade

Final
Grade

Critical
Thinking
Score

Constructive
Thinking
Score

Prior
Know-
ledse

Gained
Know-
ledee

Impor-
tance

Hope to
Accornplish/
Future Interests

09 14.5 16.4 1 54.1 1 196.r 1 I l6 I 5-16
010 12 14.3 133 151 I 4lUtl I 6-1 5

7 59 r40 25
8 4 68.9 159 34
9 6 84 t62 39
10 4.5 71 .1 164 50 2 8 5/1 6-12
l1 6 80.1 193 78.22 l0 817 l0-t2
t2 6.5 87.7 t64 42 2 I T4 9-"1
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(both fernales) had high constructive thinking scores with their research paper grades

being 13 and 14.5 respectively out of 20. There were five students whose first language

was not English. Two had high and one a low constructive thinking score.

Portfolios. There was one portfolio received from Laura's class. This student had

a low consttuctive thinking score. His open-ended responses showed that he had had very

little previous experience writing a research paper. He leamed the process of how to write

a research paper in the 099.1 1 1 prograrn. He believed that it was irnpoftant to write a

research paper that mattered, that was authentic. He hoped that the readers would gain an

understanding of the issue he wrote about, and that he would be given a high rnark. His

actual research paper mark was 13 out of 20 and his final grade was 70 percent. His area

of interest was Dentistry, in particular Dental Hygiene.

04 Laura's Class: Completed Questionnaire

SSN M/F aqe hssoa DADET f-srade critical con crilcon Ens-l Interna
LAI m 17-18 61-6s 12.5 69.9 57 45 12 X
t3 m t7 -18 81-85 t7 89.s 66 53 13 X
LA2 f 31-35 7 t-]5 12.5 69.4 58 55 -3 X
LAO3 f t9-20 16-80 50 56 6
LA4 m l7-18 86-90 18 92.2 60 51 -3 X
l5 nl t9-20 86-90 19 89.3 74 58 -16
LA5 m 25-26 91- 100 l7 82.60 6l 59 a X
LAO6 f 19-20 61-65 6t 62 X
LAET f t7-18 81-85 15.5 81.5 62 62 X
LAOS f t9-20 56-60 I3.5 58.3 55 66 lt X
LA9 f 23-24 15.5 16.8 76 71 -5 X
LCON 1 m 41-4s 13 70.1 62 72 10 X
LAlO f 11-18 8 l-85 12 74.t0 /6 72 -4 X
LAO1 1 f l7-18 86-90 18.50 94.20 79 88 9 X

High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking
Scores

High Critical
Thinking
Scores

Total

5 I 6 2 t4



SSN M/F age hsgpa paper f-prade critical con cri/con Ens-1
LAI2 f t7 -r8 8r-85 t4.5 '72.1 r64 58.56 -5.44 X
LAl3 F 23-24 76-80 t67 66
0it r 23-24 76-80 5.5 80.8 t72.67 87 14.33 X
t4 f 11 -18 9t-100 7.5 85.4 205.44 83 -22.44
LAOI4 f t9-20 81-8s 4.5 7',7.7 184 85.1 I 1.lt
012 f t7-18 61 -65 3 66 162 86 24
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04 Laura's Class: Not Cornpleted Questionnaire

Overall Profìle of Laura's Class

Section 4: High Constructive Thinking Scores

Section 4: High Critical Thinking Scores

George's Class

Class makeup. There were nine females and six males that responded to the close-

ended questionnaire items. Their age range was between 17 and 22.Therewere two

tnature students whose age ranged from2l to 30 and frorn 41 to 45. The high school

grade point average of students in this class was between 56 and 100 percent. Six

High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking
Scores

High Critical
Thinking
Scores

Total

2 2 I 6

High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking
Scores

High Critical
Thinking
Scores

Total

2 6 8 J 20

Research
Paper
Grade

Final
Grade

Critical
Thinking
Score

Constructive
Thinking
Score

Prior
Know-
ledse

Gained
Know-
ledee

Impor-
tance

Hope to
Accomplish/
Future Interests

011 15.5 80.8 172.61 187 I 3 I 14110-9
012 13 66 t62 186 I t7 15 6-1

l3 T7 89.s 166 153 4 1l 14-1
14 11.5 85.4 205.44 183 4 2 7 5n0-12
15 19 89.3 t74 158
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studeuts (three females and two males) had high critical thinking scores. Their research

paper grades ranged from 13.8 to 18.5 out oî20. Four students (three fernales and one

rnale) had low critical thinking scores, and their research paper grades ranged frorr 10 to

17. 5 out of 20. There were also four students who had low constructive thinking scores

(two fernales and two male). They had a sirnilar range for research paper grades, fi'orn 10

to l7 . There was one male student who had a high constructive thinking score.

Unfortunately, his research paper mark was unavailable. Of the seven students whose

first language was not English, three students had low to high constructive thinking

scores.

Portfolios. Only one student from George's class subrnitted his or her writing

portfolio, complete with research paper draft and instructor feedback. Her native

language was English and she was 79 to 20 years of age. She had cornpleted both the

close- and open-ended responses on the questionnaire with a high critical thinking score.

While she had an extensive background in writing infonnative papers before enrolling,

she noted that in the course she had leamed how to cite references in A.P.A. style. In

order to obtain a good grade, she wanted to write a paper that contained conect grammar

and had a clear thesis statement. She would like to attend the Faculty of Education after

completing her Arls degree. She received 17 out of 20 on her research paper, and 78

percent for her final grade.
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05 George's Class: Cornpleted

05 George's Class: Not Completed

Overall Profile of George's Class

SSN MiF age hsspa Daþer f-srade critical con crilcon Ene-1
T6 m t7 -r8 56-60 18.50 80.80 67 41 -zo X
GI f t7 -18 61-6s l0 53.2 52 44 -8
l1 f 19-20 86-90 t1 78.1 o/ 48 -19 X
G2 f 21-30 19.3 79.1 75 48 aa

G3 f 7-18 11-7 5 1 5.5 77.4 1l 49 1a X
G4 f 9-20 66-',70 63 62 I

G0s m 7-18 76-80 7 74 67 70 J

G06 m 1 -18 76-80 0 56 68 76 8

G1 f 4t-45 66-10 1.5 80.80 85 77 -8 X

High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking
Scores

High Critical
Thinking
Scores

Total

2 J 4 9

SSN M/F age nsgpa DADET f-srade critical con crilcon Ens-1
G8 m t9-20 81-85 13.8 68.8 166.25 t36.22 -30.03 X
G9 f t9-20 7 l-15 15.5 77.4 t69 142 a1 X
G10 m t9-20 1t-7 5 13.8 61 r64 158.56 -s.44
G0l I f tt-18 76-80 15.5 82.5 163.44 174 10.56 X
G012 f 19-20 71-15 12.5 67.60 170 181.49 I 1.89 X
013 m 2t-22 9l-100 163 189 26

High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking
Scores

High Critical
Thinking
Scores

Total

2 1 2 6

High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking
Scores

High Critical
Thinking
Scores

Total

I 4 4 6 l5



Research
Paper
Grade

Final
Grade

Critical
Thinking
Score

Constructive
Thinking
Score

Prior
Know-
ledse

Gained
Know-
ledse

Impor-
tance

Hope to
Accomplislr/
Future Interests

013 t63 189 4 t7 9 6-24
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Section 5: Constructive Thinking Scores

Section 5: High Critical Thinking Scores

Robert 06 Class

Class malrcup. There were an equal number of female and male students in

Robert's 06 section, ranging in age frorn 17 to 24 that responded to the close-ended

questionnaire items. Their high school grade point average ranged frorn 61 to 90 percent.

There were five students (two fernales and three males) who had high critical thinking

scores. Their research paper grades ranged from 8 to 16 out of20. Three students (one

fernale and two males) had low critical thinking scores and their research paper grades

ranged from 8 to 15.2 out of 20. Seven students (three female and four male) had low

constructive thinking scores. Their research paper grades ranged frorn 10 to 16 out of 20.

Six students (five females and one male) had high constructive thinking scores. Their

research paper grades ranged fuom 12 to 16.6 out of 20. There was one male student who

had equal scores on both types of thinking. He received 11 out of 20 on his research

paper. Of the nine students whose first language was not English, six students had high

and low constructive thinking scores.

Portfulios. The 06 class returned four porlfolios, the second highest response rate

of all of the sections. These portfolios included instructor feedback. Of the four students

I6 r 8.5 80.8 r61 41 21 t4-t4
t7 t7 18 161 48 4 I ll 12t6-12
18 19.3 79 175 48 2 I l 6/5-1
r9 13.8 68.8 166.2s 36.22 I 6 6/5-7
20 15.5 71.4 169 42 4 5 il 5114-3U1
2t 15.5 77.4 171 49 4 ll t4- 10
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who turned in their porlfolios, three had corrpleted the close-ended iterns on the

questionnaire. There were two who had low constructive thinking scores and one with

equal scores. Unfortunately, only one out of the three students completed the open-ended

questionnaire responses, the student who had equal critical/constructive thinkillg scores

on constructive and critical thinking. He was a native speaker of English and was 23 to

24 years of age. This student had a strong background in writing. He indicated that in the

course he had learned how to organize an academic paper. When asked what he viewed

as important about writing a research paper, he believed that the paper should create a

solid argument. He hoped that his research paper would have current infonnation. His

research paper grade was 11 out of 20, and his final rnark was 60 percent. The faculty he

was most interested in was Agriculture.

06 Robert's Class: Completed

SSN M/F age hsgpa DADET f-srade critical con crilcon Ens-l
22 m t7-1 8 66-10 8 61.1 50 3l -19 X
23 f 2t-22 t6-80 2.6 64.6 56 49 -16 X
R1 m 2r-22 86-90 65 49 -16
R2 m 19-20 76-80 15.2 16.2 52 51 1 X
25 m t9-20 81-85 13.6 74.5 o/ 51 16 X
LCON2 m 21-22 81-85 13.6 64.9 41 53 6
014 f t9-20 86-90 16.6 72.2 48 63 15
R3 f 21-22 81-85 8 54.2 66 63 -3 X
R4 m 23-24 81-85 2 62.7 68 63 -5
R05 m 19-20 61-65 0 45 63 66 J
R06 m 21-22 86-90 6 83.6 OJ 61 4 X
015 f t9-20 76-80 2 71 .5 41 72 31 X
R07 f t7 -18 66-10 4 61.2 60 72 t2 X
016 f 19-20 7t-75 2 5I 50 73 23
E2 m 23-24 I 60.6 79 79
019 f 2t-22 61-65 2 49.6 59 80 2t X
R08 f 21-22 86-90 6 73.5 /6 84 8

High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking
Scores

High Critical
Thinking
Scores

Total

4 5 I J 4 t7
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06 Robert's Class: Not Completed

Overall Profile of 06 Robert's Class

Section 6: High Critical Thinking Scores

Robert's 07 Class

Class makeup. There were 9 males and 12 females that responded to the close-

ended items in Robert's 07 section, with an age range of 7l to 22.Their high school

SSI'ì M/F age hsgpa paper f-srade critical con crilcon Ene-1
R09 f t7 -18 I t-]5 I 3.60 63.30 144 149.61 5.67 ,(
R010 m .'t1 aa 81-85 10 56.2 159.56 161 144
lo f 27-30 11-15 l6 73.4 180.il r61 19.1 l X
017 f t9-20 66-70 t3.6 62.3 141.44 167 t9.56 X
018 u] 31-35 16-80 16 73.5 165.22 r83 17.18 X

Higlr
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking
Scores

High Critical
Thinking
Scores

Total

2 1 1 I 5

High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking
Scores

High Critical
Thinking
Scores

Total

6 6 I 4 5 22

Section 6: High Constructive Thinking Scores

Research
Paper
Grade

Final
Grade

Critical
Thinking
Score

Constructive
Thinking
Score

Prior
Know-
ledse

Gained
Know-
ledse

Impor-
tance

Hope to
Accomplish/
Future Interests

014 6.6 72.2 148 163 t7 6-7
015 2 71 .5 t41 r72 5 2 6t5-7
016 2 51 150 t73 1 2 6 613-4
011 3.6 62.3 r41.44 167 2 5 3-24
018 6 73.5 165.22 183

019 2 49.6 159 180

22 8 61.1 150 131 2 'ì 6-21
z) t2.6 64.6 156 149 20 3 3-10
24 165 149 6 4 6-7
25 13.6 74.5 167 151 4 2 3 4-11
26 t6 73.4 1 80.1 I l6l 4 3 t2 416-6/1
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glade point average ranged from 61 to 90 percent. There were eight students (six rnales

and two females) who had high critical thinking scores. Their performance on the

research paper ranged from 13.6 to19 out of 20. The three students (one fernale and two

rnales) who had low critical thinking scores received research paper grades that ranged

fron 12 to 13.6 out of 20. One rnale student had equal scores on both types of thinking.

He received a grade of 11 out of 20 on his research paper. There were seven students

(three females and four males) who had low constructive thinking scores. They received

10 to l6 out of 20 on their research papers. Six students (five females and one male) had

high constructive thinking scores. Their research paper marks ranged from 12 to 16 out of

20. There were three students (two fernales and one rnale) whose hrst language was not

English. They had low constructive thinking scores and their research paper grades

ranged frorn 8 to 13.4 out of 20.

Portfolios. Two portfolios were submitted from section 07. These portfolios also

included instructor feedback. These native speakers of English, did not, however

complete all of the close-ended items on the questionnaire. Their subset scores were

added and averaged according to the number of responses with both students having high

critical thinking scores. One fernale student, age 19 to 20, had very little background in

writing a research paper. She believed that she had learned about the process of writing a

research paper by attending the class. When asked what she thought was the most

important thing about writing a research paper, she wanted to create a solid argument.

She hoped to go into the Faculty of Management after she completed University 1. The

other student was a male, a native speaker of English, 19 to 20 years of age. He also had

had very little background in writing a research paper before enrolling in the 099.111
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coufse. He reported that he leamed how to conduct research by attending the 099.1 1 1

class' He also felt it was very irnportant to create a solid argument. He hoped that his

final research paper contained a solid argument and that he was able to get his point

across to the audience. His future goal was to be adrnitted to the Faculty of Architecture.

Section 07: Robert's Class: Cornpleted euestionnaire

Section 07: Robert's Class: Did Not Complete euestionnaire

SSN M/F ase hsspa paper f-grade critical con crilcon Ens-1 intern
27 m 9-20 86-90 3.6 51.',1 69 23 -46 X
28 m 9-20 66-70 4 64.3 43 29 -14 X
34 m 7-18 66-70 2 62 61 41 -14 X
ROBI f 7-18 81-85 J 59.6 59 5l -8 X
ROBE2 f 7 -18 8 1-85 3 59.6 55 55 X
ROBO3 I 7 -18 8 1-85 3 11.8 50 58 8 X
ROB04 f 9-20 86-90 3.4 75.80 55 58 3
ROB5 r 9-20 71-15 J 50.9 70 60 -10 X
ROBO6 m 1-18 71-15 2 43.20 61 62 X
020 f 7-18 86-90 54 72 l8 X
021 r 7-18 81-85 12 61 10 56 82 26 X
ROBOT f 2t-22 86-90 10 s7.40 14 83 9

High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking
Scores

High Critical
Thinking
Scores

Total

2 4 I 2 3 12

SSN M/F age hsgpa DADCT f-srade critical con crilcon
29 f 9-20 86-90 14.6 71.9 54 31.78 -16.22 X
ROBOs f 7-18 76-80 t6.4 81.2 45.36 47.89 2.53 X
30 m 9-20 71-1 5 19 90.80 76.78 48.22 -28.56 X
ROB9 m 9-20 '71-1 5 t2 40.90 59 49.22 -9.18 X
3l m 1-18 8 1-8s 18 73.7 80.78 50.03 -30.15 X
33 f 1-18 8l-8s T2 65.20 70.33 5l -19.33 X
ROB010 m 21-22 81-85 8 48 56 51.44 1.44
32 m 17-18 86-90 18 86.80 86 67.78 18.22 X
ROBll f 17-18 8 l-85 13.6 69.2 60 57 -3 X

High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking
Scores

High Critical
Thinking
Scores

Total

2 2 5 9



High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking
Scores

High Critical
Thinking
Scores

Total

2 6 I 4 8 21
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Overall Profile of Roberf 's 07 Class

Section 7:High Constructive Thinking Scores

Section 7: High Critical Thinking Scores

Ricþ's Class

Class makeltp. Six fernales and four males responded to the close-ended student

questionnaire, all international students placed in this separate course section. Their ages

ranged frorn 19 to 24. They were leaming English as a Second Language. Their grade

point average before entering the 099.1 1 1 course was from a low of 76 to a high of 90

percent. Four students (two females and two males) who had high critical thinking scores

received research paper grades that ranged from i0.4 to 12.4 out of 20. There were three

students (two females and one male) who had low critical thinking scores. Their research

paper grades were 12 out of 20, except for one student whose grade was 15.6 out of 20.

Research
Paper
Grade

Final
Grade

Critical
Thinking
Score

Constructive
Thinking
Score

Prior
Know-
ledse

Gained
Know-
ledee

Impor-
tance

Hope to
Accomplish/
Future Interests

020 154 112 22 4/20 N/a-14
021 T2 61 156 t82 22t6 l3 6-l 1

2l 13.60 57.1 169 23 4 2 10122 6-7
28 T4 64.3 t43 29 I 2 20 6/3-12
29 14.6 71.9 154 37.18 I l1 3 N/a-7
30 r9 90.8 1',76.18 48.22 I 8 J 3t7-24
31 18 73.1 180.78 50.03 4 17 I 6-8
32 l8 86.8 186 61.78 5 22 20 %--
JJ t2 65.20 110.33 5l 22 J 3-12
34 T2 62 161 47 2 6 3 317-6
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Three students (two fernales and one male) had low constmctive thinking scores. Their

research paper grades ranged from 13.2 to 13.6 out of 20, and their final grades were 65.6

and 74.9 percent, respectively.

Portfolios. Only two students frorn Ricky's class respor.rded to the request for

portfolios. Their portfolios included detailed instructor feedback plus frnal research

papers, but they had not fully cornpleted the close and open-ended responses on the

questionnaire. The degree to which they valued critical and constructive thinking could,

therefore, not be detennined.

08 Ricky's Class: Cornpleted Questionnaire

08 Ricky's Class: Did Not Complete Questionnaire

ssll M/F ase hssna DADET f-srade critical con crilcon Ene-1 Intem
36 f 2t-22 8 -85 t0.4 60.0s 57 43 t4 Y
35 m t9-20 9 -l 00 t2.4 63.35 10 49 -21 Y
31 m 23-24 8 -85 12.4 67.60 66 52 -14 Y
RI1 m 23-24 86-90 61 53 -8 Y
RI2 f 2t-22 8r-85 2 64.55 64 55 -9 Y
RI3 f 23-24 5.60 76.20 69 60 -9 Y
38 f 19-20 76-80 2 8l 66 l5 Y
RIO4 f t9-20 91- 100 62 l1 9 Y

High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking
Scores

High Critical
Thinking
Scores

Total

J 4 8

SSN M/F aqe hsgpa paper Êsrade critical con cri./con Y
zu05 f 19-20 81-8s 13.20 11.25 165 113.25 8.25 Y
RIO6 m 21-30 86-90 t3.20 64.85 161.25 114 6.7 5 Y

High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Fqual Scores Low Critical
Thinking
Scores

High Critical
Thinking
Scores

Total

2 2
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Complete Profile of Ricky's Class: Cornbined

Section 8: High Critical Thinking Scores

Larry's Class

Class makeup. There were 11 fernales and 12 males that responded to the close-

ended items on the questionnaire frorn Larry's class. The average age of this group

ranged fi'orn 17 to 24 years of age. There was one student who was older than 45. The

grade point average of these students was between 56 to 100 percent. Four students (four

males) had high critical thinking scores and their research paper grades ranged from l2 to

17 out of 20. There were ten students (five fernales and five males) who had low critical

thinking scores. Their research paper grades fell between 12.2 to 17.6. Six students (4

females and 2 males) had low constructive thinking scores. Their research paper grades

ranged fi'orn 15.8 to 18.4.

Three fernale students had high constructive thinking scores and their research

paper grades were between 15.8 to 16.4. Of the nine students whose first language was

not English, six had low to high constructive thinking scores. There was one student who

subrnitted a portfolio that included instructor feedback together with the research paper.

High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking
Scores

High Critical
Thinking
Scores

Total

J ) 4 10

35 12.4 63.35 70 49 20 t2/1 6-7
36 10.4 60.05 51 43
JI 12.4 61.6 66 52
38 l2 8l 66 t7 /2 16 -7
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This participant had not fully completed the closed or open-ended items on the

questionnaire. As a result, a profile could not be cornpleted.

09 Larry's Class: Cornpleted Questionnaire

09 Larry's Class: Not Cornpleted

SSN M/F age hsgpa þaþer f-srade critical co11 cri/con Ens-l rntem
39 m l7-18 81-85 t6.4 16.8 58 t7 -41 X
40 tn 17- 18 7t-7s t2 63.50 53 35 l8 X
LARl m 21-22 56-60 t4 73.2 57 51 -6
LAR2 ¡

I t9-20 76-80 16.8 66.90 63 53 l0 X
LAR3 ln 23-24 66-10 6 61 57 55 -2
LAR4 ln 21-22 8 89.7 59 55 -4 X
LAR5 f t7-18 9r 100 7.6 84.70 61 58 -l X
LARO6 f 19-20 8l -85 5.8 84.15 5l 63 t2
LART m 21-22 61-65 2.2 53.75 54.22 46 -8.22 X
LAROS m 45p 86-90 47 48 I
LAR9 m 17-18 81-85 17 89.2 90 69 -21 X
LAROlO f 19-20 81-85 17.4 81.25 80 16 4
LARO1 1 m l7-18 9l - 100 l8 87.35 '73 83 10 X
024 f 21-22 86-90 15.90 61 89 28
LAROl2 f l7-18 86-90 t8.4 64.89 85 89 4 X

High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking
Scores

High Critical
Thinking
Scores

Total

5 6 J 15

SSN M/F age nsgpa paper f-srade critical con crilcon Ens-1 intern
41 m t7 -18 11-7 s t7 65.30 155.1 124 -3t.70 X
LARI3 f 17-18 81-85 15.8 74.80 149.89 r49 -.89 X
LARl4 ln 11 aa 86-90 16 63.49 162 159.33 -2.67
LARO15 f 31-35 1t-75 13.8 68.75 152 164.61 t2.61
023 f 23-24 81-85 16.4 74.2 153 t69 16
LARI6 f 17-18 86-90 r 5.8 64.2 139 136 -J X
LARl7 m 41-45 86-90 19.2 84 179.22 113.11 -6.1 1 X
022 f t7-18 76-80 15.8 63.35 149 114 25 X

High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking
Scores

High Critical
Thinking
Scores

Total

2 I 4 1 8
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Overall Profile of Larry's Class

Section 9: High Constructive Thinking Scores

Section 9: High Critical Thinking Scores

High
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Low
Constructive
Thinking
Scores

Equal Scores Low Critical
Thinking
Scores

High Critical
Thinking
Scores

Total

3 6 10 4 ¿J

Research
Paper
Grade

Final
Grade

Critical
Thinking
Score

Constructive
Thinking
Score

Prior
Know-
ledee

Gained
Know-
ledse

Inrpor-
tance

Hope to
Accomplish./
Future Interests

022 15.8 63.35 149 174 4 I 12 5-2011
023 t6.4 74.2 153 t69 2 t5 4 2-10
024 7 5.9 l6l 189 2 20 20 N/a-7

39 16.4 6s.3 158 T7 I 1 4 6-14
40 t2 64 153 35 I 5 6-23
41 1l 65.3 t55.70 24 I 4 6-7
42 17 89.2 190 69 4 1 3 6/4-7
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APPBNDIX O
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TEACHING PHILOSOPHY
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student centered X X X X
taught by mentors X X X X X X
believes in learnino Drocess X X X X X X X X X
nurtures life lonq learninq X X X X X X X X
developed own philosophv X X X X X X X X
puts personal philosophv into practice X X X X X X X
problem solvinq/ case studv aporoach X X X X X X X
believes in beinq current X X X X X X X X X X
believes in performance and final oroduct X X
achieves credibility throuqh beinq obiective X X
sees the value of the whole person X X X X
apprec¡ates diversitv X X X X X X X X X X
wants to develop the art of empathv X X X
has a desire to use his heart to educate X X
believes that learning is a continuum
moving from novist to expert X X X X X X X X X
thrives on aha moments X X X X
relationship buildinq X X X X X X
to think about the material thev are learnino X X X X X X X X X X
to advance the effort that is necessary for
them to learn/ an enabler X
wants them to demonstrate creativitv X X X
understandinq of authoritv X
importance of debatinq X X X X X X X X X X
strives for active enqaqement X X X X X X X X X X
to learn the importance of beinq humble X X
frustrated with the view that learning is
always about findinq the correct answer X X X X X X X X X X
wants to create open ended assiqnments X X X X X X X X X X
seeks truth X X X X
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strateqy-oriented X X X X X
ouestions his/her oractice X X X X X X X
has students develoo questions X X X X X X X X X X
develops rapport with students X X X
direct instruction X X X X X X X X X X
active listener X X X X X
empathv X X X X
recognizes students' strenoths X X X X X X
oriqinal teachinq stvle/ risk takes X X X X
oriqinal assessment X X X
differentiated instruction X X X
professionallv develoos X X X X X X X X X X
gathers tried methods X X
facilitator X X X X
wants optimal solutions X
learns from students X X X
importance of social interaction X X X X X X X X X X
qroup oriented X X X X
draws out students' experience,
abilities X X X X X X X X X X
importance of earninq credibilitv X X
keeps current X X
open-minded X X X X X X X X X X
feels time constraints X X X X X X X X
creates a sense of wonder X X X X X X
wants to make a difference in student
lives X X X
qives feedback to students X X X X X X X X X X
uses peers to review assiqnments X X X X X X X
feels phvsical constraints X X
tries to make content interestino X X X X X X X X X X
wants them to understand
implications X X X X
makes connections to real life
scenarios X X X X X X X X X
wants to know what student feedback
is X X
goes bevond technical information X X X X X X X X X X
tries to have students ask whv X X X X X X X X X X
takes risks bv trying somethino new X X X X X X
makes time to discuss content X X X X


